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The history of total knee arthroplasty stretches back over 70 years.  Many studies 
have shown that TKA is, in general, a successful operation for the relief of joint pain, 
with patient satisfaction rates of 90-95% and implant survival rates at 10-15 years of 
greater than 90%. However, a number of studies have also shown the potential for 
failures or complications arising post-implantation leading to revision surgery.   
This thesis presents finite element (FE) models of the distal femur following primary 
and revision total knee arthroplasty. Pre-arthroplasty models are also developed for 
comparison. Particular attention is given to how femoral component design and 
method of fixation impacts the mechanical environment of the distal femur and 
stability of the prosthesis. FE analyses with fully bonded interfaces indicate that 
femoral components are subject to areas of low stress (stress shielding) immediately 
under the anterior flange and chamfer regardless of internal implant features. 
However, internal implant features were found to play a role in the pattern and 
magnitude of stress concentrations. Both stresses and motions were observed to 
increase with increasing flexion angle, indicating the importance of testing at 
multiple angles.  
The initial models of the distal femur were extended to incorporate the effects of 
ageing and endosteal thinning of the femoral cortex, through novel application of 
pre-existing FE modelling techniques, specifically the ability to assign variable 
material properties corresponding to the nodal temperatures output from a heat 
transfer analysis. The findings from this study indicate that older patients with 
osteoporosis may be at increased risk of periprosthetic fracture compared to younger 
healthy patients. The use of a revision femoral component with a cemented stem as a 
means to mitigate this fracture risk was also investigated.  
FE analyses using frictional interfaces were employed to determine the influence of 
femoral component design on micromotion at the interface. These models showed 
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that all primary implants were subject to similar magnitudes of relative motion at the 
interface, however, the distinct internal implant features led to very different regional 
variations. Furthermore, certain internal implant features (i.e. femoral box) were 
found to be highly sensitive to errors in surgical bone cuts. This aspect of the thesis 
also concluded that the addition of a stem served to significantly reduce motions at 
the interface in comparison to primary stemless implants. Long stemmed prostheses 
were found to result in the smallest levels of interface motion.  
This study also detailed the design and creation of an in vitro test setup for the 
purposes of determining the influence of stem length and fixation on the stability of 
revision prostheses. Experimental results using this test rig showed that a cemented 
short stem provides as much initial stability as the uncemented long stem, and is 
easier to fit surgically. Corresponding FE models incorporating a virtual 
representation of the test rig and in vitro loading conditions revealed that the relative 
motion at the multi-planar bone-prosthesis interface cannot be adequately described 
using a single reference point. However, in vitro setups may be used to predict a 
general measure of implant stability and to provide a source of calibration for FE. 
The distal femur models were further modified to investigate how the presence of 
condylar defects as classified by AORI defect classification system (Engh 2006) and 
weak osseous support due to osteoporosis may adversely affect the survival of the 
prosthesis. These investigations revealed that fixation of the femoral component, the 
presence of a large condylar defect and the level of osseous support all had an impact 
on stress in the implant, it is concluded that a non-modular approach should be 
adopted in older patient groups with severe osteoporosis to mitigate the risk of 
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I.1 Total Knee Arthroplasty: History and overview 
The knee joint is one of the largest and most complex joints in the human body. It is 
capable of withstanding loads many times that of body weight on a daily basis 
depending on the activities undertaken.  
Due to traumatic injury or through diseases such as osteoarthritis the function of this 
joint can become severely impaired. This can lead to pain, reduced mobility and can 
greatly impact on the overall quality of life. This is particularly difficult for 
individuals in certain eastern cultures where bending or kneeling forms a much larger 
part of daily life (e.g. as part of religious rituals) than in western cultures. In the case 
of irreparable damage to the articular surfaces of the knee a common treatment 
method employed by surgeons is total knee arthroplasty (TKA). In short, this 
involves the replacement of damaged or diseased tissue with prosthesis in an attempt 
to ease pain and restore “normal” function to the joint. 
The number of  TKA operations performed each year continues to increase across the 
world, with Scotland seeing 6884 knee replacements (Figure 1.1) in 2009, 8.20% of 
which were revision procedures (NHS Scotland 2010). The history of total knee 
arthroplasty stretches back over 70 years. Initially the underlying mechanisms of the 
knee joint were not well understood and as a result this led to poor outcomes and 
survival rates for early implant designs, as evident by the comments of one author in 
an early review of the procedure: 
“Patients need to be aware that if the operation fails they may end up with a stiff 
knee or even no knee at all”(Anonymous 1976). 




In the 1970s, spurred on by the advent of the low-friction hip arthroplasty (Charnley 
1972) and its apparent success, surgeons and engineers once again began to 
investigate ways to improve the functionality and outcomes of total knee 
replacement. This led to the development of a range of more sophisticated 
components with much less constraint than the early hinge type prostheses. The 
current generation of prostheses leverage advances in materials and manufacturing, 
coupled with a greater understanding of the underlying mechanisms, to provide more 
durable components for restoring near physiological function to the affected joint. 
Studies have shown that TKA is, in general, a successful operation with patient 
satisfaction rates of 90-95% and implant survival rates at 10-15 years of greater than 
90% (Scuderi et al. 1989, D'Lima et al. 2001b). However, a number of studies have 
also shown the potential for failures or complications arising post-implantation 
leading to a greater need for revision surgery (Frosch et al. 2004).   
 
 
Figure 1.1: a) Number of knee surgeries in Scotland from 1992-2008 b) 
Number of revision knee surgeries 1992-2008, reproduced from (NHS 
Scotland 2009, NHS Scotland 2010). 




Global trends as evident from information provided by several national arthroplasty 
databases indicate that currently as many as 9% of all TKA operations performed 
will require revision (Table 1.1), with increasing risk proportional to time since 
operation (AOA 2011).  
Table 1.1: Joint Replacement Registry information. 
 
Database Revision rate (%) 
Australian Orthopaedic Association 
(AOA) 8.3 
Canadian Joint Replacement Registry 
(CJRR) 6.3 
Norwegian Arthroplasty Register 
(NAR) 8.9 
Scottish Arthroplasty Project (SAP; 
NHS Scotland) 8.2 
National Joint Registry for England 
and Whales (NJR) 6.2 
 
The most commonly attributed cause reported for revision is aseptic loosening and/or 
osteolysis (CJRR 2009, NAR 2010, NHS Scotland 2010, AOA 2011, NJR 2011) 
followed by infection (NJR 2011).Though revision of the tibial component is far 
more widely investigated e.g. (Hashemi and Shirazi-Adl 2000, Completo et al. 
2008a, Chong et al. 2010, Bhimji and Meneghini 2012, Cawley et al. 2012, D'Lima 
et al. 2012, O’Brien et al. 2012), it has been reported by some (AOA 2011) that there 
is less than 3% difference between number of revised tibial and femoral components. 
This data indicates the importance of correctly understanding the underlying 
mechanisms which influence long term outcomes of femoral components. 
Due to advances in medicine and health care the population of the world as a whole 
is currently ageing (W.H.O. 2012), in short people are living longer and leading more 




active lifestyles well into old age. This combination of a physically active population 
and drop in the average age of patients undergoing total knee arthroplasty (NAR 
2010) has led to much higher demands being placed on the prosthesis in terms of 
physical performance, which may adversely affect its long term survival. It must also 
be recognised that as more and more people in an ageing population undergo TKA, 
there will be a corresponding increase in the rate of revision surgeries performed 
(Carr and Goswami 2009).  
 
I.2 Thesis motivation 
In response to the increasing number of individuals undergoing both primary and 
revision TKA, for an array of different conditions and diseases, numerous 
manufacturers offer a wide variety of implant designs aimed at an even wider array 
of clinical applications. However, very few studies have been conducted on the 
effectiveness of key internal design features and how they may impact on component 
fixation and longevity. As such, the main focus of this project is to determine the 
effect TKA has on the mechanical environment of the femur post-operatively and the 
efficacy of different implants and fixation methods on the overall stability and 
longevity of the prosthesis. Of particular interest is: 
1. The role of internal implant features in stress shielding and implant 
micromotion. 
2. The role of fixation and stems (both cemented and uncemented) in femoral 
component stability. 
3. The influence of age and osteoporosis on the mechanical environment in the 
femur. 
4. How prosthesis modularity may affect clinical outcomes for patients 
with/without osteoporosis. 
5. How incorporation of condylar defects may affect the response of the 
prosthesis under loading. 




This study aims to answer these questions through a combination of finite element 
(FE) modelling and in vitro experimentation. The merits and issues of each approach 
will be presented and their application and clinical relevance considered. 
 
I.3 Structure of thesis 
The following outlines the structure of this thesis and gives a brief overview of the 
contents of each chapter. 
In Chapter II, a brief background to the structure and function of the human knee 
joint is presented. This chapter also details key characteristics of bone and the pattern 
of loading found at the knee joint, followed by common conditions affecting the knee 
joint and details of current treatment methods employed by orthopaedic surgeons 
such as TKA.  
Chapter III presents a brief introduction to the topic of FE and outlines the core steps 
required to create FE models and ensure solution accuracy.  
In Chapter IV, stresses and strains in the distal femur under near physiological 
loading are investigated using three dimensional FE models of pre- and post-total 
knee arthroplasty scenarios. In this chapter particular focus is given to the influence 
internal implant features exert on the mechanical environment in the femur. 
Chapter V details the novel application of pre-existing FE modelling techniques, for 
the purpose of assigning inhomogeneous properties through the thickness of the 
cortex, and incorporating the effects of age related changes and endosteal thinning of 
the femur to the previously generated models introduced in Chapter IV. 
In Chapter VI, FE models of the distal femur incorporating elderly patient properties 
and endosteal thinning are used to explore the influence of stem length on 
periprosthetic stress. 
Chapter VII presents FE models of the distal femur in the setting of primary and 
revision TKA. These models incorporate frictional interfaces for the purpose of 




investigating the influence of various implant types on motion at the bone-prosthesis 
interface under near physiological loading conditions. Issues of implant fit are also 
considered. 
Chapter VIII details the development and implementation of a custom in vitro test rig 
which permitted the measurement of relative motion between bone and implant in all 
six degrees of freedom at a range of flexion angles.  
In Chapter IX, FE models based on the previous lab setup are developed with the 
purpose of providing additional information to compliment the in vitro study. Of 
particular interest is the quantification of elastic deformations and how they may 
affect the trends observed in vitro.  
Chapter X details the investigation of stresses at the interface between the stem and 
implant in the presence of condylar defects of varying severity treated with 
augments. Factors leading to a potential increase in the risk of junction failure are 
discussed in this chapter. 
In Chapter XI, the key findings are summarised and the main conclusions drawn 
from this body of research are presented. The scope for possible improvements and 













I.4 Original contribution to knowledge  
This thesis contributes to the current body of knowledge in a number of key areas: 
1. Detailed three dimensional models of the distal femur both pre- and post-total 
knee arthroplasty are developed to determine what influence femoral 
component internal geometry exerts on the mechanical environment in the 
distal femur. Information on the pattern and magnitude of stress shielding 
caused by various implant types can also be obtained from these models. 
2. A novel approach for the incorporation of age and endosteal thinning of the 
cortex has been presented. This method has the potential to become a 
powerful tool, due to its ability to model a wide range of patient scenarios on 
a single geometry. 
3. An in vitro laboratory setup capable of measuring relative motion between 
femoral component and bone at the knee joint in all six degrees of freedom 
for multiple implant types is developed. This test rig provides valuable 
insight into the loosening behaviour of the various implants tested, and 
provides a basis for a more informed decision making process when 
determining a suitable level of implant fixation at the time of operation (e.g. 
cemented/uncemented and stemmed/stemless). 
4. Three dimensional models of the distal femur are developed based on the in 
vitro laboratory setup. These models implement a virtual representation of the 
micromotion rig and allow the extraction of ‘true’ levels of motion at each 
surface of the bone-implant interface under in vitro loading conditions. 
5. Models of the distal femur following treatment for condylar defects of 
increasing severity (F2 and F3) based on the Engh classification system 
(Engh 2006) are also developed; these models provide insight into the role of 
osseous support on stress in the junctions of modular components. 
The above items collectively contribute to the current body of knowledge on the 
fixation and long term stability of total knee arthroplasty. 













This Chapter first discusses the human knee joint, its anatomy and function. This is 
followed by an overview of the loads which act on the knee joint under the various 
patterns of gait common to daily life. The final portion of this Chapter focuses on the 
possible ways in which the knee joint can deteriorate, and the manner in which 
implanted joints can fail.  
 
II.1.1 Anatomical reference system 
In the field of biomechanics, terms used to define position, direction and movement 
are typically expressed relative to the anatomical position. This anatomical 
referencing system (Figure 2.1) provides a framework to facilitate a common 
understanding between experts from fields such as biomechanics, medicine and 
engineering when discussing matters relating to the positioning of medical devices 
within the body or when simply discussing the relative motion of one or more body 
segments. In keeping with this common framework, this thesis will make extensive 
use of anatomical directions and terminology, both during the description of models 
or experimental setups and when conveying the key findings. 
Referring to Figure 2.1, the planes serve the purpose of segmenting the entire body 
into different regions: 
 The frontal plane, alternatively referred to as the coronal plane, divides the 
body into anterior (front) and posterior (back) sections.




 The transverse plane divides the body into superior (upper) and inferior 
(lower) regions. 
 The sagittal plane splits the body into left and right segments. 
Other relevant anatomical directional terminologies are: 
 Medial: towards the longitudinal axis in the frontal plane. 
 Lateral: away from the longitudinal axis in the frontal plane.  
Some further positions are referenced with respect to the particular body segment 
which they are describing such as: 
 Proximal: A location close to the trunk (torso). 




Figure 2.1: Illustration of a person in the anatomical reference 
position with main body planes identified. From Hamill and Knutzen 
(2008). 




II.2 The human knee joint 
The knee joint is one of the largest joints in the human body. Its relative size is 
matched only by its underlying complexity. Structurally, the knee is composed of the 
distal femur (thigh bone), the proximal tibia (shin bone), the patella (knee cap) and 
the fibula, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. Attached to these bones are a number of 
muscles, ligaments and soft tissue. Stability of the skeletal structure during stationary 
and ambulatory tasks is achieved through a complex arrangement of fibrous 
structures (muscles and ligaments). These structures are found in all the regions of 
the human body where two or more bones meet to form a joint. The composition and 
function of each of these structures is explained in more detail in the following 
subsections. 
 
Figure 2.2: Illustration showing a) lateral view of the human knee joint with bony 
landmarks identified and b) a cross-sectional view of the ligaments in the transverse 
plane.  Lateral view of the knee and transverse images of ligamentous structures of the 











II.2.1 Ligaments of the knee joint 
Ligaments are tough yet flexible chord like structures that span the joint space 
between the bones. Their primary function is to add stability to the joints and restrain 
certain components of motion during articulation of the joints. Referring to Figure 
2.2, the four main ligaments associated with stability of the knee are, the anterior 
cruciate ligament (ACL), the posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) and the medial and 
lateral collateral ligaments (MCL and LCL).  
The ACL originates on the medial side of the lateral femoral condyle and passes 
anteriorly and down to attach to the anterior intercondylar area of the tibial plateau. 
The function of the ACL is to restrain forward sliding of the tibia on the femur 
during flexion. The PCL is the stronger of the cruciate ligaments and prevents 
backward motion of the tibia or forward displacement of the femur. This ligament is 
attached to the posterior intercondylar area of the tibia and the lateral side of the 
medial femoral condyle. 
The MCL ligament runs from the medial epicondyle of the femur to the medial 
condyle of the tibial shaft. The LCL ligament runs from the lateral femoral 
epicondyle to the fibular head. Both the MCL and LCL are primarily responsible for 
preventing medial and lateral rotations of the joint when the knee is in the fully 
extended position. The collateral ligaments also serve to prevent side to side 
movements with the aid of the meniscal cartilage (Hamill and Knutzen 2008). 
In addition to the role of the aforementioned ligaments in the stability of the knee, 
the knee joint itself is enclosed by a tough but flexible membrane referred to as the 
joint capsule or capsular ligament, which further assists in stabilising the knee joint 









II.2.2 Muscles of the lower limb 
Muscles, on the other hand, are the primary movers of our limbs. All the motions 
necessary for daily life are achieved through a complex coordination of muscle 
contraction and relaxation acting about the various bodily segments of the skeleton. 
In the case of the lower limb, muscles act in different combinations about the pelvis, 
femur, and tibia to produce the desired pattern of gait (e.g. walking or chair rise).   
Our skeleton is composed of 206 bones and over three times as many muscles. In the 
lower limb region some of these muscles span the entire length of the femur from 
pelvis to tibia (e.g. Gracilis), and are involved in the articulation of the femur at both 
the hip and knee joints. These muscles, though not directly connected to the femur, 
still exert an influence on its motion. For example, at the hip joint Gracilis is 
responsible for adduction of the thigh, whereas at the knee joint it aids in flexion of 
the leg (Warfel 1993). If the leg is in a fixed position then Gracilis is responsible for 
flexing the pelvis at the hip (Wheeless 1996b). Similarly, the Biceps femoris muscle 
is responsible for extension of the pelvis at the hip and flexion of the tibia at the 
knee.  
Muscles are commonly grouped or classified according to their role in motion, e.g. 
flexors and extensors, however, as shown in the previous example some muscles can 
act as both a flexor and an extensor depending on which joint is being investigated. 
Figure 2.3 illustrates some of the major muscles of the lower limb, Table 2.1 then 
provides a brief overview of their role in motion at the knee joint. 
It can be seen from Table 2.1 that the role of straightening the knee following 
flexion, relies on the rectus femoris, vastus lateralis, vastus medialis and the vastus 
intermedius. Collectively these muscles are known as the quadriceps. Extension of 
the knee joint is opposed by several muscles, however, the strongest of these are 
known as the hamstrings and consist of the semimembranosus, semitendinosus and 
biceps femoris. It can also be seen from Table 2.1 that many muscles work together 
and assist in performing the same function. However, that there are instances where 
opposing muscle also work together. This simultaneous contraction and relaxation of 




the different muscle groups, or agonistic/antagonistic relationship, allows for better 
control of limb speed and orientation during more challenging movements. The most 
recognisable example of this control mechanism in action is the simultaneous 
activation of the quadriceps and relaxation of the hamstrings muscle groups to allow 
the lower limb to be straightened into full extension from a flexed position. 
 
Figure 2.3: Illustration of the lower limb in a) the anterior,  b) posterior, c) lateral, and d) 
medial directions, with a number of key muscles identified corresponding to those 
discussed in Table 2.1, illustration of the lower limb adapted from primal pictures (Primal 
Pictures 2007). 
 




Table 2.1: Example of origin/insertion data for some of the key muscles in 
the lower limb, with information on the muscles role in motion at the knee 
joint. 
 
Muscle Origin Insertion Action 
Biceps femoris Ischial tuberosity Lateral condyle of 
tibia, head of fibula 
Flexion 
Gastrocnemius Medial, lateral 
condyles of the 
femur 
Calcaneus Assists in 
flexion 




Popliteus Laterial condyle of 
femur 
Proximal tibia Assists in 
flexion 
Rectus femoris Anterior inferior iliac 
spine 
Tibia via patella Extension 
Sartorius Anterior inferior iliac 
spine 




Semimembranous Ischial tuberosity Medial condyle of 
tibia 
Flexion 
Semitendinosus Ischial tuberosity Medial surface of 
tibia 
Flexion 
Vastus intermedius Anterior lateral 
femur 
Tibia via patella Extension 
Vastus lateralis Intertrochanteric 
line, linea aspera 
Tibia via patella Extension 
Vastus medialis Linea aspera, 
intertrochanteric line 
Tibia via patella Extension 
Tensor fasciae 
latae 








Apart from their role in movement and stabilisation of the joints, muscles also 
provide a number of other essential functions, such as generation of body heat, 
protection of organs and regulation of internal pressure (Hamill and Knutzen 2008). 
 
II.2.3 Cartilage structure and function  
Due to the magnitude of load experienced by the knee on a daily basis (in excess of 
eight times body weight, as discussed later), direct bone on bone contact would result 
in high interface friction and rapid wear of the articulating surfaces, leading to severe 
joint pain during motion.  
Articular or hyaline cartilage is a special type of soft tissue that lines the contacting 
surfaces of the bones in the knee joint (distal surface of the femur, the proximal 
surface of the tibia and the posterior surface of the patella), as shown in Figure 2.2. 
This cartilage is formed by several generations of cells known as chondrocytes, 
which create a dense extracellular matrix principally composed of water (60-80%), 
collagen fibres (Figure 2.4) and proteoglycan gel (Mow et al. 1992, Hamill and 
Knutzen 2008, Fox et al. 2009). Unlike other structures of the knee joint (e.g. bone or 
muscles), the articular cartilage is avascular in nature and contains no nerve endings. 
The presence of collagen gives the cartilage its stiffness and strength, while the 
highly hydrated proteoglycan gel aids in its viscoelastic response to instantaneous 
shock loading (Fox et al. 2009).  
Stress distribution in the cartilage is principally determined by the alignment of the 
joint and by cartilage thickness. The articular cartilage serves an important function 
in the knee joint by increasing the contact area over which loads are distributed. It 
has been suggested that the presence of cartilage on the contacting surfaces of joints 
can help to reduce contact stresses by as much as 50% (Soderberg 1986).  In a young 
person’s knee the articular cartilage can be up to 7mm thick. However, with ageing, 
the cartilage becomes thinner and loses its elasticity (Waugh and Grant 2010). Loss 
of cartilage thickness combined with a more stiff matrix may seriously impact on the 




ability of the cartilage to protect the load bearing surfaces of the joint, leading to 
increased wear on the joint due to load being distributed over a smaller area. 
 
 
Figure 2.4: Cross-sectional illustration of the composition of healthy hyaline joint cartilage. 
a) Represents the extracellular matrix and b) shows the arrangement of collagen fibres 
within the cartilage (Author illustration). 
 
Another important function of the articular cartilage is to assist the synovium
1
 by 
aiding in the lubrication of the joint lining. In this role, the cartilage helps to clear 
away debris by washing out the joint space, and aids in maintaining an almost 
frictionless interface between the articulating bony structures, thereby allowing the 
various joint structures to effortlessly glide over one and other. The coefficient of 
friction for this type of joint is reportedly in the range of 0.01-0.04 (Hamill and 
Knutzen 2008).   
In addition to the articular cartilage, another type of cartilage exists in the knee joint, 
the fibrocartilage. This tough form of cartilage is found at the transition of hyaline 
                                                             
1 The synovium is a thin layer of cells between the joint capsule and the joint space and is responsible 
for the production and filtering of synovial fluid.   




cartilage and other connective tissue and is crescent shaped in appearance. As with 
the articular cartilage, the composition of the fibrocartilage is a complex extracellular 
matrix composed primarily of water (72%), collagen (22%) and interposed with cells 
known as fibrochondrocytes (Fox et al. 2012).  
In the knee joint, two fibrocartilage discs exist, these discs more commonly referred 
to as the menisci, attach to the tibia, one each to the medial and the lateral tibial 
condyle (Figure 2.2b). Each meniscus serves to deepen the articulating surface of the 
tibia and helps to improve conformity of the distal femoral condyles during 
articulation. Due to the shape of the menisci, these structures also help to restrain 
side to side translational motions of the joint (Hamill and Knutzen 2008, Waugh and 
Grant 2010). Fibrocartilage structures are found throughout the body where tensile 
strength and the ability to withstand significant pressure are necessary. 
 
II.2.4 Articulation of the knee joint 
According to Komdeur et al.(2002), the  human knee joint is considered to behave as 
a “bicondylar modified hinge joint”  with six degrees of freedom, characterized by 
three translational and three rotational components of motion (Figure 2.5). The 
translational components are described clinically in the anatomical reference system 
as medial/lateral, anterior/posterior and superior/inferior motion. The three rotational 
components in the same system are described as flexion/extension, internal/external 
rotation and abduction/adduction.The terms used to describe the degrees of freedom 
at the knee joint have the following meanings: 
Anterior/Posterior: this motion describes front to back displacement of the tibia 
relative to the femur in the sagittal plane. 
Medial/Lateral: this motion describes the side to side displacement of the tibial 
relative to the femur in the frontal plane. 
Superior/Inferior: this motion describes the displacement of the femur or tibial 
along its own axis.  




Flexion/Extension: in general, flexion is a motion which results in a decrease of the 
relative joint angle between two adjacent bones. In the case of the knee, this 
describes the decreasing joint angle between the distal portion of the femur and the 
proximal portion of the tibia. Extension, on the other hand, can be thought of as the 
opposite to flexion and describes a relative increase in joint angle between bones 
until they have returned to the anatomical position commonly known as ‘full 
extension’. This motion is one of the characteristic motions of the knee joint and 
plays a major role in permitting a wide range of daily activities to be performed such 
as ascending/descending stairs, kneeling, sitting down or rising from a chair. 
However, two other key rotational components of motion are required to fully allow 
the wide range of motions required for daily life. 
Internal/External rotation: this is the rotation of the tibia about its own axis. 
Abduction/Adduction: this describes the rotation of the tibia away from/towards the 
midline of the body in the frontal plane. 
The characteristic motions of the knee joint necessary to carry out everyday motions 
and movements are achieved through the coordinated movements of two separate 
articulating surfaces; the patella-femoral joint and the tibio-femoral joint.  
The patella-femoral joint consists of the articulation of the patella, more commonly 
referred to as the ‘knee cap’, on the anterior surface of the distal femur. The patella is 
most active from approximately 20° to 90° of knee flexion. During this range of 
motion, the patella glides over the front surface of the femur and is drawn downward 
into the trochlear groove where it is held in place by the lateral condyle. At higher 
flexion angles, for example during a deep knee bend, the patella moves laterally over 
the condyle until around 135° is reached. At this point, contact is made with the odd 
facet of the patella (Hamill and Knutzen 2008).  The patella is attached to the femur 
through the quadriceps tendon proximally and to the tibia through the patellar 
ligament distally. The patella serves to increase the distance between the quadriceps 
tendon and the centre of rotation of the knee joint, thereby increasing the lever arm 




of the quadriceps. At higher flexion angles the patella-femoral joint reaction force 
can be many times that of body weight (BW), as is discussed later in section II.3.3. 
 
 
Figure 2.5 Illustration of knee joint, showing all the major bony structures, the 
individual degrees of freedom and corresponding directional terminology. Image of 
knee adapted from primal pictures (Primal Pictures 2007). 
The tibio-femoral joint consists of the proximal tibia and distal femur, its articulation 
results in the characteristic flexion/extension motion of the knee, while also allowing 
small amounts of internal/external rotation. The articulation of the tibio-femoral joint 
consists of two components of motion that occur almost simultaneously. For example 
in the task of rising from a chair, the first motion involved is sliding of the femur in 
the posterior direction on the posterior aspect of the condyles, as the femur begins to 
erect the condyles roll forward bringing the distal femur into contact with the menisci 
(Hamill and Knutzen 2008), and the final phase in this movement cycle is medial 
rotation of the medial femoral condyle on the tibial surface thus locking the knee in a 
rigid position capable of supporting full body weight. This small rotation of the 
femur on the tibia allows the femur to achieve full extension without causing undue 
fatigue of the surrounding muscles. This function is commonly referred to as the 
screw home mechanism (Komdeur et al. 2002). The rotation of the femur on the tibia 




(or in the case of a fixed femur external rotation of the tibia) is an important step in 
the extension process as without this rotation the femur cannot fully extend due to 
the asymmetrical nature of the femoral condyles (i.e. the medial condyle is slightly 
larger than the lateral). 
 
II.3 Physiological loading of the knee joint 
In the following subsections, issues associated with alignment of the lower limb, 
components of the gait cycle, and the typical forces the knee joint is under will be 
discussed.  
 
II.3.1 Alignment of the lower limb 
In the field of biomechanics alignment of the lower limb is traditionally expressed in 
terms of its mechanical axis. The mechanical axis is described in the frontal plane by 
a line drawn from the centre of the femoral head to intercondylar notch and from the 
centre of the proximal tibia to the centre of the ankle (Scuderi and Tria 2006), as 
shown in Figure 2.6. In the sagittal plane, this line is placed just behind the femoral 
head and in front of the knee joint, and is almost perpendicular to the ground. In the 
frontal plane, this line is approximately 3° from the true vertical axis of the body due 
to the distance separating the hips being larger than the distance of separation at the 
ankles.  
An important measure of alignment can be gained by comparing the mechanical axis 
to the weight bearing axis, where the weight bearing axis is represented by a line 
drawn from the center of the femoral head to the center of the ankle (Figure 2.7a). In 
healthy joints with ideal alignment, the mechanical axis and the weight bearing axis 
of the lower limb overlap (Wheeless 1996a). However, in situations where 
malalignment of the limbs occur due to geometrical irregularities or through 
deformities as a result of disease, these two axes may not necessarily be aligned, as 
shown in Figure 2.7b. 




Malalignment is traditionally categorised based on whether the affected limb has 
moved towards “varus” (Figure 2.7c) or away from “valgus” the midline of the 
body (Figure 2.7d). The degree of malalignment can have serious implications for 
joint longevity, according to Burstein (1994), load distribution across the condyles 
may be drastically altered depending on the extent of malalignment. Recent work by 
Halder et al. (2012) quantified the relationship between varus malalignment and 
increased medial compartmental stress as a linear relationship, where a change of 1° 
varus from the neutral alignment caused a 5% increase in medial compartmental 
loading.  Alteration of the loads acting across the condyles which lead to an increase 
in local contact forces in some regions may be a contributing factor to accelerated 
wear of the articular cartilage, and ultimately failure of the joint itself.   
 
Figure 2.6: Anatomical illustration of the lower limb indicating the mechanical 
axis in a) the frontal and b) the sagittal plane. (Author illustration). 
 





Figure 2.7: Anatomical sketches showing a) how the mechanical (yellow) 
and weight bearing (dashed brown) axes in a healthy lower limb with normal 
alignment overlap and b) how malalignment of the lower limb results in a 
difference between mechanical axis and weight bearing axis. Parts c) and d) 
present schematic drawings of the two types of malalignment, where c) 
represents varus, and d) valgus malalignment of the lower limb, normal tibio-
femoral alignment is indicated by the solid blue line. (Author illustration). 
 




In replacement knee surgery, surgeons attempt to correct deformities to the joint line 
and the mechanical axis through correct placement of the prosthesis, and thereby 
restore the patient’s normal pattern of gait. To ensure proper placement of the 
prosthesis is achieved, specialist guides are used to align the implants in the frontal, 
sagittal and horizontal planes. The recommended generic guidelines for alignment of 
a femoral component according to Scuderi and Tria (2006) are as follows: 
 
 Implant should be placed with a valgus angle of 4°-6°. 
 Implant should be centred on the end of the femoral shaft with respect to the 
anteroposterior plane. 
 Component should avoid being too flexed or extended and should include 3°-
4° of external rotation.  
 
In an effort to restore a more natural alignment to the lower limb following TKA, 
some surgeons opt for implant placement on the basis of the kinematic alignment, 
rather than the mechanical axis. In contrast to the method for defining the mechanical 
axis, e.g. alignment in two planes based on x-rays, the kinematic method attempts to 
align the implant in three-dimensional space using detailed measurements of a 
patient’s joint from MRI reconstructions, from which custom guides are created to 
align the implant to the patient’s weight bearing axis. Though the kinematic 
alignment technique provides a better patient specific placement, recent research 
suggests comparable outcomes for both techniques (Nogler et al. 2012). 
 
II.3.2 Components of a gait cycle 
Gait is the term used to describe the manner in which a person achieves motion 
through the coordinated movement of their limbs. The most common and widely 
investigated form of gait in humans is level walking. A typical walking cycle lasts 
approximately 1 second and is measured from heel strike to heel strike of the same 




foot. This gait cycle is essentially composed of two phases; the stance phase and the 
swing phase. In level walking, the stance phase of gait accounts for 60% of the cycle 
time, the remaining 40% is dedicated to the swing phase as shown in Figure 2.8.  
 
Figure 2.8: Illustration of the major components of a normal walking gait cycle 
indicating heel strike (HS) and toe off (TO) for the right lower limb. Illustration 
adapted from. (http://www.gla.ac.uk/ibls/US/fab/tutorial/anatomy/hfgait.html), 
retrieved 19/10/2011, 2011. 
 
 The stance phase of gait is the period during which the lower limb is in 
contact with the ground.  
 The swing phase of gait is the period when the lower limb is no longer in 
contact with the ground following toe off, as such the force in the limb during 
swing phase is significantly lower than during stance phase.  
 
Referring to Figure 2.8, it can be seen that the stance phase of gait consists of a 
number of subdivisions, dependent on the manner of limb contact with ground. 
Initially at heel strike both legs are in contact with the ground simultaneously, this 
period is known as double support, from heel strike the foot then progresses to foot 
flat and single support at the instance of contralateral toe off. The final 10% of stance 
phase then reverts to double support in preparation for toe off of the load bearing foot 
at the instance of heel strike of the contralateral foot. 




Daily activities are often categorised based on the required range of motion 
necessary to carry out a specific task, for a normal walking cycle the required range 
of motion at the knee joint is approximately 0°- 70° (Taunton et al. 1985).  However, 
certain activities, e.g. squatting, require a significantly larger range of motion. 
Activities which require flexion of the knee joint greater than 120°  are collectively 
referred to as “high flexion” activities (Murphy et al. 2009), in comparison to normal 
walking and a few other daily activities which are considered to be “low flexion” 
activities. Details of the range of knee joint motion required for a number of common 
daily activities is presented in Table 2.2.    
 
Table 2.2: Typical values of knee flexion required for common 
daily activities (Taunton et al. 1985, Zhou et al. 2012). 
 
 
Activity Knee flexion angle  (°) 
Walking 0-70 
Ascending stairs 0-83 
Descending stairs 0-90 
Squatting 0-150 
Kneeling 0-140 
Kneeling for prayer 0-165 
Running 0-80 
Rising from a chair 0-93 
 
Most studies from literature tend to focus on tasks such as walking, stair climbing 
and rising from a chair, due to the prevalence of these particular activities in western 
lifestyles. However, for many cultures, in particular those of Middle Eastern and 
Asian origin for example, much more demanding high flexion activities, such as 
regularly kneeling to pray, constitute a major part of daily life (Acker et al. 2011).  




Such high flexion activities require a much larger range of motion than that of stair 
climbing and normal walking (Table 2.2).  
In a review of post-operative range of motion, Chiu et al. (2002)  reported upper 
functional limits of between 95° and 115° flexion, for a number of early TKA 
designs. While adequate for the majority of low flexion activities, this is significantly 
lower than that required to carry out squatting or kneeling motions. This limited 
range of motion and the average drop in patient age at time of implantation has led to 
the increasing demand for greater knee flexibility after TKA, as a result, a number of 
high flexion implant designs have been developed (e.g. Triathlon™ CR, Stryker UK 
and Sigma™ CR150, DePuy UK). However, a number of post-operative studies have 
shown that the functional range of motion rarely exceeds 141° (Huang et al. 2005, 
Acker et al. 2011), this range of motion while an improvement on that reported 
previously by Chiu et al. still prohibits a wide range of activities that constituent a 
core part of daily life for many cultures  (Acker et al. 2011, Zhou et al. 2012).  
 
II.3.3 Forces acting on the knee under different daily activities 
Introduction of new implant designs is only possible after adequate testing and 
investigation to ensure the characteristic features of the new design do not adversely 
influence its fixation or longevity. This process usually involves pre-clinical testing 
in the form of mechanical simulators (Knight et al. 2007), FE simulations (Barink et 
al. 2005) and/or cadaveric testing (Wackerhagen et al. 1992). The determination of 
forces acting on the knee joint is essential to this pre-clinical phase. Knowledge of 
such forces allows for realistic patterns and magnitudes of loading to be applied in 
vitro in knee wear simulators or mechanical testing rigs and in silico in the numerical 
analysis of anatomical structures. The complex anatomical arrangement at the knee 
joint significantly increases the difficulty of accurately quantifying the forces which 
act upon it under various daily activities. The principle components of loading which 
the knee joint experiences are as follows:  
 




 The axial force: due to the shape of the femur, this force is divided between 
the medial (Fm) and lateral (Fl) condyles usually in a 60-40% relationship, 
subject to varus/valgus alignment of the lower limbs (Burstein 1994, Shi 
2007). 
 The patella-femoral force: this is the resultant force acting on the anterior 
articulating surface of the femur due to the patella. 
 Anteroposterior shear force: this force occurs due to front to back movement 
of the femur on the tibial plateau, which is resisted by the cruciate ligaments. 
 Internal/external moment: The rotation of the femur on the tibial plateau. 
 
Early investigations in the field of biomechanics employed the use of mathematical 
models to determine the forces acting on the knee joint (Morrison 1969), later work 
improved the accuracy of these techniques through the inclusion of ground reaction 
forces using force plate technology (Morrison 1970). However, there exists a large 
variability in reported loading between different analytical studies employing similar 
techniques (Morrison 1970, Kuster et al. 1997, Taylor et al. 2004). Part of this 
variability may be due to oversimplification of the degrees of freedom at the knee 
joint or to slight differences in behaviour considered for the surrounding soft tissue 
of the knee joint.  
Instrumented implants first pioneered in the hip (Carlson et al. 1974, Bergmann et al. 
1988) arose out of the need for accurate quantification of in vivo loads at the 
articulating interfaces. In 1988, Bergmann et al. (1988) introduced a fully 
instrumented hip prosthesis capable of being “safely implanted” into a human 
patient, for the purpose of recording the individual components of force acting on the 
femoral head. This prosthesis design built upon the novel inductive telemetric power 
and sensing techniques proposed by Carlson et al. (1974) almost a decade earlier, 
albeit for the purposes of cartilage contact pressure prediction. 
 




One of the first instrumented knees was trialled in 1996, though this trial necessitated 
cables to supply power to the device from an external source and to feedback results 
to a computer (Kaufman et al. 1996) thereby limiting its potential application to in 
vitro measurements. The first in vivo experiments conducted for the determination of 
forces acting on the knee joint appears to have been carried out by Taylor et al. 
(1998). In this study, a single patient suffering from a malignant bone tumour was 
treated with an instrumented distal femoral replacement (DFR). This device replaced 
the entire lower portion of the femur and was connected to the tibia through a hinged 
femoral prosthesis. Strain measurements were taken at a level 232mm above the 
hinge and subsequently used to estimate components of force acting on the knee joint 
itself. The forces estimated for level walking ( 220-250% BW)  by Taylor et al. 
(1998) were found to be much smaller than those suggested by analytical studies 
(Morrison 1970, Kuster et al. 1997, Taylor et al. 2004).   
More recently, Morris and colleagues detailed the development and manufacturing of 
a fully instrumented TKA prostheses (e-knee) for the purpose of measuring the true 
value of force in vivo at the knee joint (Morris et al. 2001). Results from the 
successful application of the aforementioned device have been widely publicised 
(D'Lima et al. 2005, D'Lima et al. 2006, Zhao et al. 2007, D'Lima et al. 2008, 
Mündermann et al. 2008) and formed the corner stone of  “The Grand Knee 
Challenge
2
” (Fregly et al. 2012).  
Studies conducted with the e-knee implant, however, have been largely limited to 
reporting of the compressive force at the tibio-femoral joint only, and most trials 
were conducted with a relatively small sample size ( 2n ). Employing a similar 
device to the e-knee, Heinlein et al. (2009) described the forces and moments along 
all three principle tibial tray axes for level walking and stair climbing. A follow on 
study by Kutzner et al. (2010) expanded on the work by Heinlein et al. to include a 
greater number of patients ( 5n ) and a wider range of daily activities (level 
                                                             
2 Now in its fourth incarnation, this has become a yearly event where researchers from around the 
globe try to predict the in vivo joint reaction forces based on an array of information from gait analysis 
data to instrumented implant data.   




walking, ascending/descending stairs, double leg stance, single leg stance, sitting 
down, standing up and knee bend). A sample of the wide range of loading reported in 
the literature is presented in terms of  tibio-femoral force (TF), patella-femoral force 
(PF), anterior-posterior shear force (AP) and internal-external moment (IE) in Table 
2.3. 
It is clear from Table 2.3 that a large variation in the reported values of loading 
exists. This variation is found to increase dramatically in patterns of gait which are 
less well investigated (e.g. squatting). Instrumented implants suggest much lower 
values of force for both TF and AP components in comparison to analytical and gait 
analysis studies. Many studies (both FE and in vitro) base loading conditions at the 
femur on the guidelines laid out by the International Standards Organisation (ISO 
2004, ISO 2009). However, it is apparent from the literature that significantly larger 
magnitudes of force can be experienced by the knee joint under daily activities. 
Additionally, the limited range of flexion imposed on the implant in the ISO 
standards is not representative of the range experienced during daily activities other 
than walking (Table 2.2). A common limitation of the both the ISO standard and the 
instrumented knee implants is the lack of consideration of the patella-femoral force 











Table 2.3: Example of commonly reported values for peak knee joint 
loading from literature for different activities. 
 
Level walking 
Force Range Study Method 
TF (BW) 
 
2.5 – 4.0 (Morrison 1970, Taylor et 
al. 1998) 
Gait analysis and analytical model; 
Instrumented DFR. 
PF (BW) 0.7 – 1.8 (Morrison 1970, Kuster et 
al. 1997) 
Gait analysis and analytical model; 
Inverse dynamics model. 
AP (BW) 
 
0.29 – 0.6 (Taylor et al. 2004, 
Heinlein et al. 2009) 
Gait analysis and inverse dynamics 
model; Instrumented TKA. 
IE (BWmm) 7.0 – 10.0 (Taylor et al. 1998, 
Heinlein et al. 2009) 
Instrumented DFR; Instrumented 
TKA. 
Stairs up/down 
TF (BW) 2.8 – 5.0 (Taylor and Walker 2001, 
Taylor et al. 2004) 
Instrumented DFR; Gait analysis 
and inverse dynamics model. 
PF (BW) 2.1 – 5.6 (Nisell 1985) Biomechanical model of the knee 
AP (BW) 0.26 – 1.3 (Taylor et al. 2004, D’Lima 
et al. 2007) 
Gait analysis and inverse dynamics 
model; Instrumented TKA. 
IE (BWmm) 6.2 – 8.0 (Taylor et al. 1998, 
Heinlein et al. 2009) 
Instrumented DFR; Instrumented 
TKA. 
Squatting 
TF (BW) 2.3 – 7.6 (Dahlkvist et al. 1982, 
Thambyah 2008) 
Motion analysis and analytical 
model; 3D motion analysis. 
PF (BW) 7.6 – 8.0 (Reilly and Martens 1972, 
Nisell 1985) 
Mathematical model of the knee; 
Biomechanical model of the knee 
AP (BW) 0.15 – 0.16 (Taylor et al. 2004, D’Lima 
et al. 2007) 
Gait analysis and inverse dynamics 
model; Instrumented TKA. 




II.4 Bone: composition and mechanical properties 
In the human body, the function of bone is diverse. It acts as the load bearing 
structure, protects vital organs from direct trauma, houses the factories from which 
our red blood cells are manufactured, and in combination with the skeletal muscles, it 
allows us to move. 
At the macroscopic level, bone is primarily composed of two distinct tissues types; 
the compact outer layer or cortical bone and the spongy inner layer or 
cancellous/trabecular bone. This mixture of bony tissues permits the bone to behave 
in a manner similar to composite materials, allowing for relatively good strength and 
flexibility to be achieved while keeping overall weight and size to a minimum. 
Cortical bone accounts for approximately 80% of the body’s bone mass. At the 
macroscopic level, cortical bone has the appearance of a stiff and inert solid 
structure, while at the microscopic level, it is in reality a dynamic and highly 
vascularised complex living structure riddled with canals and passageways that serve 
as conduits for nerves, blood vessels and lymphatic vessels (Figure 2.9a). This type 
of bone is formed by a series of parallel “tubes” called osteons. Individual osteons 
(Figure 2.9b) are characterised by a central canal surrounded by expanding rings 
which resemble the cross-section of a tree trunk. Each osteon is composed of 
multiple lamellar layers interspersed with lacuna (small gaps containing osteocytes).  
At the external surface, the cortical bone is encased in a vascular membrane known 
as the periosteum, internally in the metaphysis (Figure 2.9c), the bone transitions 
from the compact osteonal form to a less densely packed spongy structure known as 
cancellous bone. In this type of bone there are no haversian canals and no osteons are 
present. Instead, a series of thin bony bars (trabeculae) form a honeycomb or lattice 
structure. Red bone marrow fills in the spaces between adjoining trabeculae. 
Cancellous bone can have a relatively wide array of densities depending on the 
arrangement of its irregular microarchitecture. A study by Hodgskinson and Currey 
(1992) suggested a density range of 0.04-0.6 g/cm
3
, in contrast to cortical bone, 
which is a much more densely packed material with maximal density estimated at 1.8 






 (Terrier 1999). Cancellous bone is always surrounded by cortical bone, though 
the relative quantity and thickness of the cortex varies from region to region and 
bone to bone in the skeletal system (Cowin 2001).  
 
Figure 2.9: Illustration of a) the micro architecture of cortical bone, b) an individual osteon, 
and c) whole long bone structure and cancellous bone segment. Images from  Marieb and 
Hoehn (2007). 
 
Bone, due to its complex microstructure, exhibits anisotropic and inhomogeneous 
properties, and also viscoelastic behaviour when loaded at a high rate (Currey 2002). 
This behaviour occurs in part as a result of the intricate arrangement of osteons and 
trabeculae at the microscopic level, and due to the presence of water, marrow and 
other fluid in the interstitial regions of the bone. At lower rates of loading 




(approximately 1Hz or less), as experienced during everyday activities such as 
walking, the viscoelastic response of bone can largely be neglected.  
Extensive studies have been conducted on both human and mammalian bone tissues 
to evaluate their mechanical properties (Reilly and Burstein 1974, Runkle and Pugh 
1975, Townsend et al. 1975a, Townsend et al. 1975b, Ashman and Rho 1988, Rice et 
al. 1988, Kuhn et al. 1989, Mente and Lewis 1989, Ryan and Williams 1989, Choi et 
al. 1990, Jensen et al. 1990, Rho et al. 1993, Terrier 1999, Zysset et al. 1999, Currey 
2002). Results from a number of past investigations into both cancellous and cortical 
bone material properties are presented in Table 2.4. 
It is apparent from Table 2.4 that quantification of bone material properties is no 
simple task, with numerous studies in the literature reporting very different values for 
both cortical and cancellous bone.  It has been suggested that the wide variability in 
reported properties of bone can be attributed to a number of factors, such as 
differences in specimen orientation (e.g. longitudinal or transverse) (Reilly and 
Burstein 1974, Goldstein et al. 1993), specimen preparation (wet or dry) (Turner 
1999), experimental protocol adopted (e.g. tensile test or ultrasound) (Townsend et 
al. 1975b, Turner 1999), bone type (cortical or cancellous) (Kuhn et al. 1989, Turner 
1999)and species variation (human or animal) (Ryan and Williams 1989). 
Additionally, factors such as variation with age (Bousson et al. 2000, Bousson et al. 
2001) or healthy vs. pathological (Wackerhagen et al. 1992) samples may all 
influence the apparent values of stiffness, strength and toughness obtained.   
A recent review by Helgason et al. (2008), which discussed the mathematical 
relationships commonly employed to determine mechanical properties of bone from 
its apparent density, lends support to this conclusion. In their study, the authors 
showed that a certain amount of the variability in stiffness could be attributed to the 
previously mentioned factors (e.g. loading protocol, specimen preparation and testing 
methodology), indicating that greater standardisation of experimental procedures 
may be required in order to minimise the observed inter-study variations. However, it 
is important to note that after normalisation for the aforementioned factors a large 




variability in stiffness still existed which cannot be fully explained by inter-study 
variations alone.  
Table 2.4: Summary of commonly reported values for Young’s modulus of 
cancellous and cortical bone structures, extract from Table 5.1 (Currey 2002). 
 
Study Region Type Method Young’s 
modulus 
(GPa)  
(Runkle and Pugh 
1975) 
Human distal femur Cancellous Buckling 8.7 (dry) 
(Townsend et al. 
1975b) 
Human proximal femur Cancellous Buckling 14.1 (dry) 
(Choi et al. 1990) Human tibia Cortical 3-point bending 4.4 (wet) 
(Kuhn et al. 1989) Human illium Cortical 3-point bending 4.8 (wet) 
(Mente and Lewis 
1989) 
Human femur Cancellous Cantilever and FE 6.2 (wet) 
(Jensen et al. 1990) Human vertebra Cancellous Structural analysis 3.8 
(Turner 1999) Human femur Cancellous Ultrasound 17.5 (wet) 
  Cortical Nano-indentation 20.0 (dry) 
(Zysset et al. 1999) Human femur Cancellous Nano-indentation 11.4 (wet) 
The lack of consensus in reported mechanical properties of bone in the literature has 
been a long running issue in the field of biomechanics, particularly when trying to 
quantify the difference between cancellous and cortical bone structures. To quote 
Professor Currey: 
“The results are a real dog’s breakfast, with different workers suggesting very 
different values…..” - (Currey 2002). 
In the same text Professor Currey went on to state: 




“….consensus is that the Young’s modulus for the material of cancellous bone is 
lower than that of neighbouring compact bone.” 
On comparing individual trabeculae to cortical bone specimens of similar size and 
volume, at the microscopic scale both materials have been found to exhibit similar 
magnitudes of stiffness. At the macroscopic level, however, these two tissue types 
display vastly different behaviour. The arrangement of the microarchitecture and 
highly porous nature of cancellous bone as a whole greatly influences its 
macroscopic properties, resulting in a much lower macro-level or apparent stiffness 
than that of the densely packed neighbouring cortical bone (van Rietbergen et al. 
1995). The apparent macro-level stiffness for cancellous bone has been reported to 
be in the range of 0.1 – 8.0 GPa (Goldstein 1987, Choi et al. 1990, Hodgskinson and 
Currey 1992, Hodgskinson et al. 1997), whereas for the compact cortical bone it is 
significantly higher at 11-20 GPa (Reilly and Burstein 1974, Katsamanis and 
Raftopoulos 1990, Rho et al. 1993).  
Though less dramatic, the microstructure of cortical bone too plays a significant role 
in its macroscopic properties. A study by Reilly and Burstein (1974) reported that the 
Young’s modulus of cortical bone varied with orientation; in this study the authors 
reported values of approximately 17 GPa in the longitudinal direction and 11 GPa in 
the transverse direction. Work by Cowin and Hegedus (1976) also support the notion 
that there is a preferential direction of loading in cortical bone. Donaldson et al. 
(2011) showed that not only is cortical bone orthotropic, but also its directional 
nature becomes increasingly pronounced with age. Similarly, it is widely believed 
that individual trabeculae form in the optimum load carrying configuration, by 
alignment of the bony bars with the principal stress directions resulting from routine 
loading (Goldstein 1987). The alignment of cortical osteons and cancellous 
trabeculae to an optimum or preferential direction is possible through a process 
known as remodelling. The bone in human bodies continually adapts to the loads 
placed upon it (Wolff 1892), and is capable of repairing itself if damaged (e.g. callus 
formation after fracture). The quality of bone deteriorates with time, and so to 
maintain structural integrity, damaged or defective bone must therefore be renewed 




on a regular basis. The cells responsible for maintaining homeostasis of the bone 
tissue are the osteoblasts (bone forming cells) and osteoclasts (bone destroying cells). 
In young healthy bone, the rate of resorption of old bone and deposition of new bone 
is in equilibrium. The process of bone renewal is continuous throughout life, 
however, it has been shown that cancellous tissues are renewed on a much more 
regular basis than cortical bone tissues (Cowin 2001). The constant resorption and 
deposition of bone further contributes to its inhomogeneity.  
Moreover, biological changes brought about by ageing can influence the body’s 
natural remodelling process. These changes can affect the normal state of 
equilibrium between resorption and deposition resulting in the formation of lower 
density bone tissue. Age related variations to the bone geometry and porosity at the 
microscopic (Bousson et al. 2001, Cooper et al. 2007) and macroscopic levels (Russo 
et al. 2006) can have considerable impact on its mechanical properties.  
 
II.5 Conditions affecting knee joint function  
There are a number of reasons why a human knee joint might fail. Classification of 
failure is usually dependent upon which regions of the knee are affected and what 
impact this has on the functionality of the joint. 
The leading degenerative disease of the knee joint and one of the main reasons for 
TKA according to current medical statistics (NHS Scotland 2010) is arthritis. This 
condition is characterised by inflammation of the joint and surrounding tissue and by 
painful joints during motion. The three most common forms of arthritis are 
osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis and trauma induced arthritis.  
Worldwide approximately 15% of the entire population is believed to suffer from 
osteoarthritis (Poole et al. 2002). In the UK alone, an estimated 8 million individuals  
a year seek treatment for this condition (Arthritis Research UK 2011). Osteoarthritis 
(OA) affects the entire knee joint, e.g. the bone, synovium and the joint capsule 
(Callaghan et al. 2002).  One mechanism by which OA degrades the function of the 




knee joint is through changes to the structure of the articular cartilage. It has been 
seen that the development of OA corresponds with a loss or reduction in specific 
components (e.g. proteoglycans) which make up part of the extracellular matrix  
(Poole et al. 2002), this in conjunction with fibrillation of the cartilage  leads to the 
eventual exposure of the underlying bone. The bone on bone articulation which 
follows the formation of fissures in the articular cartilage may also lead to the 
development of bone spurs on the exposed surfaces, joint articulation in the presence 
of bone spurs can result in further damage to the lining and induce severe pain in the 
affect joint (Figure 2.10). 
The second most common form of arthritis known as rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is 
characterised by a chronic inflammatory response across several joints. Its exact 
cause is unknown, but it is believed to be caused by a systemic disease which can 
affect the whole body and organs simultaneously (Panayi 2003). This form of 
arthritis is characterised by inflammation of the joint lining due to the presence of 
white blood cells. Secretions from these blood cells cause the inflammation and 
swelling associated with RA, leading to the debilitating joint pain suffered by 
patients. It is estimated that RA affects 1-2% of the global population (Callaghan et 
al. 2002). If appropriate medical intervention is not sought in time, RA will 
eventually lead to permanent joint damage. 
One final form of arthritis commonly encountered is trauma induced arthritis. This is 
a form of arthritis which occurs in the joint as a direct result of a repeated or severe 
injury to the affected area. In principle, the initial response is similar to that of 
inflammatory arthritis, though unlike RA this is not due to the presence of a virus or 
systemic infection.   





Figure 2.10: Illustration of a) a healthy knee joint with intact cartilage and normal joint 
spacing and b) an osteoarthritic knee joint with damaged articular cartilage reduced joint 
spacing and bony spur formations. Images adopted and modified from  (AAOS 2010b). 
Other conditions affect the structure and composition of the bone. As we age, the 
mineral content in our bones decreases, our bones become more brittle, less dense 
and as a result suffer a reduction in their stiffness (Bousson et al. 2001, Russo et al. 
2006, Cooper et al. 2007). These changes occur in both men and women, though 
elderly women in particular can suffer a far more accelerated bone loss due to the 
hormonal changes brought about by menopause (NIH 2012). Osteoporosis is a 
condition in which the rate of new bone formation is slower than the rate of bone 
resorption. This affects the normal state of equilibrium, leading to bone mineral loss 
and thinning of the cortical bone structure (Figure 2.11). Some studies have 
suggested that these changes can lead to a reduction in cortical thickness by as much 
as 40% (Russo et al. 2006). Though adequate mineralisation of the bone occurs in the 
presence of osteoporosis, the formed bone is fragile, and on a microscopic level may 
have an abnormal appearance (Waugh and Grant 2010). Disorders such as 
osteoporosis, which have a dramatic impact upon a patient’s bone mass, can lead to a 
significantly increased risk of fracture. In addition, other less common conditions 
such as Paget’s disease and osteomalacia also influence the structural integrity of the 




bones, which can affect normal joint function and lead to an increased likelihood of 
fracture. 
 
Figure 2.11: Scanning electron micrograph of microarchitecture of a) healthy and b) 
osteoporotic cancellous bone from the fourth lumbar vertebra of a healthy 30 year old 
male and an 89 year old female with osteoporosis (x20 magnification), taken from 
(Boyde 2012). 
In elderly individuals with extensive osteoporosis, fractures may occur as a result of 
low energy impacts or due to an awkward fall. In younger patients, fracture of 
otherwise healthy bone usually occurs as a result of a direct trauma due to high 
intensity interactions such as during contact sports or as a result of an accident 
(Figure 2.12).  
 
Figure 2.12: Illustration of a) a transverse fracture propagating across the distal femur, b) 
an intra-articular fracture that extends both across the distal femur and down into the knee 
joint and c) a comminuted fracture that extends into both the knee joint and the shaft, 
taken from  (AAOS 2010a). 




II.6 Total Knee arthroplasty 
As discussed in the previous section, through disease or traumatic injury knee joints 
can become painful, leading to a reduced mobility and impacting on the patients 
quality of life. If degradation of the knee joint progresses to such a stage that pain 
can no longer be managed through medical treatment (e.g. painkillers or steroid 
injections) and motion becomes severely impaired, then surgical intervention may be 
necessary. 
Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is the name given to a surgical procedure which 
involves replacing damaged or diseased portions of bone tissue with man-made 
prosthetic components. Depending on a range of factors such as the extent to which 
the biological structures of the knee are damaged or how far the disease has 
progressed, the surgeon can opt for either a partial or complete replacement of the 
articulating surfaces in the knee joint (Figure 2.13).  
 
II.6.1 Types of knee arthroplasty prosthesis 
There are currently several different types of primary knee replacement prosthesis 
available, which can be divided into two broad categories based on the amount of 
bone to be removed. 
Total knee arthroplasty has been performed in one form or another for over 70 years, 
and in general, is considered to be a successful operation (Scuderi et al. 1989, 
D'Lima et al. 2001b). However, there has been a gradual shift in recent years towards 
the use of more conservative minimally invasive techniques such as patella-femoral 
replacement (PFR) and unicompartmental knee replacement (UKR) (Figure 2.13a 
and 2.13b).  One of the key goals in any type of joint replacement surgery is to 
minimise the amount of bone removed and restore near normal function to the 
affected area. Unicompartmental techniques offer the distinct advantage of 
preserving the healthy portions of the knee joint (including both cruciate ligaments), 




provided the impairment is isolated to one of the joint compartments
3
 (Figure 2.14b) 
(AAOS 2010b). Due to the more conservative nature of these minimally invasive 
procedures, UKR and PFR often result in improved recovery times, lower initial 
costs and a more natural range of motion post op. However, these potential benefits 
may be offset by the comparatively shorter life spans observed in comparison to 
conventional knee replacement implants and the added costs associated with extra 
revisions (Koskinen et al. 2008).  
In contrast, as the name suggests, total knee replacement (Figure 2.13c) involves a 
much more aggressive approach to treatment where the articulating surfaces of all 
the bones in the knee joint are replaced with prosthesis.  
  
 
Figure 2.13: Images of a) a unicompartmental implant showing femoral 
component, tibial tray and polyethylene insert (Triathlon™ Partial Knee 
Resurfacing PKR, Stryker, UK), b) a patella-femoral implant showing 
articular surface component and patella resurfacing component (Avon 
Patello-Femoral™ Joint Replacement System PFJ, Stryker, UK) and c) a 
cruciate retaining total knee prosthesis showing femoral component, tibial 
tray and polyethylene insert (Triathlon™ Total Knee Replacement System, 
Stryker, UK).  
                                                             
3 The knee joint is generally divided into three different regions or ‘compartments’, these 
compartments consist of the articulating surfaces of: the medial condyle, the lateral condyle and 
trochlear groove. 







Figure 2.14: Illustration of the left knee joint with a) osteoarthritis in all 
three compartments and b) osteoarthritis isolated to just the lateral 
compartment. In this case the first knee would be considered a suitable 
candidate for TKA whereas the second knee could be treated with UKR. 
Illustration adapted from (AAOS 2010b). 
 
II.6.1.1 Components of primary total knee arthroplasty (TKA) 
Though differences in size and internal geometry of prosthesis exist between 
manufacturers, in general all TKA prosthesis consist of three major components 
(Figure 2.15); the femoral component, the tibial tray and the tibial bearing 
component. The femoral component attaches to the distal end of the femur, the tibial 
tray inserts into the proximal tibia and the tibial bearing component sits between 
these two components. Depending on bearing type used, this may be fully anchored 
in the tibial tray using a snap fit (fixed bearing) or may allow a small amount of 
rotational motion to occur about the proximal/distal axis of the tibia (mobile 
bearing). An optional fourth component used to resurface the underside of the patella 
is sometimes employed.  




Material selection in TKA is of great importance. The femoral components are 
usually manufactured from a cobalt chromium alloy (CoCr), and tibial trays from 
titanium (Ti), though the use of ceramic materials is gaining some support. The tibial 
bearing component and patellar resurfacing component on the other hand are 
constructed from an ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) material. 
The materials are specifically chosen for their biocompatibility characteristics and 
their ability to resist wear. The highly polished finish on both the contacting surface 
of the femoral and the tibial bearing component create an almost frictionless 
environment for joint articulation (   in the range of 0.03 – 0.10) (Fisher and 
Dowson 1991).  
 
 
Figure 2.15: Image of the different components of a standard total knee 
replacement,  (Stryker Orthopaedics 2008b). 
 
 
II.6.1.2 Role of ligament constraint in primary TKA 
As discussed earlier in this chapter, the ligaments surrounding the knee joint play a 
vital role in its stability. In the category of primary knee arthroplasty, implant type 
can be further categorised on the basis of preservation or removal of the cruciate 
ligaments. At the time of operation if the ligamentous structures are intact and 




healthy, surgeons may employ a cruciate retaining implant (CR), this implant type 
preserves the PCL (Figure 2.16a) and relies on this ligament in combination with the 
collateral ligaments and surrounding soft tissue to maintain joint stability. On the 
other hand if the ligaments are deemed to be diseased or otherwise unable to carry 
out their function then, both ACL and PCL may be removed and replaced with a 
more constrained prosthesis. This more constrained prosthesis known as a posterior 
stabilising implant (PS) recreates part of the functionality of the cruciate ligaments 
through a post-cam mechanism (Figure 2.16b) designed to restrain excessive forward 
translation of the femur on the tibial bearing component. In almost all cases, 
implantation of replacement knee prostheses results in the removal of the anterior 
cruciate ligament. 






Figure 2.16: Shows frontal and sectional elevations through the plane c-c of 
a) a CR implanted femur, and b) a PS implanted femur, in a flexed position. 
The sectional view details the differences in mechanism of restraint for each 
implant type, e.g. PCL for CR implant and post-cam mechanism for PS 
implant (Author illustration). 
 
 
II.6.2 Fixation in TKA 
Ensuring proper fixation of the prosthesis to the bone at the time of operation is 
essential to long term implant survival and satisfactory patient outcomes. Attachment 
of the prosthesis to the bone is carried out using one of two potential methods 
(Cemented or Press-fit). The first method employs the use of bone cement or 
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) at the prosthesis bone interfaces to bond the 




implant to the bone structures. In the second method (Press-fit), no cement is used 
during fixation. Instead, the implant is designed to attach to the femur through an 
interference fit with the distal surfaces of the femur, additionally the internal surfaces 
of the implant are coated with a special porous structure which encourages ingrowth 
of bone into the implant, creating a biological interlock between prosthesis and bone 
at the microscopic level. Fixation by ingrowth of bone into the prosthesis is known as 
osseointegration (Figure 2.17). 
 
Figure 2.17: Illustration of a) a cemented knee replacement and b) a porous coated 
osseointegrated implant. (Author illustration) 
The role of fixation (cemented vs. uncemented) in TKA remains a widely debated 
issue (Laskin 2001), with the majority of the orthopaedic community being firmly 
divided on the topic. A number of studies highlight the benefit of uncemented 
fixation (Rand 1991, Nilsson et al. 2006), while equally numerous are the reports 
suggesting that cemented fixation remains the gold standard for implantation (Duffy 
et al. 1998, Park and Kim 2011). Based on the current body of knowledge, neither 
technique appears to have a clear advantage over the other (Toksvig-Larsen et al. 
1998, Park and Kim 2011). The debate on fixation is further complicated in revision 
TKA by the presence of bone loss and the possibility of large contained or 
uncontained defects.  
 
 




II.6.3 Reasons for failure of TKA 
Compared to other joints in the human body, the knee has a far more complex 
structure and geometry, resulting in more complex biomechanics thus making the 
same level of success in implantation more difficult to achieve, according to an 
anonymous report in the Lancet (Anonymous 1976). In spite of this, knee 
replacement operations in general have been successful, with high patient satisfaction 
rates and good long term implant outcomes at 10-15 years post op (Scuderi et al. 
1989, Font-Rodriguez et al. 1997, D'Lima et al. 2001a). However, complications do 
occur (Frosch et al. 2004), these complications if severe can often necessitate further 
operation and replacement of the prosthesis (Figure 2.18). As increasing numbers of 
patients undergo TKA annually, it is recognised that there will be a corresponding 
increase in revision TKA. Some of the main factors which lead to this increasing 
need for revision TKA are discussed in the following subsections. 
 
 
Figure 2.18:  Images highlighting the main modes of failure for primary TKA implants; a) 
shows a worn polyethylene insert which failed through pitting and delamination (Naudie et 
al. 2007), b) shows a loss of bone mineral density under the anterior flange of the femoral 
component due to stress shielding (van Loon et al. 2001), c) shows a fluoroscopic image 
of a femoral component subject to aseptic loosening at the anterior surface (Fehring and 
McAvoy 1996) and d) shows a lateral x-ray of a periprosthetic femoral fracture (Rayan et 
al. 2008). 




II.6.3.1 Prosthesis wear 
Though TKA components are manufactured from materials optimised to resist 
abrasive wear, the articulation of a well fixed prosthesis during daily activities still 
results in the generation of microscopic wear particles, range in size from 0.1-100µm 
(Abu-Amer et al. 2007, Kuiper 2007). In an in vitro study, Spinelli et al. (2010) 





 depending on number of cycles. However, an in vivo study 
by Gill et al. (2006) places this figure much higher at 100mm
3
 a year. 
Wear particle generation can be significantly influenced by the shape of the 
articulating surfaces, the joint contact loads and implant kinematics (Fregly et al. 
2003, Bei et al. 2004, McEwen et al. 2005). Furthermore, the thickness of the insert 
and its material properties (Petty et al. 1999) also have a role to play in component 
wear. Other notable factors which are known to greatly increase local particle wear 
generation are mechanical alignment and fixation of the prosthesis (Naudie et al. 
2007), as well as the degree of conformity between femoral component and tibial 
bearing component (Kuster and Stachowiak 2002) through the full range of motion. 
Any irregularity in contacting surfaces may lead to point or edge loading and could 
potentially result in yielding and failure of the UHMWPE insert due to high localized 
contact stresses.  
Polyethylene wear is closely linked to aseptic loosening of the implant. It is 
suggested that the size and shape of wear particles generated may influence the 
response from the cells to these particles (Abu-Amer et al. 2007, Scuderi 2011). If 
the debris generated through the articulation of the femoral component on the 
bearing surface of the tibia reaches a threshold size, it can elicit a serious reaction 
from the body’s immune system (Abu-Amer et al. 2007), this inflammatory response 
is referred to clinically as osteolysis. Cells called macrophages try to break down the 
particles from the UHWPE tibial insert but die in the process (Abu-Amer et al. 
2007). Repetition of this process causes the release of enzymes and chemicals that 
lead to resorption of the bone surrounding the prosthesis (Jacobs et al. 2001), and 
eventual loosening of the implants. Outside of this threshold range, if the wear 




particles are sufficiently small, the body may be able to clear them with other debris 
from the joint tissues, if they are too large, however, they may contribute to abrasive 
wear of the insert (Scuderi 2011).   
II.6.3.2 Aseptic loosening 
Aseptic loosening in the context of total knee arthroplasty is deemed as any 
loosening of one or more of the prosthetic components without underlying infection. 
Based on available joint registry database information, aseptic loosening of the 
implant is one of the predominant causes of revision globally (CJRR 2009, NAR 
2010, AOA 2011, NJR 2011, Sundberg et al. 2011).  Loss of fixation through aseptic 
loosening can lead to pain, malalignment of the prosthesis and eventual failure.  
Aseptic loosening can have many different causes (Abu-Amer et al. 2007); it can 
occur as a result of inadequate initial fixation or develop due to (mechanical or 
biological) loss of fixation over many months and years. The three main causes of 
aseptic loosening are particle induced osteolysis due to excessive wear of the 
articular surfaces (Abu-Amer et al. 2007), bone loss due to periprosthetic stress 
shielding and fibrous tissue formation instead of bone ingrowth as a result of relative 
motion at the bone prosthesis interface (Bahraminasab et al. 2012). 
In the knee joint, aseptic loosening of the femoral component may be brought about 
by one or all of these underlying causes. The manner in which loosening occurs and 
the degree to which the prosthesis has loosened will determine the complexity of 
treatment required, e.g. if replacement components merely need to be cemented or if 
augments are required to rebuild lost bone.  
 
II.6.3.3 Micromotion 
Micromotion is the term used to describe the relative interfacial motion which can 
occur at the prosthesis-bone, prosthesis-cement and cement-bone interfaces. Aseptic 
loosening of the prosthesis and micromotion are closely linked. Relative motion can 
occur at the interface as a result of aseptic loosening or particle induced osteolysis. 




However, relative interfacial motions of a poorly fixed implant may also be a driving 
factor of aseptic loosening. In both uncemented and cemented fixation, another 
contributing factor to micromotion is long term bone loss due to the stress shielding 
effect of the implant. Continuous micromotion of the prosthesis irrespective of the 
root cause (loosening or bone loss) may further disrupt any remaining fixation by the 
process of fatigue failure of the surrounding bone and/or cement structures. If 
yielding of the surrounding tissues occurs, this can result in the prosthesis 
undergoing an irreversible displacement resulting in malalignment; this process is 
known as permanent migration of the prosthesis. As discussed previously, any 
change in the alignment of the prosthesis can have a serious influence on the 
distribution of joint contact forces, joint function, pain, prosthesis wear and 
ultimately failure.  
Through examination of canine models (Pilliar et al. 1986, Bragdon et al. 1996), it 
has been suggested that there is a threshold range of motions above which 
osseointegration may be prevented ( m15040 ). On the other hand, lower levels of 
motion at the bone implant interface ( m40 ) may be beneficial in promoting bone 
ingrowth into the prosthesis and thereby increasing component stability (Vandamme 
et al. 2007, Suárez et al. 2012).  
Early indications of loosening and implant failure are observed clinically by tracking 
changes in the position and orientation of the implant over time through examination 
of x-rays or through more specialist techniques such as radio stereo photogrammetric 
analysis (RSA). Micromotion of the prosthesis is closely linked to both aseptic 
loosening and prosthesis wear. Indeed in a paper by Nilsson et al. (1996), it was 
suggested that particle induced osteolysis as a result of wear particles breaching the 
interface rather than slow migration may be a more significant factor in causing long 
term aseptic loosening of the implant. The authors of this particular paper believed 
that “ingress of wear particles into the interface” as a result of small but repetitive 
interfacial motions was likely to be a driving factor in particle induced osteolysis.  




II.6.3.4 Stress shielding 
Based on the observed phenomenon commonly known as Wolff’s law, bone is said 
to adapt to the stresses placed upon it by optimizing bone so that material is removed 
from relatively unstressed regions and deposited in regions where it is need (Wolff 
1892), thus maintaining a strong but lightweight structure. This process is known to 
occur continuously throughout life. The implantation of any prosthesis into the bone, 
however, disrupts the natural homeostasis of the resorption/formation process by 
dramatically altering the distribution of stress in the surrounding regions. It is 
suggested that this is due to the mismatch in stiffness between the implant and the 
bone, leading to a reduction in stress in areas immediately under the implant 
(Tissakht et al. 1996, van Lenthe et al. 1997, van Loon et al. 2001, Barink et al. 2003, 
Bougherara et al. 2010, Chong et al. 2011) relative to an intact healthy knee. As a 
consequence the natural adaptation process begins to remove bone which is deemed 
unnecessary. Frequently at the time of revision surgery, it has been found that areas 
immediately under the primary implants, particularly behind the anterior flange and 
posterior condyles of the femur develop significant periprosthetic osteoporosis 
(Petersen et al. 1995, Spittlehouse et al. 1999, Soininvaara et al. 2004, Saari et al. 
2006).  Long term bone loss adjacent to the bone-implant interface can cause 
instability, increasing the risk of component loosening and migration (Mintzer et al. 
1990, Petersen et al. 1995, van Lenthe et al. 1997, Soininvaara et al. 2004). The lack 
of good quality bone for the purpose of fixation ultimately makes revision TKA 
operations much more complex and requires the use of larger prosthesis to rebuild 
lost bone.  
It is also recognised that loss of bone from critical areas under the implant in 
combination with implant induced stress concentrations may increase the risk of 









A rare but potentially devastating failure mode of primary TKA is periprosthetic 
fracture. This mode of failure can arise due to a number of different factors such as, a 
direct trauma to the replaced joint resulting from a low velocity fall or car accident 
(Rayan et al. 2008), loss of supporting bone (Soininvaara et al. 2004, Saari et al. 
2006) due to stress shielding, osteolysis and osteoporosis, increase in localized stress 
concentrations due to loosening (Meek et al. 2011).  
Fracture of the distal femur may also occur as a direct or indirect result of surgical 
technique. At the time of implantation a slight mismatch in fit between the internal 
geometry of the implant and the prepared surfaces of the femur during impaction 
may result in fracture, particularly in PS implants with intercondylar box (Lombardi 
Jr et al. 1995). In addition, if a femoral component is slightly undersized, it may lead 
to the creation of a stress riser as a result of notching of the anterior femoral cortex 
and may pose an increased risk of fracture (Aaron and Scott 1987). Other known risk 
factors include patient age, gender and prior history of surgery (Ritter et al. 1988, 
Rayan et al. 2008, Julin et al. 2010, Meek et al. 2011). 
The current incidence of periprosthetic fracture worldwide following primary TKA is 
believed to be in the range of 0.6 – 3.0% (Merkel and Johnson 1986, Ritter et al. 
1988, Inglis and Walker 1991, Healy et al. 1993, Rayan et al. 2008, Meek et al. 
2011). However, this failure mode has the potential to become a more serious clinical 
issue as the population ages and a greater proportion of younger more active patients 
undergo TKA.  
Fractures are traditionally treated through intramedullary nailing or external plating. 
In the case of the distal femur, however, their treatment can be further complicated 
by the design of implant used, e.g. the presence of an intercondylar box may negate 
the use of intramedullary fixation and may make fixation of a plate to the distal 
condyles difficult, particularly in the case of bicondylar femoral fracture surrounding 
the box.  
 




II.7 Revision TKA  
Revision knee surgery is often a more complicated procedure than primary TKA. 
Surgeons may have to deal with a wide range of factors due to the manner in which 
the original prosthesis failed, such as aseptic loosening due to severe bone loss or 
possibly even dislocation of the implant as a result of periprosthetic fracture. All 
these potential complications significantly increase the complexity of the procedure 
and make restoration of the joint line more challenging. Furthermore, the presence of 
such complications may necessitate the removal of a greater proportion of bone in 
order to find a suitable base for fixation of the prosthesis.  As a consequence, 
revision implantation rarely achieves the same measure of success and longevity as 
seen in primary implantation (Goldberg et al. 1988).   
In general, due to the loss of supporting bone structures over time (through stress 
shielding or disease) and potential degradation of surrounding soft tissue, revision 
prostheses tend to require stems to anchor the device to the bone (Figure 2.19a and 
2.19b) and a greater level of joint constraint distally to prevent instability. This added 
constraint is usually provided by means of a central post mechanism similar in 
function to the PS implant mentioned earlier. However, if the functionality of the 
ligaments is severely impaired, it may be necessary to employ a highly constrained 
hinge type of prosthesis (Figure 2.19c). As the level of prosthesis constraint increases 
the functional range of motion invariably decreases, potentially impacting on 
patient’s quality of life.   






Figure 2.19: Image of a) a revision femoral component with modular 
short stem, b) distal femoral hinge type prosthesis (Orthopaedic 
Salvage System, Biomet Inc., Warsaw, IN) and c) lateral x-ray of an 
implanted distal femoral replacement (Berend and Lombardi 2009). 
 
II.7.1 Dealing with bone loss 
Good metaphyseal fit is essential for component stability and longevity. The quality 
of metaphyseal fit obtained, however, is largely dependent on the quality of 
underlying bone and the technical skill of the surgeon. As discussed previously, poor 
quality bone stock is frequently encountered at the time of revision (Jensen et al. 
2010), due to stress-shielding or other biological processes such as osteoporosis. 
Changes to the quality of bone stock through mechanobiological means leads to a 
more challenging surgery, requiring the use of larger more complex prosthesis and 
more aggressive removal of damaged or diseased bone until bone of a sufficient 
quality for fixation is encountered.   
Engh (2006) described a classification system which categorised the bones of the 
knee joint based on severity of bone defect present at the time of operation. Under 
this classification system defective femoral and tibial bone is placed in one of three 




main categories and an appropriate level of treatment is suggested for each. The three 
main classifications from a femoral perspective are as follows: 
 
 The first type known as an F1 defect consists of minor damage to the 
cancellous bone structure of the distal femur (Figure 2.20a).  
 The second type of defect (F2) is further subdivided into two categories 
depending on the severity of the defect encountered F2A/F2B as shown in 
Figure 2.20b and Figure 2.20c respectively. The F2A defect is usually 
confined to a single condyle, whereas the F2B defect affects both condyles.  
 The final defect type (F3) represents an extreme loss of bone and is 
characterised by the loss of one or more collateral ligament attachment sites 
and a deficient metaphyseal segment, usually due to severe osteolysis or 
supracondylar fracture.  
 
To return normal function to the knee it is essential that the joint line be restored, 
which means any bone lost through disease or surgical resection must be replaced. 
According to the guidelines laid out under the Engh defect classification system 
(Engh 2006) for contained defects such as category F1 and F2A, a simple cement fill 
or if necessary bone graft techniques can be used to restore lost bone in order to 
create a stable platform on to which they can attach the prosthesis. In the case of a 
more severe F2B defect, it may be necessary to remove a greater portion of bone to 
find tissue of adequate quality for fixation. To preserve bone stock, the surgeon may 
instead opt to repair the damaged distal portion of the femur with morselised bone 
graft, provided the cortical rim is intact, if not, metal augments may be used to build 
the back surface of the implant up to the level of remaining healthy bone in order to 
obtain good metaphyseal fit and restore the patients joint line/function. The use of 
stemmed femoral components has been reported to be able to provide initial 
mechanical stability and protect the graft (van Loon et al. 2000, Scuderi and Tria 
2006, Whittaker et al. 2008, Scuderi 2011) until fully incorporated into the host bone. 
Stemmed femoral components can either be of fixed length or modular in design. 




Modular components are often preferred on the basis that they provide a greater level 
of intraoperative flexibility by allowing the surgeon to adapt the configuration of the 
implant to the needs of the specific patient.  For example, the natural bow in the shaft 
of the femur may be more pronounced in some individuals compared to others, if 
traditional fixed implants were to be used, this may result in a malaligned implant 
distally; in effect, the long stem would pull the prosthesis out of alignment. 
Furthermore, a modular stem in combination with an offset adapter may be used to 
create a more favourable alignment of the implant distally while fitting the stem 
more centrally into the canal (Fehring 2005, Brilhault and Ries 2012).  
Treatment of F3 defects due to extensive bone loss and damage to the metaphyseal 
segment requires the use of large structural grafts and depending on severity, may 
necessitate replacement of the entire distal/metaphyseal segment with a femoral 
replacement or highly constrained hinge type prosthesis (Harrison et al. 2006, Berend 
and Lombardi 2009).  
 
Figure 2.20: Illustration of femoral defected in order of increasing 
severity, a) F1, b) F2A, c) F2B and d) F3. Image adapted from 
(Scuderi and Tria 2006). 
 
 




II.7.2 Failure modes in revision TKA 
Revision TKA prostheses are susceptible to all the same failure modes as primary 
prostheses. The complexity of the implants used in revision implantation also 
increases their susceptibility to additional modes of failure. The addition of long 
stemmed prostheses in particular has been found to dramatically increase the level of 
stress shielding observed in the femur (van Lenthe et al. 2002). This more 
pronounced bone loss may occur in revision TKA due to the stiff stem carrying a 
larger proportion of load away from the condyles and plateau to the shaft of the bone. 
Aseptic loosening may also occur after revision TKA, as with primary implantation. 
This can be as a result of osteolysis or the pronounced bone loss due to the presence 
of the stem. Loosening of the femoral component distally could lead to greater bone 
loss through an “ice-cream cone” effect (van Loon et al. 1999) and may have serious 
implications for failure of modular components (Chu et al. 2000, Lim et al. 2001, 
Issack et al. 2007, Nikolopoulos et al. 2012), as is discussed in more detail in Chapter 
X. Proximal loosening of the stem, in conjunction with the high Young’s modulus of 
the stem and its design may lead to an increased risk of end of stem pain (Barrack et 
al. 1999, Brown et al. 2002, Barrack et al. 2004) as a result of highly localised 
contact stresses between the stem tip and femoral shaft (i.e. due to rubbing of the 
stem against the internal cortex of the femoral mid-shaft). 
Revision of a component due to infection is also further complicated by the presence 
of a well fixed stemmed femoral component, as such an operation may necessitate 
the removal of a large portion of cement and potentially healthy bone surrounding 
the stem to allow the infection to be treated, thus providing less healthy bone for 
attachment of the replacement prosthesis.   
Furthermore, as with primary TKA, revision TKA is susceptible to periprosthetic 
fracture. Depending on severity of fracture, the patient may require a further re-
revision of the prosthesis or replacement of the entire distal femur with a distal 
femoral replacement (DFR) (Kim et al. 2006). A number of potential failure modes 
of revision TKA components are shown in Figure 2.21. 






Figure 2.21:  Images highlighting some of the potential modes of  failure for revision TKA 
implants; a) shows severe osteolysis and loosening around both the femoral and tibial 
components of a revision knee system (Mabry et al. 2007), b) shows a loss of bone mineral 
density under the anterior flange of the femoral component due to stress shielding and 
erosion of the posterior femoral cortex due to migration of the stem tip (Fehring et al. 2003), 
c) shows the polished end of a diaphyseal engaging stem due to repeated frictional 
interaction with the surrounding cortex (Howie 2010) and d) shows a lateral x-ray of a 
periprosthetic femoral fracture of both the bone and prosthesis at the level of the stem 









The structure and function of the knee joint is complex. This complexity and the 
relatively high magnitude of loading it must withstand on a daily basis predispose it 
to injury and degenerative disease. 
Total knee arthroplasty has been found to be a largely viable surgical procedure for 
easing patient pain and restoring motion to affected joints through the use of man-
made prosthesis. Though TKA is reported to have high patient satisfaction rates 
(around 90%), this still leaves a large proportion for which the surgery is not 
completely successful or the relief from pain is only temporary.   
Based on currently available clinical information, leading causes of premature 
implant failure relate to loss of fixation and/or loss of supporting bone directly under 
the implant. Though revision of the tibial component is far more widely investigated 
(Hashemi and Shirazi-Adl 2000, Completo et al. 2008a, Chong et al. 2010, Bhimji 
and Meneghini 2012, Cawley et al. 2012, D'Lima et al. 2012, O’Brien et al. 2012), it 
has been reported by some (AOA 2011) that there is less than 3% difference between 
number of revised tibial and femoral components. This data indicates the importance 
of correctly understanding the underlying mechanisms which influence long term 
outcomes of femoral components. 
The mechanisms of revision failure are more complex and have been seen to be 
influenced by component design and implant modularity (Chu et al. 2000, Lim et al. 
2001, Issack et al. 2007, Nikolopoulos et al. 2012). A better understanding of the 
stresses in the knee joint as a result of daily life both pre- and post-TKA, and how 
implant design/fixation influences interfacial motions are essential to promoting 





An Introduction to  
Finite Element Analysis 
 
III.1 Introduction 
The remainder of the thesis relies on the extensive application of the finite element 
method (FEM) through the use of a commercially available finite element package 
(Abaqus, Dassault Systemes, Simulia. Providence, RI, USA). In this chapter a brief 
introduction to the finite element method and an overview of its application to the 
field of orthopaedic biomechanics is given. Details of the hardware used and 
methodologies applied to solve the more complex models presented in subsequent 
chapters are also outlined.  
FEM was pioneered in the early 1950s in an attempt to better understand the 
vibration response of new aircraft wing designs under loading (Turner et al. 1956). 
From its early application in the field of aeronautical engineering, FEM has since 
permeated almost all other engineering disciplines and numerous textbooks on the 
subject are now available (Zienkiewicz and Taylor 2000a, Zienkiewicz and Taylor 
2000b, Zienkiewicz and Taylor 2000c, Liu and Quek 2003). 
The finite element method is recognised as a powerful tool to aid in the solving of 
complex problems which may be difficult to examine in a purely analytical manner 
(Zienkiewicz and Taylor 2000a). In the field of biomechanics FEM has been used to 
model everything from endovascular interactions between the circulatory system and 
stent grafts (Callanan et al. 2011) to studying the mechanical response of a razor 
blade to skin and hair during shaving (Cowley and Neale 1998). In the area of 




orthopaedic biomechanics in particular it has found numerous applications on both 
microscopic and macroscopic scales. Microscopically it has been used to investigate 
the mechanical properties of individual trabeculae (Verhulp et al. 2008) and the 
effects of increased porosity (Donaldson et al. 2011) on mechanical properties of 
bone. At the macroscopic level it has frequently been employed to investigate 
implant wear and contact stresses in the prosthesis e.g. (Bei et al. 2004), fracture 
(Keyak et al. 2001, Bessho et al. 2009, Hambli et al. 2012), fracture treatments 
(Cheung et al. 2004), the characteristics of prosthesis-bone interactions (Abdul-Kadir 
et al. 2008, Andreaus and Colloca 2009, Chong et al. 2010) and assess pre-clinical 
performance of new implant designs (Harrysson et al. 2007). 
 
III.2 Fundamental concepts of FEM 
In simple terms the finite element method is based on subdividing the complex 
geometry of the object being analysed into small regions or “elements”: these 
elements are usually formed by simple regular geometric shapes such as tetrahedral 
or bricks (for three-dimensional analyses), and can be thought of as small building 
blocks of material, the behaviour of which can be more easily described 
mathematically. The overall behaviour of the complex structure is then recreated 
based on the behaviour of each of these interconnected elements. Meshing or 
“discretisation” of a problem is the term used to describe the subdivision of a 
structure’s geometry into these elements. An example of this for a simple three-
dimensional object is shown in Figure 3.1.  
The element type used in this example is a tetrahedral element; this element type is 
primarily used in stress/displacement analyses. However, a wide variety of different 
element types exists in most commercial FE packages to suite an array of different 
applications (e.g. stress analysis, heat transfer analysis and acoustic analysis). 






Figure 3.1: shows a) original geometry of a three-dimensional object, b) 
an example tetrahedral mesh of the three-dimensional object created in 
Abaqus/CAE (Simulia, USA) and c) a close up illustration of a single 
element from the mesh.  
 
Element types are usually classified based on which family they belong to (e.g. 
continuum, beam, truss, shell, and spring elements). The particular elements of 
interest in the current study fall into the continuum family of elements, of which 
tetrahedral elements are a part. As shown in Figure 3.1c, each element is composed 
of a number of nodes (orange dots) joint by vertices. Nodes are the key points where 
equilibrium is enforced. Each node can have one or more degrees of freedom (DOF). 
The degrees of freedom in a model are the fundamental variables calculated during 
an FE analysis and are directly related to the number of nodes in that model and the 
element type. In the case of a stress analysis, using three-dimensional continuum 
elements, the DOF are the translations which occur in the x, y, and z directions at 
each node, for all the elements in the structure. In a heat transfer analysis, as 
discussed in Chapter V, the DOF at each node is temperature. 
In terms of the analysis procedure, key variables such as displacements and 
temperature are calculated at the nodes. All other values within the element (e.g. 




stresses and strains) are determined through use of interpolation functions, which 
make the values obtained at any generic point, fully dependent on the nodal values of 
that element. These interpolation functions are also often referred to as shape 
functions. Elements whose interpolations functions can be used to represent both 
displacement and its geometry are known as isoparametric elements. 
The order of the interpolation function used in an element is usually depends on the 
type of element and the number of nodes it has. For example in Abaqus, tetrahedral 
elements which only contain nodes at their corners (Figure 3.2a) use a linear 
interpolation function and as such are referred to as linear or first-order element. 
Elements containing nodes both on the corners and midway along the vertices 
(Figure 3.2b) use a quadratic interpolation function; as a result these elements are 




Figure 3.2: Illustration of a) a four node and b) a ten node 
tetrahedral element, where orange dots represent the nodes and 
the blue x represents the approximate location of the integration 
points within each element (Author illustration).  
 
As previously stated key variables are evaluated at the nodes. The values of stress 
and strain, however, are evaluated within the element at select points, called 
integration points or Gauss points (Figure 3.2).  
 




As stated earlier, each element can be considered a simple building block of material 
used to recreate the complex geometry of the system being analysed. To conduct any 
FE analysis it is therefore necessary for the material properties of each of these 
elements to be defined. For a simple isotropic elastic material, one needs only specify 
two parameters, namely Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, however, if material 
non-linearity is considered or anisotropy included, then much more parameters are 
required. 
The boundary conditions or the manner in which the system is restrained must also 
be considered. This may represent a plane of symmetry where only part of a structure 
is modelled, or may be representative of where an object is attached securely to 
another structure. In either case these conditions often require that the displacement 
of certain nodes in one or more DOF be set to zero. As well as restraining nodes 
against motion, boundary conditions may also be used as a means of applying a 
predefined displacement, to one or more nodes, in a specific direction.  
Another key factor is the manner in which load acts on the system.  Loading can be 
static or dynamic, and may be uniformly distributed over the faces of multiple 
elements in the mesh or applied as concentrated forces at the nodes.  
Consideration of realistic geometry, material properties, boundary conditions and 
loading are essential in order to obtain accurate results from any FE analysis.   
The purpose of this section was to briefly introduce some of the key concepts and 
principles of FEM, several books have been written on this topic and provide a more 
in-depth and technical explanation of all the points covered here (Zienkiewicz and 
Taylor 2000a, Liu and Quek 2003). In the next section, a simple example problem is 
introduced and the practical aspects of applying the finite element method in the 
solution of three-dimensional problems are discussed. 
 




III.3 Example problem 
To analyse any problem with FE requires definition of the system geometry, all 
externally applied loads acting on the system, the material properties of each 
component in the system and the manner in which the system is restrained. This 
section provides a brief overview on the practical aspects of creating an FE mesh, for 
a simple example, once the above mentioned parameters are known. This example 
details the creation of an FE mesh from the simple three-dimensional CAD geometry 
introduced in Figure 3.1. The steps required to ensure simulation accuracy using 
different mesh densities and element types are also explored.   
Referring to Figure 3.3, the first step in this process is importing the CAD geometry 
into the FE package (Figure 3.3a). This is traditionally done by first converting the 
native CAD file into one of the standard interchange formats such as .iges or .step. 
The model is then meshed with the desired element type (based on model 
application). In this case four node tetrahedral elements were employed. For 
problems with a simple geometry, such as shown in Figure 3.3a, it is often possible 
to create the geometry directly in most current FE packages. The details relating to 
the nature of the load acting on the system, the manner in which the system is 
restrained and its material properties are then used to setup the FE model (Figure 
3.3b).  
It is considered best practice to run a convergence study on an FE model prior to any 
investigation being conducted. This entails varying the mesh density (i.e. element 
size) until the parameter of interest reaches a preselected criterion for convergence. 
In theory the greater the number of elements, the more closely the approximated 
solution will match that of the theoretical solution. However, there usually exists a 
trade off in terms of solution accuracy and simulation runtime. Typically a change of 
2-5% in the parameter of interest between successive increments of the mesh size is 
deemed an acceptable indication of convergence. An example of the results obtained 
for such a convergence study on the current model is presented in Figure 3.3c. This 
graph shows how the peak von Mises stress varies with increasing refinement of the 
mesh.  






Figure 3.3: a) A simple three-dimensional geometric part, b) loading and boundary 
conditions applied to the part in Abaqus, and c) example of graph showing the variation of 
peak von Mises stress with increasing mesh density (zoomed in region indicating original 
base line mesh consisting of 45 elements). A Young’s modulus E = 16700 N/mm
2
 and 
Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3, and a uniformly distributed pressure load of 1MPa was applied to the 
top surface of the part as indicated. 
 
It is important to note that for many simple problems reasonably accurate solutions 
can be obtained with a relatively small number of elements.  
Tetrahedral elements are frequently employed in FE stress analyses of biological 
structures due to their ability to more closely approximate the complex organic 
shapes found in the body. Referring to Figure 3.2a, the standard tetrahedral element 
available in most FE packages consists of four nodes. This is a constant stress 
element and is in general considered to be a poor stress predictor (Payen and Bathe 
2011). Some of the limitations of this element can be overcome through significant 




refinement of the mesh. However, this can result in a large increase in computational 
cost particularly in large complex assemblies.  
A common alternative to increasing the number of elements is to increase its order. 
Second-order tetrahedral elements (Figure 3.2b) are much more accurate stress 
predictors and overcome many of the problems associated with the linear four node 
version (Lo and Ling 2000, Payen and Bathe 2011). The addition of mid-side nodes 
and the use of quadratic interpolation functions also offer improvements in element 
accuracy due the ability to model deform/curved surfaces (e.g. mid-side nodes do not 
necessarily have to be in one plane).  Due to increased element accuracy fewer 
quadratic elements (10 node tetrahedra) are required than their linear (4 node) 
counterpart in order to obtain a similar solution accuracy for the same geometry. A 
comparison of CPU runtime required to solve the example problem and the DOF of 
each model analysed, using both ten node and four node meshes optimised based on 
a 5% convergence criteria, is shown in Figure 3.4. 
The runtime for a mesh constructed of ten node tetrahedral elements in this example 
is three orders of magnitude less than that of the four node elements, to achieve 
approximately the same peak value of stress. In this particular example, the 
convergence study indicates that the mesh employing ten node tetrahedral elements 
is best. Interestingly this is not necessarily the case with more complex geometries, 
as evident by the results of a study on the proximal femur by Ramos and Simões 
(2006). In their study the authors found that for the same level of refinement 
(approximately 144,000 elements) no significant difference was observed between 
the results of femurs meshed with first and second-order tetrahedral element. In such 
cases the added degrees of freedom associated with ten node tetrahedral elements 
may actually result in a significant increase in computational runtime. 






Figure 3.4: a) comparison of CPU runtime and b) DOF required to solve a 
simple three-dimensional problem using both four node (linear) and the ten 
node (quadratic) tetrahedral meshes, 
 
Similarly, the inclusion of complexities such as frictional contact, as discussed in 
Chapter VII, can increase CPU runtime dramatically, from approximately 2.5 hours 
with linear elements to ≥ 48 hours with quadratic elements for a frictional model of 
the femur post-TKA. This highlights the necessity to conduct a convergence study 
prior to the main investigation to ensure the appropriate element type and density is 
selected, so as to optimise the balance between solution accuracy and efficiency of 
the analysis.  




III.4 Model parameters and hardware requirements 
In the field of biomechanics determination of any one of the number of parameters 
required to analyse a problem with FE can often be very challenging. Figure 3.5 
highlights potential sources for some of the key parameter.  
 
 
Figure 3.5: Flowcharts showing potential sources for a) system 
geometry, b) material properties and c) system loading and boundary 
conditions. 
 




Thus far the example models presented here are small enough to be solved on a 
modern laptop (Intel first generation i5 dual core processor with 8GB of ram), 
however, the more realistic models required to answer clinical questions in the field 
of biomechanics often require millions of elements and to solve them in a reasonable 
time frame would be above the operational limit of most normal computers. Model 
complexity and runtime also significantly increase once aspects such as frictional 
interfaces are considered.  
The majority of the models presented in the following chapters often exceeded the 
operational constraints of a normal personal computer and therefore relied heavily on 
high performance parallel computing to obtain a solution within a reasonable time 
frame. High performance computing in its most basic form consists of a collection of 
computing resources or “cluster” networked for the purposes of provide a more 
powerful tool for resource intensive tasks, this method leverages the computing 
resources and memory of each machine to provide a tool which collectively can offer 
superior computing power and speed when compared to the individual capabilities of 
each machine. The majority of the models investigated in this thesis were solved in 
this manner. The use of a high performance computing cluster allowed access to 
multiple CPUs and RAM in excess of 40GB for individual model applications.  The 
specific cluster used for these studies (EDDIE) is operated and maintained by The 
Edinburgh Compute and Data Facility (ECDF)
4
. This cluster consists of a number of 
nodes, each node in turn contains eight or more processors giving an overall total of 
2980 processors altogether.  
To run FE jobs on a computing cluster requires the creation of some additional files, 
a brief overview of the workflow is given in Figure 3.6.  
The FE model is first created using Abaqus, as previously described in the example. 
Once the FE model is prepared Abaqus/CAE is then used to generate a job input file 
(.inp extension). This job file in combination with a job submission script file is then 
uploaded to the computing cluster and submitted for analysis. The job submission 
                                                             
4 (https://www.wiki.ed.ac.uk/display/ecdfwiki/Eddie+and+the+ECDF). 




script contains details of memory requirements, time allowance, number of CPUs to 
request and program used to analyse the job file. An example script is shown in 
Figure 3.7 with key commands highlighted. 
 
 
Figure 3.6: Workflow for conducting an FE analysis using a high 
performance computing cluster. 










This chapter outlined the basic procedure for conducting a FE analysis of a simple 
part and briefly showed how to ensure solution accuracy. Though the complexity of 
the models increases in the subsequent chapters, the core methodology outline here 
remains the same.  
The widespread use of FE in recent years for the purpose of investigating complex 
clinical scenarios has been aided by advances in both computational power and 
medical imaging technologies. As a consequence it is now possible to generate 
highly detailed patient specific models in a relatively short period of time. However, 
proper care must be taken in the setup and analysis of any FE model to ensure 
meaningful results are obtained. In conclusion the use of highly detailed and realistic 
FE models allow access to a whole range of information that for ethical or 
physiological reasons cannot be easily obtained from a lab or clinical research 
investigation.  




In the following chapters, the techniques and methodology discussed here will be 
applied to obtain clinically relevant information regarding implant stability and 






Post – TKA Mechanical  
Environment in the Distal Femur 
 
IV.1 Introduction 
In this Chapter, the modelling and FE methodology described in the previous chapter 
is employed to model the distal femur following primary total knee arthroplasty 
(TKA).  
The quality of bone at the time of surgery is important in terms of achieving good 
initial fixation and stability of the prosthesis. Indeed bone quality is one of the key 
factors which can influence component longevity. In the setting of revision TKA, the 
quality of the underlying bone is perhaps even more important. Increasingly surgeons 
are finding that areas immediately under primary implants, in particular behind the 
anterior flange and posterior condyles of the femur have suffered large amounts of 
bone loss (Petersen et al. 1995, Spittlehouse et al. 1999, Soininvaara et al. 2004, 
Saari et al. 2006). As discussed in Chapter II, this loss of bone may occur as a result 
of particle induced osteolysis or prosthesis induced stress shielding, the latter being 
of particular interest in this study due to the direct relationship between prosthesis 
design and bone loss.  
Bone loss under the implant and stress concentrations around the implant can greatly 
influence the pattern of periprosthetic femoral fracture (Saari et al. 2006).  The 
prostheses used in TKA need to be able to survive longer and deal with the 
correspondingly greater physical demands as the average patient age at the time of 




surgery decreases. Furthermore, should the need for revision arise, it is desirable that 
the quality of the underlying bone remains adequate for fixation. Several studies 
documented the application of FE for the purpose of investigating both the natural 
knee joint and the knee following TKA. The majority of these studies tend to focus 
on wear of the tibial bearing component (Bei et al. 2004, Shi 2007) or loosening of 
the tibial tray (Hashemi and Shirazi-Adl 2000, Chong et al. 2010). In contrast 
relatively fewer studies have focused on the distal femur (Tissakht et al. 1996, van 
Lenthe et al. 1997, van Lenthe et al. 2002, Barink et al. 2003, Moran 2005, Completo 
et al. 2007, Shi 2007, Shi et al. 2007, Completo et al. 2009, Bougherara et al. 2010).  
The effect of modelling the bone-implant interface as bonded, frictional or smooth 
has been considered by a few studies (Tissakht et al. 1996, van Lenthe et al. 1997, 
van Lenthe et al. 2002, Barink et al. 2003, Completo et al. 2009). Some studies 
considered either a single implant (Tissakht et al. 1996, van Lenthe et al. 1997, 
Barink et al. 2003, Bougherara et al. 2010) or a single load case (Tissakht et al. 1996, 
Completo et al. 2007, Completo et al. 2009). Studies sometimes use CT based 
properties to assign inhomogeneous material properties to bone (van Lenthe et al. 
1997, van Lenthe et al. 2002, Barink et al. 2003), in which the variation of elastic 
modulus is estimated from the variation of apparent bone density from the CT scan 
of the specific femur being modelled. While post TKA stress shielding was found to 
occur in these studies (van Lenthe et al. 1997, van Lenthe et al. 2002, Barink et al. 
2003), the pattern of changes in the mechanical environment and the mechanism 
through which this occurs is not generally considered. 
This study details the creation and application of FE models to examine the post 
TKA mechanical environment in the distal femur after implantation with two 
different types of implants: a cruciate retaining (CR) implant with two distal femoral 
pegs and a posterior stabilising (PS) implant with intercondylar box, as shown in 
Figure 4.1. It must be noted that as both implants are from the same product line 
(Triathlon
®
, Stryker, UK), both share the same external articular surface geometry 
and very similar internal implant geometry, with the exception of minor alterations 
due to the presence of the femoral pegs or box.  





Figure 4.1: Image of a) a CR implant highlighting the femoral pegs, and b) a PS implant 
highlighting intercondylar box section.  
The specific focus of this study was to examine the influence of internal features (i.e. 
pegs or box) for a range of functional flexion angles simulating close to 
physiological loading conditions. 
 
IV.2 Methods 
In this study finite element (FE) models were created to examine the influence of 
internal implant geometry on the mechanical environment in the distal femur after 
TKA. As previously stated in Chapter III, a clear definition of the system geometry, 
material properties, boundary conditions and loading are required to correctly 
simulate a problem of biomechanics using FE. 
 
IV.2.1 Geometry of the femur 
In this instance femoral geometry was based on a CAD model reconstruction of a 
synthetic bone analogue commonly employed in in vitro investigations as an 
alternative to cadaveric testing. Known as the “third generation composite femur” 
and originally created from CT scans of a synthetic bone lab specimen (Cheung et al. 
2004) by Papini and colleagues (Ryerson University, Ontario, Canada), this model is 
freely available in the public domain through the BEL repository 






represents an accurate three-dimensional reconstruction of a large left composite 
femur (Product 3406, Sawbones, Pacific Research Laboratories, Vashon, USA). This 
femur model consists of three solid volumes, representing both the stiff outer cortical 
structure of the femur and the spongy internal regions of cancellous bone in the distal 
and proximal metaphysis (Figure 4.2). The model also incorporates a hollow region 
between the boundaries of the distal and proximal cancellous bone structures 
representative of the medullary canal as is found in the physical specimen on which 
it is based. This particular CAD geometry was selected to avoid patient specific 
issues and to allow for potential comparisons with any in vitro tests conducted with 
the composite femurs.  
 
Figure 4.2: Rendered CAD model of third generation composite femur, 
transparent anterior surface reveals the medullary canal and cancellous bone 
regions.  




IV.2.2 Femoral component geometry 
The base femoral component geometry employed in this study was created using 
computer aided design software (Autodesk Inventor 2010, Autodesk inc. San Rafael, 
California, U.S.). The overall shape and dimensions were derived from visual 
inspection and detailed measurements of a cruciate retaining implant (size 4 right, 
Triathlon
®
 series, Stryker, UK).  
The geometry of the composite femur and lab specimens upon which it is based are 
all modelled on the left side of the appendicular skeleton. Due to the asymmetrical 
nature of the femoral component and to ensure compatibility of the model with the 
femur, all major features and dimensions were transformed about a central axis in the 
CAD package to convert the prosthesis from a right knee to a left knee. It became 
apparent, however, that the geometry approximated from this implant when loaded 
into the same virtual environment as the chosen femur was not a suitable match. To 
be compatible with the composite femur required that the implant be scaled up to the 
next size in the implant range (size 5). One complication of this process is that not all 
implant features scale linearly between sizes, with the Triathlon
®
 series providing for 
a wide array of sizes based on anthropometric data (Stryker Orthopaedics 2008a). To 
overcome this issue key leading dimensions were approximated based on in theatre 
surgical templates used for sizing implants to patient X-rays. The procedure to 
produce the base CAD model geometry is outlined in Figure 4.3. 
One of the key aims of this study was to determine the influence of internal implant 
features on the mechanical environment in the femur post implantation. In this 
instance commonly employed internal features such as distal femoral pegs and an 
intercondylar box were considered. Though minor details of an implant’s 
external/internal geometry may vary between manufacturers, these internal features 
(pegs or box) are used extensively by the medical device industry (e.g. Stryker: 
Triathlon
®
 series; DePuy: P.F.C. Sigma series; Smith & Nephew: Genesis series).  
To permit a controlled and adequate comparison between implant types, both 
geometries were derived from the initial femoral component presented in Figure 
4.3d. This was considered to be a far assumption since both CR and PS implants in 






 series (Stryker, UK) share the same internal geometry and external 
articulating surface, in other words the only difference between the two implant types 
being the presence of femoral pegs or intercondylar box (Figure 4.1). 
 
Figure 4.3: a) Image of a size 4 right Triathlon
®
 CR implant (Stryker, UK), b) 
image of surgical templates used to approximate size 5 left dimensions, c) 
two-dimensional sketch of implant cross-sectional profile and d) final 
rendered CAD model of implant created from the 2D profile using a series of 
sweeps and extrude commands in Autodesk Inventor (Autodesk, USA). 
The CAD reconstructions of each implant can be seen in Figure 4.4, it should be 
noted that for ease of modelling some simplifications were made to the implant 
geometry, e.g. cement recess removed. These simplifications were carried out to 
ensure maximum contact at the bone-implant interface in the absence of cement. It is 
believed that due to the comparative nature of this study and the fact that both 
reconstructions were derived from the same initial geometry (Figure 4.3d), these 
simplifications will only have a minor impact on the results of this study. 





Figure 4.4: Rendered CAD model of a) a cruciate retaining (CR) implant with 
two distal femoral pegs and b) posterior stabilising (PS) implant with 
intercondylar box section.  
 
IV.2.3 Virtual implantation and creation of FE models 
The full composite femur model was imported into Autodesk Inventor (Autodesk), 
once in the CAD environment a series of virtual “surgical cuts” were performed in 
accordance with the relevant implant’s recommended surgical protocol (Figure 4.5). 
It can be seen from Figure 4.5b and 4.5c that the cuts performed during virtual 
surgery expose the underlying cancellous bone (light green). It can also be seen that 
the characteristic profile of both femurs are the same, though the cuts to receive a PS 
implant necessitate removal of a larger proportion of bone material to accommodate 
the intercondylar box section of the PS implant. Each femur model (intact and 
implanted) was then transferred into Abaqus for model assembly and mesh 
generation. 





Figure 4.5: Rendered CAD models showing a) an intact distal femur, b) a 
distal femur prepared according to the CR implantation protocol, and c) a 
distal femur prepared according to the PS implantation protocol. Light green 
indicates cancellous bone regions and dark green cortical bone regions. 
 
In this study second-order tetrahedral elements consisting of ten nodes and four 
integration points were employed. It is important to note that while the four node 
tetrahedral elements are known to provide poor stress predictions, the ten node 
elements used in this study have been shown to be much more accurate (Lo and Ling 
2000, Payen and Bathe 2011). The FE meshes generated for the intact and implanted 
femurs are presented in Figure 4.6. It should be noted that these meshes were 
considerably finer than that used in previous studies (Tissakht et al. 1996, van Lenthe 
et al. 1997, Barink et al. 2003) and typically consisted of 290,000 elements with a 
characteristic edge length of 2mm (based on convergence studies). 
 





IV.2.4 Material properties 
All materials were assumed to be linear elastic and isotropic. Elastic constants used 
for bone and implant structures are presented in Table 4.1. In the field of 
biomechanics correct definition of material behaviour is critical to obtain realistic 
clinically relevant results.  Some previous studies have used inhomogeneous material 
properties based on CT scans (van Lenthe et al. 1997, van Lenthe et al. 2002, Barink 
et al. 2003). To avoid the associated specificity of scan based data homogeneous 
properties were used for cortical and cancellous bone regions, as has been done in 





Figure 4.6: a) Mesh view of an intact distal femur, and b) an exploded mesh view of a CR 
implanted femur and c) an exploded mesh view of a PS implanted femur. 











Cancellous bone 0.3 155 
Cortical bone 0.3 16700 
Femoral component  (Co-Cr) 0.3 210000 
 
As discussed in Chapter II, the behaviour of bone as a structure is quite complex, the 
simplification of its material properties without careful consideration of the effects 
may introduce large errors (Au et al. 2010). It is known that bone is anisotropic 
(Donaldson et al. 2011). This feature is likely to affect the mechanical environment 
with changes in loading direction, however, due to an absence of reported data, on 
the femoral condyles in particular, bone was considered isotropic as in almost all 
previous studies. However, it should also be noted that for investigations where the 
comparative behaviour, rather than an exact magnitude is required, the assumption of 
isotropy may be adequate.  
In the current study values for cancellous and cortical bone structures were taken 
from available sawbones product information (Sawbones 2008). These properties as 
recommended by the manufacturer are within the range of reported values from 
current literature (Reilly and Burstein 1974, Goldstein 1987, Choi et al. 1990, 
Katsamanis and Raftopoulos 1990, Hodgskinson and Currey 1992, Rho et al. 1993, 
Hodgskinson et al. 1997). 
 
IV.2.5 Boundary conditions 
The choice of boundary conditions can greatly affect some of the output parameters 
being considered in any FE analysis. In vivo the femur is supported by a complex 
biological system of muscles, ligaments and fibrous cartilage. Previous studies have 




shown that the stress distribution in the femur or pelvis can be altered significantly 
by inclusion of boundary conditions that incorporate muscles and ligaments (Phillips 
et al. 2007, Speirs et al. 2007, Phillips 2009). However, it has also been observed that 
the mechanical environment close to the point of load application is minimally 
influenced by boundary conditions at some distance (Phillips et al. 2007, Conlisk et 
al. 2012). As the region of interest in this particular study was confined to the distal 
portion of the femur where it meets the tibia to form the knee, each femur model was 
truncated at the mid-diaphysis and all its translations/rotations fixed.  Based on initial 
investigations, an optimum distance of 242mm from the distal most point on the 
condyles was selected. This manner of fixation is consistent with numerous previous 
FE (Tissakht et al. 1996, van Lenthe et al. 1997, van Lenthe et al. 2002, Barink et al. 
2003, Completo et al. 2009, Bougherara et al. 2010) and experimental investigations 
(Moran 2005, Completo et al. 2007, Bougherara et al. 2010). In addition by reducing 
the overall geometrical size of the model by half a higher resolution mesh could then 
be applied without significant increase in computational run time.  
 
IV.2.6 Loading 
As discussed in Chapter II, there exists a large variability in the reported loading at 
the knee joint for the same activity. To minimise the potential for errors, the present 
study considered forces acting on the knee as reported by in vivo telemetric implant 
studies (Taylor et al. 1998, Bergmann 2008). To enable the generation of a single 
consistent set of forces acting on the knee joint, both data sets were normalised in 
terms of their respective patients body weight (BW) and then applied to the FE 
models for an assumed average body weight of 775N. In this study, three functional 
flexion angles during the stance phase of gait for a normal walking cycle were 
investigated. Each flexion angle was modelled as a static load step. Referring to 
Figure 4.7a, the loads acting on the femur in this instance comprised of six separate 
components: the patella-femoral force (PF); the medial and lateral components of the 
joint normal force (Fm and Fl); the medial and lateral components of the joint shear 
force (APm and APl); and the internal/external moment (IE).The exact magnitudes 




applied for each component of force are indicated in Table 4.2.  All forces were 
applied as distributed pressure loads over realistic contact areas (Goudakos et al. 
2010), with a 60-40% (medial/lateral) load distribution acting across the condyles 
assumed for the axial components of force (Burstein 1994, Shi 2007).  
 In Figure 4.7b it can be seen that each of the six components of force were applied 
over three distinct contact areas at each flexion angle; PF, Fm and Fl acting normally 
and APm/APl acting tangentially on the patella-femoral and tibio-femoral contact 
surfaces assuming correct alignment of the implant. Computationally the IE moment 
was included by altering the values of APm and APl applied to the femur, which was 
necessary to avoid unrealistic peak stresses occurring as a result of applying high 
forces to individual nodes to create the moment. The basic procedure is illustrated in 
Figure 4.8.  This procedure was applied to incorporate the IE moment into the AP 
shear force for each of the three flexion angles investigated. 
 
Table 4.2: Forces used in the FE analyses. 
 
 0° 22° 48° 
Fm  (N) 436 1159 1160 
Fl   (N) 291 772 773 
APm (N) -57 130 -3 
APl  (N) -57 130 -3 
PF (N) 45 327 567 
IE (Nmm) -829 3292 -7029 
 
 







Figure 4.7: Images of distal femur model showing a) the arrangement of forces and b) the 
location these are applied to for each flexion angle investigated. 
 





IV.2.7 Interface properties 
In this study all bone-implant interfaces were tied modelling full osseointegration of 





Figure 4.8: a) shows a rendered view of the femur with centre of the condyles highlighted by 
the orange dot, b) shows a simple schematic of the tibio-femoral joint contact regions viewed 
in the x-y plane (approximately 100mm
2
 and indicated by grey box) and two point loads 
representing the medial (APm) and lateral (APl) shear forces acting at the centre of the joint 
contact areas (represented by the black dots), c) shows the same schematic, but with the 
shear forces replaced by two point loads, one of which is acting in the opposite direction, in 
the x-y plane, these two point loads act at a known distance away from the centre of the 
condyles (L/2) so as to create the desired IE moment about the z-axis. Finally d) shows the 
combination of both AP and IE loads.  It is important to note that the sum of the force in the 
y-direction (∑Fy) is not altered through this process.  The combined forces represented by 
F1 and F2 are then applied as a uniformly distributed surface traction load over the joint 
contact area to avoid unrealistic peak stresses. 





Previous studies (Tissakht et al. 1996, Behrens et al. 2009) have shown that strain 
energy density (SED) is a good indicator of potential regions of bone remodelling. 
To examine the change in strain energy density a number of representative sagittal 
sections were taken in the condylar region as shown in Figure 4.9. The planes a-a and 
b-b represent sections through the medial and lateral condyles respectively. The 
resulting pattern of SED for the intact and implanted femur models at the three 
flexion angles considered is shown in Figure 4.10. The cancellous bone regions, of 
both implanted femurs, show considerably reduced levels of SED in comparison to 
the intact case. The lateral section experiences significantly lower SED in 
comparison to the medial section, which is apparently due to higher loads being 
applied to the medial femoral condyle in physiological loading. It is also interesting 
to note that at higher flexion angles, in the stance phase of gait, the regions of high 
strain energy density increase for both the intact and implanted cases, however this 
increase is far more significant and obvious for the intact case. The commonly 
examined load case of 0° flexion only shows small localised regions of high SED for 
the intact case.  
  
 
Figure 4.9: Showing the sectional views through the medial (a-a) and lateral (b-b) condyles 
of each femur model investigated. 




To investigate the overall impact of the implants on the changes in the mechanical 
environment in the femur post total knee arthroplasty each model was divided into 
four volumes corresponding to the four regions of interest (ROI), shown in Figure 
 
 
Figure 4.10: Contour plots showing the pattern of SED in a) the medial (a-a) and b) the 
lateral (b-b) condyles for each of the three flexion angles investigated. 
 




4.11a. Regions of interest were chosen to be in line with the Gruen zones used in 
previous clinical DEXA imaging studies (Soininvaara et al. 2004). The average strain 
energy density for each region calculated across the volume of elements falling 
within that region of interest was evaluated for the three flexion angles considered 
and is shown in Figure 4.11b-e. It is clear from the figure that both implanted femurs 
experience much lower levels of SED in ROI 1-3 (immediately under the implant). 
The level of reduction of SED in these regions varied from 70-90% in comparison to 
the intact case. ROI 4, however, shows a marked increase in SED. 
 
 
Figure 4.11: a) Periprosthetic regions of interest in the distal femur corresponding to Gruen 
zones used in DEXA imaging and the average value of strain energy density (SED) in b) ROI 
1, c) ROI 2, d) ROI 3 and e) ROI 4 found in all distal femur models.  
 




On consideration of changes to the mechanical environment due to internal implant 
features, it is found that the CR implant induces high localised stress concentrations 
at the tip of the femoral pegs (which can also be seen in SED plots shown in Figure 
4.10). The PS implant on the other hand shows stress concentrations at the corners of 
the femoral box cut (Figure 4.12). The magnitude of these concentrations was found 
to increase at higher functional flexion angles. 
 
Low SED values in regions close to the implant as shown in Figure 4.10 and Figure 
4.11 were also found to correspond to reduced stresses in these regions post 
implantation. To gain a better understanding of the load transfer mechanism, stresses 
in a transverse section (c-c) just above the implant were evaluated. The variation of 
von Mises stresses under the two implants for the three flexion angles is shown in 
Figure 4.13. At 0° flexion all three distal femur models are subject to a similar 
magnitude and distribution of stress. However, as flexion angle increases, it can be 
seen that the magnitude of stress on the anterior and posterior aspects of the cortex of 
both implanted femurs increases significantly in comparison to the intact femur 
model, indicating that the implants are directly transferring loads to the cortical bone 
region proximal to the implant. 
 
 
Figure 4.12: Stress concentrations in the distal femoral cancellous bone structure due to 
internal implant features for a) CR and b) PS implanted femurs. 
 







In this study three FE models of the distal femur representing both pre and post 
primary TKA scenarios were investigated. The specific focus of this study was to 
develop a better understanding of the mechanisms which contribute to stress 
 
 
Figure 4.13: Location of transverse section  c-c and resulting contour plots showing the 
pattern of von Mises stress in the cortical bone of the Intact, CR implanted and PS implanted 
femurs at 0°, 22º and 48º flexion. 
 




shielding and clinically observed bone loss under implants and to determine what 
influence if any that internal implant features (i.e. pegs or box) exert on the femur 
post implantation.   
The present study shows that the pattern of SED changes significantly with changes 
in loading directions and magnitude. In particular it is found that loading 
corresponding to 0° flexion induces relatively small changes in SED post 
implantation, this finding is contrary to that proposed by some previous studies 
(Bougherara et al. 2010, Bougherara et al. 2011) which cited 0° as a critical case for 
stress shielding. It is likely that the lack of a patella femoral force in the 
aforementioned studies may have influenced recorded values in flexion where 
redistribution of the PF force on the articular surface is found to cause significant  
shielding of the anterior region. The current study indicates that predictions often 
made on the basis of a single load case representing full extension may not be 
sufficient. The highlighted differences between the results of the current study and 
that reported in literature (e.g. Bougherara et al. 2011) reinforce the importance of 
applying realistic ‘physiological’ loading patterns to the femur. 
The values of mean SED show that there is a reduction in the three distal regions 
(ROI 1-3) and a slight increase in the more proximal region (ROI 4). The reductions 
are similar to those found in previous clinical studies that examined changes in post-
operative bone mineral density (BMD) using Dual-Energy X-ray Absorptiometry 
(DEXA) imaging which is now a widely accepted clinical method for tracking BMD 
changes in long bones over extended periods of time (Petersen et al. 1995, 
Spittlehouse et al. 1999, Soininvaara et al. 2004, Saari et al. 2006). In the current 
study, the maximum change was found to occur in the central metaphyseal region 
(ROI 2), followed by the anterior metaphyseal region (ROI 1) and then the posterior 
metaphyseal region (ROI 3). This sequence is consistent with the clinical 
investigations of Soininvaara et al. (2004), who found a decrease in BMD of around 
25%, 17% and 12% in ROI 2, 1 and 3 respectively one year after implantation. In 
this study we found the average SED to increase in the diaphyseal region (ROI 4), 
which is similar to some of the previous computational studies (van Lenthe et al. 




1997, van Lenthe et al. 2002) which have reported values in this region. However 
many clinical studies appear to suggest a small decrease in BMD in this region as 
well (Soininvaara et al. 2004, Saari et al. 2006). The reasons for this are not apparent. 
Regional averages of SED or stresses show little difference between the two implants 
considered in this study, indicating that internal implant features have little influence 
on these average values, which is consistent with previous studies e.g. (van Lenthe et 
al. 2002). However, internal implant features do play an important role in the 
magnitude and location of localised stress concentrations in the bone. Stress 
concentrations were found to occur at the tip of the pegs for the CR implant and the 
corners of the box for the PS implant. These differences in localised stress 
concentrations become more important as secondary conditions such as osteoporosis 
become established, enhancing the fracture risk around the prosthesis (Meek et al. 
2011). As the box in the PS implant spans almost the entire anterior-posterior region, 
stress concentrations accompanied with bone loss due to stress shielding in this 
implant in particular can lead to specific patterns of periprosthetic fracture, which 
can be difficult to treat (e.g. bicondylar femoral fracture). At present, the worldwide 
incidence of periprosthetic fracture post TKA is reported to be about 3% and is 
expected to continue increasing over time (Rayan et al. 2008, Meek et al. 2011). 
One limitation of the present study is that the same loading conditions were applied 
for both the CR and PS implants. As discussed in Chapter II, Figure 2.16 the CR 
implant can expect contributions from the cruciate ligaments, whereas the PS implant 
would be subject to stresses due to the post-cam mechanism.  Another consideration 
is that a number of ligaments and muscles cross the knee joint, each of these muscles 
and ligaments have a role to play in motion and stability of the knee joint. However, 
directly or indirectly these may also serve to alter the pattern of stress distribution 
observed in the distal femoral condyles (e.g. gastrocnemius). Incorporation of 
muscles and ligaments, however, is no trivial task and would necessitate information 
on origin/insertion points and material behaviour throughout the loading cycle. As 
such it was deemed outside the scope of the present study.  One final limitation of the 
current study is that only the immediate post-operative situation is considered, 




whereas in reality, the remodelling and resorption of bone from around the prosthesis 
is a dynamic process and may continue for a number of years post op (van Lenthe et 
al. 2002). However, it is believed that the potential regions of bone loss due to 
prosthesis induced stress shielding observed in the current study are a good predictor 
of possible sites or regions which may impact upon long term implant stability. 
Often the mismatch in component stiffness and the bone it is replacing is cited as the 
reason for stress shielding (Petersen et al. 1995, Tissakht et al. 1996, van Lenthe et 
al. 1997, Soininvaara et al. 2004, Shi et al. 2007), while this make sense to a certain 
extent in the context of a hip replacement where the prosthesis is implanted in 
parallel with the bone and the stiff shaft transmits the majority of load. The 
arrangement at the knee after implantation is more representative of components in 
series e.g. the prosthesis is in series with the bone. Therefore it is not immediately 
obvious as to why shielding should occur merely as a result of component stiffness. 
A series of simple benchmark tests, as detailed in Appendix A, were conducted to 
explore this aspect further. Results from the study presented in Appendix A indicate 
that component stiffness is partly responsible for observed stress shielding, though 
the mechanism at work differs slightly from that observed in the hip. The benchmark 
study revealed that in the intact scenario stress bulbs extended outward from the joint 
contact locations. In the implanted scenarios, however, these stress bulbs are 
noticeably absent due to the stiff implant redistributing the joint contact force over a 
greater surface area. On inspection of the complex distal femur models, similar 
behaviour to the benchmark tests was observed. In Figure 4.14, it can be seen that the 
cancellous regions of the intact femur are subject to concentrated bulbs of stress 
extending outward from the region of loading on the cortex.  
When the same locations in the implanted femurs are examined, it can be seen that 
the stress bulbs are noticeably absent. This indicates that implant stiffness plays a 
role in stress shielding by redistributing concentrated loads over a greater surface 
area eliminating these localised bulbs of stress. Shielding of the tibio-femoral force 
combined with shielding of the patella-femoral force lead to implanted femurs 
having significantly reduced stresses and strains distally particularly in flexion. 




This study also shows that the implants serve as a bridge (primarily spanning the 
anterior-posterior direction).  The implants shield the distal periarticular region from 
stresses and strains, transferring the loads to the cortical bone immediately proximal 
to the implant. It is important to recognise that internal stresses need to be in 
equilibrium with externally applied forces and as a result stress shielding in some 
regions (or components) leads to an increase in stresses in other regions (Shi et al. 
2007). This FE study considered fully osseointegrated cementless implants; however 
these conclusions will also apply to cemented implants which have been observed to 
behave in a similar manner to fully tied cementless models (Bougherara et al. 2010). 
Though the overall level of shielding in the implants tested was found to be of a 
similar magnitude regardless of internal implant features, it is important to note that 
the pattern and magnitude of stress concentrations was found to be highly influenced 
by the internal features of the implant. Furthermore, the preparation of the femur to 
receive a PS implant requires the removal of a greater proportion of bone than that of 
the CR implant, resulting in an overall larger net loss of bone which when combined 
 
 
Figure 4.14: Sectional view of intact and implanted femur models highlighting the 
presence of stress bulbs extending outward from the region of load application in the 
intact femur and the lack of these stress bulbs at the same location in both implanted 
femurs. 




with bone loss due to stress shielding may lead to compromised bone stock should 
revision of the femoral component become necessary and an increased risk of 
periprosthetic fracture.  
This study considered geometry and material properties of an average patient; 
however, this is not very representative of the wide array of patient type that can 
undergo TKA. As such the next chapter will focus on expanding the clinical 
relevance of the present models of the distal femur through incorporation of the 






Incorporation of Age  
Related Changes to the Femur 
 
V.1 Introduction 
The majority of literature tends to focus primarily on cases modelling that of an 
average patient. However, it has been well documented that as we age our bones 
undergo mechanical and structural changes (Bousson et al. 2001, Russo et al. 2006, 
Cooper et al. 2007). As a result, implants designed to suite an average and otherwise 
healthy patient may induce a very different response in an elderly or pathological 
patient. 
A study by Bousson et al. (2001) employed microradiographs and image analysis 
techniques to investigate the influence of age and gender on the porosity of three 
sub-regions (endosteal, mid-cortical and periosteal) from the anterior cortex of the 
femoral mid-shaft in 163 people. The authors found that pore size and number 
increased with increasing age in younger patients (<60 years). Furthermore, it was 
observed that pore size and number were proportionally similar in each of the three 
sub-regions in male specimens, whereas female specimens exhibited significant 
cortical thinning in the endosteal sub-region in particular. A more recent study of 688 
women and 561 men by Russo et al. (2006) indicated that cortical thickness in 
female specimens of 80 years or greater is approximately 50% of that measured in 
younger female samples. The authors suggest that changes to cortical thickness and 
porosity are usually compensated for through apposition of bone on the periosteal 
surface, however, this process is found to be less effective in elderly women 




suffering from severe cortical thinning. Age related variations to the bone geometry 
and porosity at the microscopic (Bousson et al. 2001, Cooper et al. 2007) and 
macroscopic levels (Russo et al. 2006) can have considerable impact on its 
mechanical properties and may have serious implications for fracture risk. 
Few studies in the literature directly compare the influence of healthy and 
osteoporotic bone on the femur (van Rietbergen et al. 2003, Verhulp et al. 2008, 
Zdero et al. 2010), fewer still have investigated the influence of bone properties 
following joint arthroplasty on the mechanical environment in the femur e.g. (Brown 
et al. 2007).  
In general, the majority of past studies have tended to focus on the associated 
fracture risk due to osteoporosis at the femoral head, often under normal walking 
(van Rietbergen et al. 2003) or sideways fall conditions (Verhulp et al. 2008). The 
aim of this study was to determine how incorporation of the effects of ageing on 
bone material properties and changes to cortical bone geometry influence the 
observed mechanics post implantation. As in Chapter IV, this study employed three 




In the present study all geometry, material properties, boundary conditions and 
loading remained the same as defined previously in Chapter IV, with one exception. 
In this study, cortical bone material properties were altered based on whether healthy 
patients or pathological patient scenarios were being considered. In these groups 
models were further divided to account for geometrical differences between young 
and osteoporotic patients in the distal femoral cortex. This gave a total of four 
cortical bone material variations applied to each of the femurs being investigated. It 
is important to note that all other aspects of the FE meshes and model setup as 
applied in Chapter IV were used in the current study.  




A study by Davis et al. (2011)  highlighted the usefulness of temperature dependent 
material properties as an effective means of defining regional inhomogeneous 
properties over complex structures. In the present study, the facility to perform heat 
transfer analysis in FE packages was leveraged to define a gradient varying from the 
endosteal surface to the periosteal surface of the femoral cortex. The gradient was 
achieved by means of a sequentially coupled thermal-stress analysis, this involved 
firstly solving an uncoupled heat transfer analysis and subsequently conducting a 
stress analysis, which incorporated nodal temperatures.  
In the first stage thermal boundary conditions were applied to both the endosteal and 
periosteal surfaces of the cortical bone structure (Figure 5.1a). At the endosteal 
surface temperature ( 1 ) was set to 0 and at the periosteal surface ( 2 ) to 1. An 
arbitrary value of 1k  was assigned as the thermal conductivity of cortical bone. 
The cortical structure was then meshed with ten node tetrahedral heat transfer 
elements (DC3D10), solving this nominal ‘heat transfer’ analysis resulted in a 
gradient of temperature throughout the cortex as shown in Figure 5.1b.  It is 
important to note that all implanted models referenced the nodal values of 
temperature derived from the heat transfer analysis conducted on the intact femur. 
This was necessary so as to preserve material distribution relative to the intact 
femoral cortex, particularly in cortical regions where new surfaces were generated 
through removal of bone during the implantation process.  
The calculated nodal temperatures from the heat transfer simulation were read into 
the stress analysis as a predefined field variable and applied to the cortical bone part 
only. Element shape functions were used to obtain temperature at integration points 
from the nodal point values, resulting in up to four possible values of temperature per 
element (for 10 node elements with four integration points).  
In the stress analysis material properties of the cortical bone structure were then 
assigned based on a predefined relationship between Young’s modulus and 
temperature using built in features of the commercial FE package (Abaqus 6.10). In 
this manner the variation of mechanical properties from endosteum to periosteum 




(i.e. inhomogeneous properties in one direction through the thickness) could be 
incorporated into the previously defined models from Chapter IV in an efficient 
manner without the need for complex user subroutines.  
It is important to note that the ‘thermal’ properties as applied to the bone in this 
initial phase of the analysis were merely used as an artifice for assigning variable 
material properties at normalised positions through the thickness of the cortex, in this 
instance Young’s modulus, and as such are not representative of the actual thermal 
properties of bone which may be required to determine the influence of thermal 
strains on the femur. To avoid ambiguity from this point forward the gradient of 
nodal temperatures resulting from the heat transfer analysis used to assign material 
 
 
Figure 5.1: Showing a) applied thermal boundary conditions across transverse femoral 
section and b) sagittal section view and 3D isometric view of resulting temperature 
gradient through the cortex for a CR implanted femur. 




properties at normalised positions through the thickness will simply be referred to as 
normalised cortical distance. 
 
V.2.1 Healthy and osteoporotic modelling of the femur 
As stated earlier, models were categorised based on whether they represented 
changes to the mechanical properties only (young to old) or changes to both the 
mechanical and geometrical properties of the femur (healthy to pathological). The 
aim of the healthy model group was to investigate the influence of age on mechanical 
environment in the femur pre and post TKA. Appropriate values for both young and 
old bone material properties were derived from literature (Donaldson et al. 2012) and 
are presented in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1: Cortical bone properties (Young’s moduli 









Young  16700 22000 0.3 
Old 7000 16700 0.3 
 
Two linear relationships were then defined between Young’s modulus (E) and 
normalised cortical distance in order to characterise the inhomogeneity of bone 
properties for both young and older patient scenarios, as shown in Figure 5.2 (YH 
and OH). In the stress analysis, the value of E  assigned at the integration points of 
each element was then determined through linear interpolation between the endosteal 
and periosteal values presented in Table 5.1 for the corresponding normalised 
cortical distance at each integration point. In this manner each element could 
potentially be assigned up to four individual values of Young’s modulus (i.e. one at 




each integration point), resulting in a gradient of E  across the element rather than a 
single value for each element. 
 
This method was then extended to incorporate the effects of osteoporosis as 
characterised by endosteal thinning of the cortex. To achieve this, a bi-linear 
relationship was implemented as shown in Figure 5.2 (YOP and OOP). In this 
relationship the initial portion of the normalised cortical distance-Young’s modulus 
graph is set to the value of cancellous bone ( MPaEcancellous 155 ) and the original 
Young’s modulus of the endosteal surface was offset to a normalised cortical 
distance of 5.0 ,  modelling an approximate 50% reduction in cortical thickness 
simulating the effects of endosteal trabecularisation. The equivalent reduction in 
thickness represented by this process is within the range reported (Bousson et al. 
2001) for older female patients. Female rather than male values for cortical thinning 
were considered in the current study, as the rate of cortical thinning is known to be 
more severe in female patients compared with male patients. Moreover, endosteal 
 
 
Figure 5.2: Variation of Young’s modulus for young healthy (YH), old healthy (OH), 
young osteoporotic (YOP) and old osteoporotic (OOP) bone.  




thinning of the cortex is usually counteracted through apposition on the periosteal 
surface in male patients  
Application of inhomogeneous properties and endosteal thinning methodologies to 
the previously defined FE models of the distal femur pre- and post-implantation 
resulted in a total of 12 different models (i.e. four different material conditions for 
each of the three models investigated). 
 
V.3 Results 
In this first set of results, the distribution of Young’s modulus, for all patient 
scenarios, was examined to verify that the linear and bi-linear relationships presented 
previously had been applied correctly to the models of the distal femur. Figure 5.3 
shows a colour coded contour plot of Young’s modulus through an arbitrary 
transverse section of the distal femur. It can be seen from the contour plots that a 
greater proportion of the YH model is in the orange to red band of stiffness in 
comparison to the YOP model, additionally in the YOP model it can be seen that the 
endosteal surface is close to the value of cancellous bone (blue) and only increases in 
stiffness at approximately the halfway through the thickness of the cortex, thus 
verifying that endosteal thinning has been incorporated. Similar observations can be 
made about the OH and OOP models.  
 
 
Figure 5.3: Transverse section of the distal femur showing the resulting distribution of 
Young’s modulus for young healthy (YH), old healthy (OH), young osteoporotic (YOP) 
and old osteoporotic (OOP) bone.  




To determine the effect of variations in bone quality and shape, transverse sections 
were again taken at a location c-c in the region just above the implant (as previously 
identified in Chapter IV Figure 4.11) for all patient models investigated and are 
presented in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5. The resulting contour plots (for 48° flexion) 
compare the variation of equivalent strain (Figure 5.4), calculated using  
and von Mises stress (Figure 5.5) in young healthy patients (YH), old healthy 
patients (OH), young osteoporotic patients (YOP) and old osteoporotic patients 
(OOP). 
It is found that models which incorporate older patient bone material properties but 














Equivalent  (5.1) 
 
 
Figure 5.4: Contour plots of the equivalent strain in the transverse section c-c for 
all cases at 48° flexion. 
 




bone strains in regions directly above the implant in comparison to the young healthy 
case.  Femurs which maintained younger patient material properties but incorporated 
the effects of endosteal thinning (YOP) also influenced the pattern of strain, though 
to a lesser extent than that of ageing. The most significant increase in periprosthetic 
femoral bone strain (both cancellous and cortical), however, was noted to occur in 
femur models which incorporated both older patient material properties and 
endosteal thinning of the cortical structure (OOP). Referring to Figure 5.5 similar 
trends were observed with respected to the pattern of von Mises stress for the same 
models. The contour plots of von Mises stresses also serve to verify the material 
distribution of the models, e.g. it can be seen that for YH and OH models the high 
stresses are carried by the majority of the cortex, whereas in the YOP and OOP cases 




Figure 5.5:  Contour plots of the von Mises stress in the transverse section c-
c for all cases at 48° flexion.  
 
To quantify the changes in periprosthetic region for all scenarios investigated, four 
points of interest were defined on the transverse section c-c (Figure 5.6) and the 




resulting value of von Mises stress and equivalent strain were evaluated at each point 











It can be seen from Figures 5.7-5.9, that there is a clear trend with respect to 
increasing levels of stress in the periprosthetic region due to both ageing and 
endosteal thinning of the cortex. In general, ageing alone contributed to an increase 
in stress of 16% for both pre and post TKA cases (averaged over all four points of 
interest for the three flexion angles), thinning of the cortex in younger patients 
caused an increase of 26% and the combined effect of endosteal thinning and elderly 
properties contributed to an overall average increase in stress of 61%. 
The stress shielding effect discussed earlier is also evident at 0° flexion (Figure 5.8), 
where it can be seen that the anterior cortex of the implanted femurs carry 
approximately 25% less stress than the intact femur. The equivalent strains at the 
four points of interest followed similar trends with the greatest increase in strains 
resulting from a combination of endosteal thinning and elderly bone material 
properties. At 0° flexion, a slight decrease in strain of the implanted relative to intact 




Figure 5.6: Section view of cortical bone along c-c indicating the four points 
of interest in the periprosthetic region. 




From the graph of equivalent strain at the four points of interest, it can be seen that 
the YOP case experiences a lower level of strain than the OH case, in contrast to the 
behaviour observed in the corresponding plot of stress. It is important to note that as 
the effective cross section of the YOP case is reduced due to the incorporation of 
endosteal thinning, the stress in that region will increase under the same loading. 
However, as the original material properties are maintained the femur remains 
 
 
Figure 5.7: von Mises stress (Top) and equivalent strain (Bottom) at each of 
the points of interest for all the cases investigated at 0° flexion. 
 




significantly stiffer than the OH model, and therefore results in a lower value of 
strain in the periprosthetic region of interest. 
As in Chapter IV, it was observed that the magnitude of both stress and strain 
increased with flexion for all cases investigated, this again highlights the importance 
of considering the changes in magnitude and direction of loading at the knee joint 




Figure 5.8:  von Mises stress (Top) and equivalent strain (Bottom) at each of 
the points of interest for all the cases investigated at 22° flexion. 
 




To determine the influence of ageing and of endosteal thinning associated with 
osteoporosis on the magnitude of stress concentrations due to internal implant 
features (i.e. pegs and box), the percentage increase in stress (von Mises) of each 
implanted model relative to its respective young healthy model was plotted as shown 
in Figure 5.10. This figure highlights the percentage change in stress which occurs 
for both the CR and PS implanted femurs for the three flexion angles investigated at 
two points of interest (one medial and one lateral). For the CR implant these points 
were close to the femoral pegs and for the PS implant close to the femoral box at the 
 
 
Figure 5.9:  von Mises stress (Top) and equivalent strain (Bottom) at each of 
the points of interest for all the cases investigated at 48° flexion. 
 




same depth in the frontal plane as the femoral pegs. It can be seen that changes to the 
material properties of the cortical bone structure only (OH) lead to an average 
increase in cancellous bone stress of about 35%, changes due to mild thinning (YOP) 
on the other hand lead to an increase of 25%. However, it can be observed that the 
combination of older patient material properties and more pronounced thinning of the 
cortex (OOP) results in the largest increase in implant related stress concentrations 
(80% increase relative to the young healthy patient model).   
V.4 Discussion 
Building on the models presented in Chapter IV, this study aimed to quantify the 
influence of age related changes and osteoporosis on the mechanical environment 
 
 
Figure 5.10: Percentage increase in stress at the two reference points indicated for the 
CR implanted cases (Top) and PS implanted cases (Bottom). 
 




pre- and post-implantation, this was achieved through the novel application of pre-
existing FE modelling techniques, specifically the ability to assign variable material 
properties corresponding to the nodal temperatures output from a heat transfer 
analysis. The two particular applications considered in this study were; to create an 
inhomogeneous distribution of Young’s modulus through the thickness of the 
cortical structure of a healthy femur, and to incorporate the effects of endosteal 
thinning through modification of the normalised cortical distance – Young’s modulus 
relationship for both young and older patient scenarios.  
Au et al. (2010) compared varying degrees of homogeneity in an orthotropic model 
of the distal femur and proximal tibia in an attempt to characterise its influence on 
the resulting stresses and strains. The authors showed that a single value of stiffness 
may lead to large errors in predicted SED and nodal displacements of up to 170% for 
patient specific models when compared to the same model with stiffness values 
assigned based on the patients CT scan (over 500 values of stiffness). However, the 
authors also showed that this error decreased significantly when inhomogeneity of 
the sample was increased slightly (e.g. 50 values of stiffness). In the present study, 
the use of inhomogeneous properties through the thickness, from endosteum to the 
periosteum, was employed to more accurately represent the in vivo material 
distribution through the distal femoral cortex and to minimise the potential error 
associated with the representation of bone through a single homogeneous value of 
stiffness.  
In the present study, it was found that both age related changes and endosteal 
thinning, as modelled by the modification of the normalised cortical distance – 
modulus relationship, resulted in an increase in stress. Age related changes alone 
were found to produce an average increase in cortical bone stress of 15%, endosteal 
thinning or trabecularisation of the endosteal surface on the other hand was observed 
to result in a marked increase in periprosthetic stress of 26%. It must be noted, 
however, that the most significant increase in stress and strain was observed in 
models representative of older patients with osteoporosis (60%), e.g. models which 
incorporated both elderly patient material properties and severe thinning of the 




cortex, indicating that this group in particular may be at a greater risk of 
periprosthetic femoral fracture under the same loading conditions. Qualitative 
support can be found for this statement in a number of recent clinical and retrieval 
studies which cite weak osseous support as a large contributing factor to distal 
femoral fracture in elderly patients following knee arthroplasty (Lim et al. 2001, 
Issack et al. 2007, Nikolopoulos et al. 2012). Similar trends were also observed with 
respect to the effects of age and osteoporosis on localised stress concentrations in 
cancellous bone regions, where the greatest increase in stress occurred as a result of 
both elderly material properties and thinning of the cortex (Figure 5.10). 
In a study by van Rietbergen et al. (2003), both healthy and osteoporotic µFE models 
of the proximal femur were developed for the purpose of examining how changes at 
the tissue level influence the resultant strains in the femur during a normal walking 
cycle. The authors found that it was necessary to reduce the applied joint reaction 
load to 59% of its original value to produce strains similar to that of the healthy 
femur model over the same regions of interest. A more recent study by Verhulp et al. 
(2008) expanded on the work of van Rietbergen  to examine the effects of a sideways 
fall on the same healthy and osteoporotic femur models. The authors concluded that 
similar to the physiological load investigation a reduction of 61% was required to 
produce equivalent strains in both models. However, in both studies the osteoporotic 
group with reduced loading still maintained a higher standard deviation in values of 
strain than the corresponding healthy group, indicating that the effects of 
osteoporosis may be driven by more than just alteration of the joint reaction alone. 
Though it is possible that a portion of the bone loss which occurs in patients with 
osteoporosis may be attributed to the suggested reduction of remodelling in the 
femur in response to the lower loads (van Rietbergen et al. 2003). 
In the context of the present study, the work by van Rietbergen and Verhulp does 
lend support the conclusion that geometrical changes due to osteoporosis lead to an 
increase in femoral stresses and strains. Furthermore, the range in terms of the 
percentage increase in stress observed (e.g. Figure 5.10) going from a healthy patient 




to an older patient with osteoporosis is found to be consistent with previously 
reported tissue level behaviour (van Rietbergen et al. 2003). 
A study by Anderson (2010) investigated the effects of age related differences in 
joint torques and strain of the proximal femur during gait. It was concluded by the 
author that age did not significantly influence the likelihood of femoral fracture. 
However, as with the studies conducted by van Rietbergen and Verhulp, changes to 
the material properties of the femur at the macroscopic level, between young and old 
scenarios were not considered. This combined with reduced loading applied in 
elderly models could account for the less dramatic differences observed between 
young and old patient scenarios in the study by Anderson.  
In a combined numerical and experimental study, Zdero et al. (2010) investigated 
how varying the thickness of the cortex impacted upon the response of the femur 
under mechanical testing conditions. The study concluded that only large amounts of 
bone loss in the cortical region would lead to a dramatic change in stiffness, and that 
the normal effects of ageing would have less impact on its mechanical properties.  In 
the present study, however, it was observed that age related changes alone can have 
an effect on periprosthetic stress in the cortex of both the intact and implanted 
femurs, leading to an average increase of 15%. This finding in particular, may have 
serious implications with respect to periprosthetic fracture risk following TKA in 
elderly patients, where the cortical bone structure may be further compromised by 
implant induced stress shielding (van Lenthe et al. 1997, Spittlehouse et al. 1999, van 
Lenthe et al. 2002, Soininvaara et al. 2004). 
In the present study, cancellous and cortical bone stresses and strains were found to 
increase with age and thinning of the cortex. It is important to note that in situations 
where material properties degrade over time it is likely that both cancellous and 
cortical bone regions may be simultaneously affected e.g. (Milovanovic et al. 2012). 
If changes to the cancellous bone structure were also considered this may result in an 
even greater proportion of load being carried across the thinned cortex increasing the 
potential risk of fracture even further. It is therefore suggested that the models 




presented here may be slightly conservative. It should also be noted that while the 
method presented here is sufficient for modelling endosteal thinning of the cortical 
bone structure, it currently does not extend to geometrical changes of the external 
surface (apposition), as may be observed in male patients (to combat the internal 
bone loss). However, due to the much lower rate of apposition observed in female 
patients this limitation will have had a negligible impact on the findings of the 
current study.  
Due to the difference in slope between young and old bone material properties the 
effective thickness of both models was not the same, though this may correspond to 
the physiological scenario where young bone suffers a lower rate of thinning than old 
bone. For a fair comparison, the inclusion of a controlled transition zone between 
cancellous and cortical regions would be desirable to maintain a comparable cortical 
thickness in both young and old osteoporotic bone models. Initial tests of this 
controlled transition zone, however, showed that this resulted in discontinuities in the 
mesh due to interlocking tetrahedral elements potentially having a mixture of both 
cortical and cancellous bone properties. 
Another consideration is that the same magnitude of loading was considered for 
young and older patient scenarios, while this assumption permitted the direct 
comparison of the influence of age and thinning, it may not be fully reflective of the 
in vivo situation where elderly patients may be more protective of their joints, 
particularly in the post-operative period following joint replacement and as a 
consequence, may avoid full weight bearing on the operated limb for much longer 
than their younger counterparts.  
In conclusion, the present study has shown that changes to both properties and 
geometry in the intact and implanted femurs can significantly influence the pattern 
and magnitude of stress in the distal femur. The results underscore the importance of 
considering both material and geometrical change when quantifying the influence of 
age and osteoporosis on the femur. Moreover, the method presented here allows for 
the incorporation of such changes independent of patient specific CT data. 




Often an average case or limited number of patient specific cases is represented 
during testing and validation of new implant designs. However, this does not 
adequately account for the wide range of patients who may undergo TKA with the 
same prosthesis, and as such may not represent all possible clinical scenarios. In the 
current study, a novel method for modelling inhomogeneity and geometrical changes 
to the femur has been proposed, and has been shown to be a powerful tool to allow 
rapid consideration of multiple clinical scenarios using the same model geometry. 
Furthermore, by comparing multiple clinical scenarios using the same core model 
and geometry limits the influence of potential patient specific parameters from 
obscuring important trends. 
In the next chapter, the method developed here for modelling elderly patients with 
severe osteoporosis will be applied to investigate the clinically relevant question of 
optimum stem length in the context of revision total knee arthroplasty, and what role 























Investigation of  
Optimum Stem Length 
 
VI.1 Introduction 
It has been suggested in Chapter V that older patients with osteoporosis may be at a 
greater risk of femoral fracture as a result of higher periprosthetic stresses due to 
both age related changes to the material properties and thinning of the cortical bone 
structure.       
As discussed in Chapter II, stemmed femoral prosthesis are primarily used in 
revision of a failed TKA to aid in stability in the presence of bone loss and to protect 
bone grafts prior to integration with the host bone through load sharing at the 
interface. It must be noted, however, that the initial stability afforded by the use of 
certain large diaphyseal stem configurations may lead to an increase in bone loss 
over time as a result of greater levels of stress shielding (van Lenthe et al. 2002, 
Completo et al. 2008b), thus compromising the long term survival of the prosthesis.  
Studies on cemented non-diaphyseal engaging stems report a slightly more favorable 
outcome in terms of the level of reported stress shielding (van Lenthe et al. 2002, 
Completo et al. 2008b). Careful consideration of the impact stemmed prosthesis can 
have on the mechanical environment of the surrounding bone is essential to a 
successful patient outcome when treatment requires stemmed prosthesis.  
By understanding the potential limitations and shortcomings of stems and their 
impact on the host environment, surgeons and engineers can better leverage these 
devices to generate better clinical outcomes. Indeed a good example of this can be  




found in a recent in vitro study by Completo et al. (2012), in which the authors 
suggested the use of a long press fit stem as a means of reducing strain and therefore 
fracture risk at the notch edge following notching of the anterior femoral cortex 
during TKA, thus turning a normal disadvantage of stemmed prosthesis into a clear 
advantage for a particular clinically encountered scenario. 
The present study investigated the application of femoral prostheses with cemented 
non-diaphyseal engaging stems of varying length to determine if there was an 
optimum stem length which could reduce the level of stress in the region 
immediately above the implant in an effort to mitigate some of the fracture risk 
associated with ageing and osteoporosis of the distal femur without compromising 
the long term survival of the implant.   
 
VI.2 Methods 
This study employed identical loading and boundary conditions as in the previous 
two studies, however, the geometry and therefore the FE mesh changed slightly from 
the previous studies to incorporate a total stabilising (TS) implant (Stryker, UK). As 
this implant is based on the same product line as the primary implants used in the 
previous studies, it shares the majority of its core geometry and internal features with 
the PS implant. One key difference between the TS implant and the previously 
employed PS implant is the addition of a femoral boss to provide an attachment site 
for a modular stem (Figure 6.1). This feature was aligned at six degrees in the frontal 
plane and its outer diameter was 16mm, matching that of the outer diameter of the 
collar at the threaded end of the stems.  
In this study, three different stem lengths were considered; a short stem 
(Ø12x50mm), a medium stem (Ø 12x75mm), and a long stem (Ø 12x100mm). In the 
Triathlon
® 
product line stem diameters range in size from 9mm to 21mm (Stryker 
Orthopaedics 2011), in the present study a non-canal filling 12mm stem diameter 
was chosen as this represents a common size employed by surgeons for cementing. 




The three model configurations investigated in this study are presented in Figure 6.2, 
with implant, stem, cement and bone structures identified. 
 
 
Figure 6.1: Rendered CAD model of a) PS implant and b) TS implant 




Figure 6.2: Semi-transparent rendering of a) a femur implanted with 50mm 
stem, b) a femur implanted with 75mm stem, and c) a femur implanted with 
100mm stem, with bone and prosthesis regions indicated through the colour 
coded legend at the bottom. 




VI.2.1 Material properties 
As in Chapter IV, the femoral component and cancellous bone regions were assumed 
to behave in a linear elastic, isotropic manner. The value of Young’s modulus and 
Poisson’s ratio applied to these structures being presented in Table 4.1. The values 
for Young’s modulus applied to femoral stem and cement regions in the present 
study are presented in Table 6.1. The cortical bone structure, on the other hand, was 
modelling as inhomogeneous with endosteal thinning of the cortex using the 
methodology introduced in Chapter V for the OOP scenario.  




Model Young’s modulus E (N/mm2) Poisson’s ratio (ν) 




VI.2.2 Interface conditions 
All interfaces were assumed to be fully bonded, where the implant-stem assembly 
was fully tied to the internal surface of the cement and the external surface of the 
cement layer tied to the surrounding bone, e.g. no relative motion was allowed 
between the structures modelling full osseointegration of the implant. 
 
VI.2.3 Cement layer 
To remain consistent with the previously generated models of the distal femur used 
in Chapters IV and V, the cement layer was only modelled explicitly from the back 
surface of the implant box along the stem to a distance of 20mm past the stem tip, 
representing where the cement is retained by the cement restrictor in the clinical 
setting (Faraj and Rajasekar 2006). The cement layer then extended outward to the 
endosteal surface of the cortical bone modelling permeation of the cement through 




the cancellous structure to the cortex, as is achieved in vivo through pressurisation of 
the cement into the bone. One complication of the previously described temperature 
dependent approach to modelling endosteal thinning of the distal femoral cortex 
(OOP) was that this method effectively offset the material and geometrical 
representations of the cortical bone, meaning structures previously in direct contact 
with the cortex were now contacting with a transitional region of cancellous and 
cortical bone (Figure 6.3a). Practically, this means that the cement is not directly in 
contact with the cortex and therefore load transfer at the stem-cement-cortex 
interface would be significantly reduced. To overcome this issue the model was 
partitioned at the start and end points of where the cement layer made contact with 
the cortical bone geometry (Figure 6.3b). To ensure optimum load transfer the 
properties in the partitioned region were then set to vary from cement to cortical 
bone modelling the permeation of the cement into the trabecularised cortex.  
 
 
Figure 6.3: a) Schematic of material distributions after temperature dependent 
endosteal thinning of the cortex, where the hatched green region represents a 
transitional zone between cancellous and cortical bone regions, and b) schematic of 
partitioned model with cement-cortical transitional zone highlighted by the hatched blue 
region. 





To characterise the influence of stemmed femoral prosthesis on the periprosthetic 
mechanical environment, the values of von Mises stress and equivalent strain were 
recorded at the same four cortical points of interest defined in Chapter V at the 
location of the transverse section c-c, as shown in Figure 6.4. It can be seen for all 
stemmed femoral components that the largest values of strains occur on the medial 
cortex and the largest reported values of stress act on the anterior femoral cortex. 
 
 
Figure 6.4: a) von Mises stress and b) equivalent strain at each of the points of interest 
for varying stem length at 48° flexion. 
 
The short stem (50mm) is observed to have a response closest to that of the stemless 
PS implanted femur (OOP) and leads to the highest levels of periprosthetic stress of 
all the revision stemmed implants investigated.  




If we compare the values of stress and strain from all stemmed prostheses to that of 
the OOP model from Chapter V, the percentage reduction in stress and strain due to 
stem length can be determined (Table 6.2). The table shows that on average the 
50mm stem resulted in an overall decrease of approximately 11% in periprosthetic 
stress and 10% in periprosthetic strain, the 75mm stem lead to a 26% reduction in 
both stress and strain, whereas the 100mm stem resulted in a 29% reduction in stress 
and strain.  
Table 6.2: Reduction in periprosthetic stress and strain relative to 






% decrease in von 
Mises stress 
% decrease in 
equivalent strain 
OOP N/A 0.00 0.00 
TS short 50 10.89 10.01 
TS medium 75 25.65 25.53 
TS long 100 28.72 29.30 
A number of transverse sections through the femur (Figure 6.5a) were taken to better 
understand the impact of cemented stems on its mechanical environment, and to 
examine how alterations to the stresses and strains distally may affect other regions 
of the femur (e.g. the region surrounding the end of the stem).  The section c-c is the 
same as previously described in Figure 6.4 and Chapter IV Figure 4.11. This section 
represents a location just above the implant. Section d-d is taken at the location near 
the end of the 50mm stem, section e-e at a location near the end of the 75mm stem 
and finally section f-f at a location near the end of the 100mm stem. It should be 
noted that to ensure consistency of results, all transverse sections were examined for 
each case. 











Figure 6.5:  Showing a) the location of each of the transverse sections through the femur, b) 
the resulting plots of von Mises stress, and c) equivalent strain at the transverse sections for 
all cases investigated. 
 
It can be seen from Figure 6.5b that the majority of the stress (von Mises) is 
transmitted through the stem-cement construct leading to a reduction in stress distally 
for femurs implanted with stemmed prostheses (section c-c). As the end of each stem 
is approached; section d-d for the TS implant with 50mm stem, section e-e for the TS 
implant with 75mm stem, and section f-f for the TS implant with 100mm stem, it can 
be seen that the stress in the cement increases indicating increased load transfer at the 
stem-cement and cement-bone interfaces, leading to a slight increase in cortical 
regions above the end of the stem. 
Similarly in Figure 6.5c, it can be observed from the plots of equivalent strain that 
the added stiffness of the stems serve to reduce the level of strain in the distal femur. 
 
 





This study investigated the use of femoral components with a cemented non-
diaphyseal engaging short stem in an at risk patient group (older patients with 
osteoporosis), as a means to reduce stress in the periprosthetic region just above the 
implant and thus mitigate some of the associated fracture risk. Secondary to this aim 
was to determine if there was an optimum stem length of the three investigated 
which could balance the desired reduction in stress without significantly 
compromising the long term stability of the implant.  
As stated in Chapter IV, on the topic of stress shielding, it is important to recognise 
that internal stresses need to be in equilibrium with externally applied forces and as a 
result a reduction in stress or strain in some regions (or components) leads to an 
increase in stresses in other regions (Shi et al. 2007). In the context of the current 
study the observed reduction distally leads to an increase in stress proximally in the 
cement and stem structures. However, it should be noted that as the load transfer is 
distributed along the shaft for the length of the stem-cement construct the overall 
result is that implanted femurs with longer stems (i.e. 75mm and 100mm stems) are 
subject to slightly lower stresses and strains proximally than the stemless or short 
stemmed cases. Furthermore as the cortex is significantly thicker in the region of the 
mid-shaft, it may be less susceptible to fracture than the much thinner and less stiff 
cortical bone structure found immediately adjacent to the implant in the distal region 
of the femur. 
Stems are widely accepted as being necessary to ensure successful outcomes during 
revision TKA, particularly in instances of severe bone loss, where bone grafts are 
required to replace damaged or diseased host bone. In this capacity stems serve to 
transmit the load to healthy bone structures above the implant and away from the 
bone graft, thereby allowing the bone graft to fully incorporate into the host structure 
without risk of damage and overloading in the initial post-operative period (Engh et 
al. 1997). Stemmed prosthesis have also found use in the treatment of ligament laxity 
through aiding in the stability of more constrained implant types (Kwon et al. 2012). 
It has been suggested previously that the addition of a stem may also serve to 




decrease the likelihood of periprosthetic femoral fracture following notching of the 
anterior femoral cortex during surgery (Lesh et al. 2000, Completo et al. 2012).  
In the present study, the novel application of stems as a preventative measure against 
periprosthetic fracture in older patients with osteoporosis was investigated. It was 
found that the addition of a cemented stem to the distal femur causes a reduction in 
periprosthetic stress. The short cemented stem (50mm) causes a reduction of 
approximately 11% while longer stems (75mm and 100mm) are seen to result in 
reductions of 26-29% when compared with a stemless PS implanted femur (OOP). 
The reduction resulting from both the medium and long stems brings the 
periprosthetic stress close to that experienced by the older patient with healthy bone 
(OH model from Chapter V). The reduction in strain is observed to follow a similar 
trend with respect to stem length. Moreover, the reduction in strain which occurs as a 
result of the medium stem is found to be of a similar magnitude to that found 
previously in a study which employed stemmed femoral prosthesis to reduce fracture 
risk at the notch edge after notching of the anterior femoral cortex during 
implantation (Completo et al. 2012). These findings suggest that a small diameter 
medium length cemented stem could have beneficial applications in reducing 
periprosthetic stress and therefore fracture risk in elderly patients with osteoporosis.  
However, it must also be noted that several clinical reports suggest a higher 
incidence of fracture in stemmed vs. stemless prosthesis. Meek et al. (2011), reported 
a fracture risk of 0.6% for primary and 1.7% for revision knee arthroplasty at 5 years, 
these values increased to 1.3% and 2.2% respectively at 10 years. The authors 
identified female patients over 70 years of age to be most at risk of fracture following 
knee replacement. A study by Singh et al. (2013) spanning a 19 year period reported 
similar periprosthetic fracture rates following primary (1.1%) and revision (2.5%) 
knee arthroplasty. However, very different conclusions were drawn with respect to at 
risk patient groups, contrary to the findings of Meek et al., Singh and colleagues 
suggest a U shaped relationship between age and fracture risk, with the greatest risk 
being patients aged less than 60 years and greater than 80 years old. This somewhat 
contradictory evidence for periprosthetic femoral fracture following primary and 




revision TKA indicate that the exact mechanisms at work are quite complex, and that 
this area may warrant closer examination. 
On the other hand, it is important to recognise that the implantation of a revision 
femoral prosthesis in the setting of primary TKA is not the same as implantation of 
the same prosthesis during revision surgery. Both scenarios will have very different 
initial conditions, particularly with respect to bone quality for fixation of the 
prosthesis. It must therefore be considered that the clinical observances that revision 
stemmed prostheses have a higher fracture rate than primary stemless implants, may 
not be directly applicable to the present study, as a wide array of factors may 
influence the outcome in revision surgery, such as age, gender, bone quality and  
overall health. 
Based on the findings of the present study, it can be seen that the stem length is an 
important parameter for the reduction of periprosthetic stress in older osteoporotic 
patients. Of the three stems investigated, the use of a 75mm cemented stem is 
recommended, as this stem affords a reduction in stress almost comparable to the 
100mm stem (e.g. less than 4% difference between the two) while also preserving a 
greater level of bone stock (e.g. less bone removed during implantation of smaller 
stems).  It is also known that shorter stems in general are easier to fit at the time of 
operation and are less influenced by the curvature of the femur.  
The selection of a smaller stem has also been suggested on the grounds of preserving 
bone density in the femur post-implantation. In a study by van Lenthe and colleagues 
(van Lenthe et al. 2002) on bone remodelling around revision prosthesis, the authors 
investigated the influence of two stemmed femoral components (thick and thin) 
relative to a primary implant with intercondylar box. The findings of their study 
suggested that a femoral component with a thin stem performed in a similar manner 
to the primary stemless implant, and had a much more favourable rate of bone loss 
than a femoral component with a thick stem. 
 
In this study only a single diameter of stem was considered, with stem length varied 
using three common sizes. However, van Lenthe et al. (2002) showed that stem 




diameter was also an important property when investigating bone remodelling 
around stemmed prosthesis (e.g. larger diameter led to greater bone loss distally). It 
should be noted that most manufacturers provide a range of different stem diameters, 
sizes, lengths and end designs. As such it must be recognised that alterations to 
parameters other than stem length may also significantly influence the load sharing at 
the bone-prosthesis interface. It is therefore recommended that further studies be 
conducted to assess the importance of other stem parameters. 
Another consideration is that only cemented stems were investigated. Cementing in 
all cases was modelled on pressurizing to the cortex to achieve optimum load transfer 
for the stem-cement-bone construct. These models assumed full contact of the 
cement layer with the cortex and as such may not be fully representative of that 
found in vivo. If full contact was not achieved between the cement and cortical bone 
regions then this could severely reduce the load sharing capacity of the construct 
(van Lenthe et al. 2002) and limit its effectiveness for preventing periprosthetic 
fracture. Furthermore, reduction in load share between the cortex and non-diaphyseal 
engaging stems may lead to bone loss and eventual loosening due to overloading of 
the surrounding cancellous bone (Taylor and Tanner 1997). 
In conclusion, in the present study stems have been shown to be beneficial in 
reducing periprosthetic stress in the region immediately above the implant and may 
therefore aid in reducing the risk of fracture in older patients with osteoporosis 
following TKA. As such, it is recommended that surgeons should consider selection 
of an implant with a medium cemented stem for use in particularly at risk patient 
groups (older patients with severe osteoporosis), rather than a standard stemless 
primary implant, to reduce the likelihood of distal femoral fracture due to poor 
quality bone stock. However, it should be noted that this recommendation is made on 
the basis that the patient’s metaphyseal and condylar regions remain largely intact. If, 
on the other hand, large defects exist in the distal femur at the time of surgery, the 
addition of a modular stem may not be appropriate, as is further explored in Chapter 
X. 




In the preceding chapters the main focus of the FE models was on the pattern of 
stress observed for different implant configurations and different patient scenarios. 
As such the bone-implant interface was assumed to be fully tied, modeling full 
osseointegration of the implant. In the next chapter, the bone-implant interface will 
be examined in more detail, and the influence of component geometry on relative 






Influence of Internal  
Implant Features and Fit on Motion 
 
VII.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, consideration was given to how internal implant features 
influenced the pattern of stress in the femur post-implantation. These models, 
assumed full osseointegration had occurred between implant and bone. As such, 
these models are unable to adequately describe the relative motions which may occur 
at the interface.  However, as aseptic loosening and osteolysis (CJRR 2009, NAR 
2010, NHS Scotland 2010, AOA 2011, NJR 2011), followed by infection (NJR 
2011), are the most commonly reported reasons for revision TKA. It is desirable to 
incorporate this aspect into the model to characterise the more complex interactions 
of the implant with the bone.  
Revision of the tibial component is far more widely investigated (Hashemi and 
Shirazi-Adl 2000, Completo et al. 2008a, Chong et al. 2010, Bhimji and Meneghini 
2012, Cawley et al. 2012, D'Lima et al. 2012, O’Brien et al. 2012) due to the 
perception that tibial component loosening leads to a higher percentage of revisions 
(Gao et al. 2009). It has been shown, however, that there is less than a 3% difference 
between the number of revised tibial and femoral components as a result of aseptic 
loosening (AOA 2011). Though it is possible that a small percentage of femoral 
component revisions may occur in parallel to revision of a loose tibial component (to 
ensure conformity), with increasing clinical evidence lending support to this practise




(Mackay and Siddique 2003), it is unlikely that this factor alone would account for 
the majority of femoral components revised due to aseptic loosening. The reported 
trends with respect to loosening and the increasing number of revision TKAs 
performed each year suggests that aseptic loosening of the femoral component has 
the potential to become a more serious clinical issue.  
In a canine model, Pilliar et al. (1986) reported that motions in excess of 150µm 
were disruptive to osseointegration at the prosthesis bone interface and led to the 
formation of fibrous tissue. A later study again using a canine model placed this 
figure much lower at 40µm (Bragdon et al. 1996). On the other hand lower levels of 
motion at the bone implant interface (< 40µm) may be beneficial in promoting bone 
ingrowth into the prosthesis and increase stability through a strong bond between 
prosthesis and bone (Vandamme et al. 2007, Suárez et al. 2012). Early indications of 
loosening and implant failure are observed clinically by tracking changes in the 
position and orientation of the implant over time through examination of X-rays or 
through more specialist techniques such as radio stereo photogrammetric analysis 
(RSA). RSA commonly uses radiopaque tantalum markers attached directly to the 
implant or placed in the surrounding bone at the time of implantation (Selvik 1989) 
to determine motion of orthopaedic implants. This non-invasive technique is 
considered to be the standard clinical method for the evaluation of implant motions 
in-vivo (Kärrholm 1989, Selvik 1989, Nilsson et al. 1991, Nilsson and Kärrholm 
1996) and offers an accuracy of approximately ten times that in comparison to 
conventional X-ray systems (Nilsson et al. 1991). However, there are some 
limitations to this system. It is only possible to determine changes in position of the 
prosthesis using RSA when the values of inducible motions or permanent migrations 
exceed 100µm (Ryd 1986, Selvik 1989, Nilsson et al. 1995, Allen 2011). In a paper 
by Nilsson and Kärrholm (1996) it was suggested that particle induced osteolysis as a 
result of wear particles breaching the interface rather than slow migration may be a 
more significant factor in causing long term aseptic loosening of the implant. The 
study suggested that “ingress of wear particles into the interface” as a result of small 
but repetitive interfacial motions was likely to be a driving factor in particle induced 




osteolysis. The inability of RSA to capture the relatively small interfacial motions 
which may occur (<40µm) limits the application of this technique to detect early 
signs of loosening and to determine small variations in motion due to different 
fixation techniques and implant designs.  Another factor to consider is that this 
method relies on tracking the relative change in position of special markers in the 
body, thereby limiting the application of this method to a select few predefined 
patients. 
Whether an implant is cemented or uncemented and whether it employs the use of a 
stem or is stemless may influence the relative micromotions between bone and 
implant. However, the influence of the internal implant features and geometry itself 
has received only limited attention (van Lenthe et al. 2002, Shi 2007, Bollars et al. 
2011, Kluess et al. 2012). In a recent study by Bollars et al. (2011), the influence of 
anteroposterior slope on force to loosening was investigated using an in vitro setup. 
Bollars and colleagues found that as the AP slope increased the force to loosening in 
flexion decreased, highlighting that the internal geometry of the femoral component 
may play a role in aseptic loosening. In a finite element study of bone remodelling 
following knee replacement, Shi (2007) found that placement and size of distal 
femoral pegs had a significant influence on preservation or loss of bone stock. In an 
earlier study by van Lenthe et al. (2002), it was concluded that the primary and 
revision femoral component geometries lead to a similar net bone loss, though large 
regional variations were observed due to differences in prosthesis geometry.  
Kluess et al. (2012) studied the effect of a wedge fit for a single implant geometry 
and found that the wedge angle significantly altered the stresses in the transitional 
regions between distal surface and anterior/posterior chamfers. The authors indicated 
that an implant with a poor fit may lead to high implant stress in these regions and 
may compromise the long term survival of ceramic implants. 
Many other factors in addition to shape of the implant may influence the outcome, 
such as method of fixation, skill of surgeon during implantation, appropriate 
placement of guides and correct use of tools during the surgery. It has been shown 




that oscillation of the saw blade during operation can lead to errors in femoral cuts 
(Plaskos et al. 2002, Bäthis et al. 2005, Yau and Chiu 2008), with displacement of 
the free end of the saw blade being related to blade thickness (Yau and Chiu 2008). 
Out of plane motion of the saw blade in combination with displacement of pinned 
cutting blocks during surgery has been found to result in surgical cut errors of the 
range of 0.8mm – 1.2mm (Otani et al. 1993, Plaskos et al. 2002, Bäthis et al. 2005), 
leading to a less than optimal positioning of the prosthesis and compromised long 
term survival of the implant. It has also been suggested that the addition of a stem to 
the femoral component serves to significantly increase component stability (van 
Loon et al. 2000, Completo et al. 2009) in comparison to a stemless implant. 
Micromotion of the tibial bearing component and failure of the tibial tray have 
received considerable attention using in vitro and in silico techniques (Hashemi and 
Shirazi-Adl 2000, McLean 2007, Completo et al. 2008c, Chong et al. 2011). 
However, there is a lack of corresponding studies which deal with micromotion of 
the femoral component in current literature despite the similarly reported instances of 
loosening as discussed earlier. This is possibly due to a belief that the complex U-
shaped design of the femoral component makes it less susceptible to motion than the 
flat plate like structure of the tibial tray.  
In the present study the influence of internal implant features and implant fit is 
explored using three-dimensional FE models of the distal femur following primary 
and revision TKA scenarios. Two main goals were established for this study; the first 
was to determine the influence of internal implant features in preventing femoral 
component micromotion, and the second was to determine which of these internal 
implant features were more resistant to saw blade induced errors during preparation 
of the femur for implantation.  
 
 





To fully characterise the component interactions that are not fully bonded (e.g. 
aseptic loosening of femoral components), the interfaces need to be frictional. 
Inclusion of frictional interfaces in FE models presents a number of challenges and 
requires the definition of an array of parameters to fully describe its behaviour.  
 
VII.2.1 Contact definition 
In Abaqus there are several different contact models and algorithms to choose from, 
with each method having its own merits and application. In the current study, the 
Penalty method of contact was employed. This method represents the Abaqus 
implementation of the standard Coulomb friction model in which no relative motion 
occurs if the equivalent frictional stress (
eq ): 
peq    (7.1) 
where   is the coefficient of friction and p  is the contact pressure.  
In the Abaqus implementation of frictional contact, as in many other available FE 
packages, a degree of slip is permitted between contacting nodes before frictional 
behaviour is enforced. This elastic slip occurs even while the above inequality is 
satisfied so as to ease computational cost. In Abaqus the allowable elastic slip iy  is 
calculated as the product of the elastic slip tolerance 
fF and the characteristic edge 
length il  as:  
ifi lFy   (7.2) 
The elastic slip tolerance can be specified by the user, otherwise the default value of  
005.0fF  is applied. The characteristic edge length il  on the other hand is 
calculated automatically by Abaqus during the analysis and is usually based on the 
edge length of the smallest element on the contact surface of the mesh. Allowing 
Abaqus to automatically calculate elastic slip based on the characteristic element 




edge length may pose problems for dissimilar meshes. A series of benchmark tests 
using simplified cubical domains, as detailed in Appendix B, were conducted to 
quantify the influence of these parameters on the relative motion at the interface.   
A study by Kuiper and Huiskes (1996) showed that going from a coefficient of 
friction 0.0  to a coefficient of friction of 15.0  dramatically influenced the 
magnitude of interfacial motions, whereas changing from 15.0  to 4.0  only 
slightly affected the level of motion at the bone-implant interface. In a frictionless 
case the prosthesis relies solely on the normal force to resist motion, however, with 
frictional interactions the stability of the prosthesis is influenced by both the normal 
force and the shear force which develops at the interface. A later study by Viceconti 
et al. (2000) suggested that a coefficient of friction in the range of 0.2 – 0.5 best 
correlated with experimental studies.  
In addition to these settings several other software specific parameters are required 
for contact analyses conducted in Abaqus, details of these parameters and the values 
used can be found in section B.4 of Appendix B. 
VII.2.2 Model setup 
In the present study, FE models of the distal femur following implantation with a 
cruciate retaining (CR) implant, a posterior stabilising (PS) implant, a total 
stabilising implant with short stem (TSSS) and a total stabilising implant with long 
stem (TSLS) were created. The PS and CR models were modified from those 
presented in Chapter IV to employ frictional contact conditions at the prosthesis bone 
interface. The main focus of this study was to examine relative motions which can 
occur at the bone-implant interface. In the previous chapters, second-order 
tetrahedral elements (C3D10) were employed to accurately capture the stresses and 
strains in the femur for different patient and implantation scenarios. However, this 
element type is unsuitable for the modelling of frictional interfaces, due to issues 
with the way consistent nodal loads are calculated, as discussed in the Abaqus 
documentation (Dassault Systèmes 2010a):  




“Second-order tetrahedra are not suitable for the analysis of contact problems: a 
constant pressure on an element face produces zero equivalent loads at the corner 
nodes. In contact problems this makes the contact condition at the corners 
indeterminate, with failure of the solution likely because of excessive gap chatter.” 
Some of the issues with this element type can be resolved by switching to a modified 
second-order element (C3D10M), e.g. the issue of excessive gap chatter. However, 
these elements are much more computationally expensive. In the present study, due 
to hardware limitations and the added computational cost associated with the 
simulation of friction in complex three-dimensional assemblies (≥ 48hrs for second-
order elements vs. 2.5 hrs for linear elements per model), all models were re-meshed 
with linear tetrahedral elements (C3D4). Linear tetrahedral elements have been 
employed successfully in many previous studies (Abdul-Kadir et al. 2008, Completo 
et al. 2009, Chong et al. 2010) for the purposes of analysing contact. A study by 
Ramos and Simões (2006) highlighted that for stress and strain, once a sufficient 
number of elements are employed, there should be no significant difference between 
the results obtained using linear and quadratic elements. In their study, the number of 
linear elements used was approximately 144,000. Due to small model features (e.g. 
pegs); a significantly larger number of elements were employed in the current study 
as detailed in Table 7.1.  
Table 7.1: Number of linear elements used. 
 
 





VII.2.3 Model geometry 
As in Chapter IV, to model primary implantation of the distal femur the composite 
femur model was modified to accept both CR and PS implants. Further local 




refinement of the mesh was carried out as required, such as around the peg holes in 
the CR implanted femur (Figure 7.1), to optimise interface contact and improve 
accuracy of recorded motions at key internal features during frictional simulations. 
  
 
Figure 7.1: Example of local mesh refinement at a key region of interest, 
showing a) unrefined peg hole and b) refined peg hole. 
To investigate the influence of revision implantation on interfacial motions, a TS 
implant with two different stem lengths and diameters was also considered. Unlike 
the stemmed models presented in Chapter IV, all models (both primary and revision) 
employed in the present study were modelled on uncemented implantation of the 
prosthesis. The implant geometries used in the current study are shown in Figure 7.2.  
 
 
Figure 7.2: a) CR implant, b) PS implant, c) TS implant with Ø12x50mm 
stem and d) TS implant with Ø19x150mm stem. 




VII.2.4 Model interface conditions 
In the present study, Coulomb friction was implemented at all bone-implant 
interfaces, with a frictional coefficient of 3.0  representing an average of the 
reported values in literature (Rancourt et al. 1990, Kuiper and Huiskes 1996, 
Viceconti et al. 2000, Abdul-Kadir et al. 2008). Based on the results from the studies 
conducted in Appendix B and to eliminate dependency of numerical parameters on 
mesh density, an allowable elastic slip of 005.0iy  or m5 was specified directly 
for all model variations. 
 
VII.2.5 Model fit conditions 
Based on initial two-dimensional investigations into femoral component loosening 
and considering the evidence in literature for errors due to saw blade oscillation, two 
different fit conditions were investigated. The first considered a perfect fit between 
the internal geometry of the implant and the femoral bone cuts and the second 
simulated a loose fit between bone and implant. In this case the loose fit models were 
characterised by excessive removal of material to a depth of 1mm from both the 
anterior and posterior surfaces of the femur, as shown in Figure 7.3. These two 
conditions of fit were then applied to all primary and revision implant scenarios 
described previously in Figure 7.2. 






Figure 7.3: Two-dimensional illustration of the two interface conditions 
considered, where a) represents a perfect fit and b) a loose fit due to 
excessive removal of bone from the anterior and posterior surfaces. 
VII.2.6 Material properties, boundary conditions and loading 
As in Chapter IV, all materials were assumed to behave in a linear elastic, isotropic 
manner. The value of Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio applied to all the 
structures in the present study was as presented in Chapter IV Table 4.1 and Chapter 
VI Table 7.1 respectively. Applied loading and boundary conditions remained 











In this first section, the influence of internal implant features (e.g. pegs or box) on 
implant stability following primary TKA with uncemented implants is investigated. 
 
VII.3.1 Cruciate retaining vs. posterior stabilising – normal fit 
The relative motion of each implant to the bone is described using three built in 
parameters in Abaqus. The first (Copen) describes the relative separation of two 
surfaces in the normal direction, the second (Cslip 1) and third (Cslip 2) represent 
micromotions tangential to the contact surfaces in two orthogonal directions. The 
variation of these parameters with increasing flexion angle can be seen in Figure 7.4 
– Figure 7.6. At lower flexion angles, all components of motion for both CR and PS 
implanted femurs are found to be well below m40 , and in some cases below m25 .  
At higher flexion angles, however, the difference in implants due to internal features 
becomes more noticeable. At 48° flexion the CR implanted femur experiences the 
majority of motion on the anterior chamfer, whereas for the PS implanted femur the 
largest area of motion is located on the distal aspect of the medial femoral condyle. 
Separation of the bone and implant surfaces as defined by Copen is found to be 
largest on the anterior surface in the CR implanted femur and on the medial aspect of 
the intercondylar box in the PS implanted femur.  






Figure 7.4: Femoral component relative motion expressed as contact separation and 
tangential motion in two orthogonal directions for a CR implanted femur (first column) and a 
PS implanted femur (second column) at 0° flexion.  
 
 






Figure 7.5: Femoral component relative motion expressed as contact separation and 
tangential motion in two orthogonal directions for a CR implanted femur (first column) and 
a PS implanted femur (second column) at 22° flexion. 
 
 






Figure 7.6: Femoral component relative motion expressed as contact separation and 
tangential motion in two orthogonal directions for a CR implanted femur (first column) and 
a PS implanted femur (second column) at 48° flexion. 
 
In general, the majority of motions for both implant types are found to be well below 
the limit for osseointegration. However, small portions of the anterior chamfer in the 




CR implanted  femur and distal surface PS implanted femur are found to experience 
levels of motion within the fibrous tissue formation region, e.g. motions in the range 
of  m7040  , where m40  represents the suggested lower boundary of the range (
m15040  ), at both 22° and 48° flexion. Though peak values are of a similar 
magnitude at the lower flexion angles for both implant types, the internal implant 
features are found to result in distinct differences in surface areas that experience 
relative motions, with the PS implanted femur subject to a much larger area of 
motion which may present a greater risk to bone in growth. However, it must be 
noted that in the second tangential direction (Cslip 2), the surface area associated 
with motion for the CR implant is greater than that associated with the PS implant, 
though at a much lower level of motion.  
 
VII.3.2 Cruciate retaining vs. posterior stabilising – loose fit 
This second section investigated the influence of defective surgical cuts due to saw 
blade motion. From the contour plots of interface relative motion, it can be seen that 
in general poor implant fit causes an increase in motion (Figure 7.7). By comparing 
the CR and PS implants at 48° flexion
5
 under both normal and loose fit conditions, it 
can be seen that the loose fit condition has a more significant impact on the PS 
implanted femur than the CR implanted femur. In the CR implanted femur, there is a 
slight increase in the surface area associated with peak motions on the anterior 
chamfer in the first tangential direction (Cslip 1). In comparison, the PS implanted 
femur shows an increase in all three components of interfacial motion (Copen, Cslip 
1 and Cslip 2), a large proportion of which is in the band for fibrous tissue formation
m8040  . Furthermore, a portion of the medial aspect of the intercondylar box and 
the anterior chamfer experience motions in excess of m80  under loose fit 
conditions.  
                                                             
5 Supplementary contour plots of interfacial motion for all remaining models investigated, at 0° and 
22° flexion can be found in Appendix B section B.5. 






Figure 7.7: Femoral component relative motion expressed as contact separation and 
tangential motion in two orthogonal directions for CR implanted femur (first column) and a PS 








VII.3.3 Effect of stemmed femoral prosthesis on motion 
This section attempts to quantify the influence of femoral stems on motion at the 
bone implant interface. Following on from the findings in the primary implant 
studies which showed motions were maximal in flexion, contour plots for the 
different components of interface motion (Copen, Cslip 1 and Cslip 2) at 48° flexion  
were generated (Figure 7.8). The figure compares motion at the interface for both the 
TSSS (Ø12x50mm) and the TSLS (Ø19x150mm) implanted femurs.  
It can be seen that the TSSS implanted femur exhibits a similar distribution of 
motion to the PS implanted femur, though it should be noted that the addition of a 
fully frictional short stem leads to a slight reduction of motion on both the distal 
surface of the femur and the distal aspect of the intercondylar box when compared 
with a stemless PS implanted femur. The addition of a long stemmed femoral 
component (TSLS), on the other hand, is found to result in peak motions below all 
other implants, typically less than m38  in peak areas and less than m20  over the 
majority of the distal surface. Though the magnitude of peak motions were found to 
vary between implants, interestingly the pattern and distribution of smaller (
m4020 ) motions for the PS, TSSS and TSLS was found to be very similar. This 
is likely due to the shared internal implant features of these three components.  






Figure 7.8: Femoral component relative motion expressed as contact separation and 
tangential motion in two orthogonal directions for a TS implanted femur with short stem 
(first column) and a TS implanted femur with long stem (second column)  at 48° flexion.  
 
 
VII.3.4 Effect of loose fit on component motion for stemmed implants 




In this last section, the role of distal femoral stems in the presence of loose fit 
conditions was investigated.  Interestingly, the femur implanted with a short 
stemmed femoral component (TSSS) was found to exhibit increased motion in the 
upper limit of the fibrous tissue formation range, e.g. m80 .This places the short 
stemmed implant’s performance in the same category to that of the PS implant under 
similar fit conditions. However, it can be observed by comparing Figure 7.9 and 
Figure 7.7 that the stem, much like the femoral pegs in the CR implanted femur, 
serves to resist translational motion thereby reducing the level of relative motion in 
the direction of Cslip 2, this is particularly noticeable on the distal surface of the 
intercondylar box.  
The TSLS implanted femur, on the other hand, showed the greatest reduction in 
motion under both normal and loose fit conditions. Under loose fit conditions, it was 
observed that the addition of a long stem lead to motions comparable to that of a PS 
implant under normal fit conditions (with minor regional variations). Typically, peak 
motions for the TSLS implanted femur on the anterior chamfer and distal femoral 
surface under loose fit conditions remained below m55 . This significant reduction 
in motions compared to other implant types is likely due to the large diameter canal 
filling stem which aids alignment of the prosthesis and component stability in 
instances of bad fit. However, it is worth noting that if the prosthesis becomes reliant 
on the stem to maintain position in the absence of adequate bone support, this may 
increase the likelihood of prosthesis failure (explored further in Chapter IX). 






Figure 7.9: Femoral component relative motion expressed as contact separation and 
tangential motion in two orthogonal directions for a TS implanted femur with short stem 
(first column) and a TS implanted femur with long stem (second column)  at 48° flexion  
for loose fit conditions.  
 
 





In this chapter, computational models of the femur following primary and revision 
TKA scenarios were employed to test the influence of internal implant features and 
implant fit on relative motions at the bone-implant interface.  
As discussed in Chapter II, small amounts of relative motion (< 40µm) at the 
prosthesis-bone interface can be beneficial in promoting bone in growth and fixation, 
however, motion of the order of 150µm or greater are seen to result in fibrous tissue 
formation and ultimately failure of the implant. The primary implants investigated in 
this study represent two common industry standards in terms of internal implant 
features (i.e. pegs or box). Both primary implants tested exhibited similar magnitudes 
of motion at all three flexion angles investigated, with average interface motions 
remaining well below the limit for fibrous tissue formation ( m15040  ) at 0° and 
22°, although, at 48° flexion the interfacial motions were observed to approach the 
recommended limits for osseointegration. The location of peak motions were found 
to vary considerably between implants, i.e. in the CR implanted femur greatest levels 
of motion were seen to occur on the anterior chamfer, whereas in the PS implanted 
femur the largest reported motions occurred on the distal surface, this may have 
implications for implant design. It is important to note that the peak values of motion 
were found to be similar for both models, indicating that internal implant features do 
not significantly influence the magnitude of peak motions. However, the increased 
surface area of motion associated with the PS implant may indicate a slightly higher 
risk of loosening than in CR implanted femurs. Furthermore, loosening over a greater 
surface area may expose the underlying surface to wear debris from the joint.   
Moreover, due to the presence of the femoral box section in the PS implant, the 
effects of loosening may not be readily apparent from standard two-plane 
radiographs (Nadaud et al. 2004), particularly when largely confined to a single 
condyle as reported in the present study, leading to an increased risk of osteolysis 
induced bone loss and eventual failure of the component if untreated. 




In general relative micromotions at the interface were found to increase with flexion 
angle, which lends support to studies that have inferred loosening of implants in high 
flexion from increases in interfacial shear stresses (Zelle et al. 2011). 
The influence of stemmed femoral components was also investigated in this study. It 
was observed that slight differences occur in the location of peak motions when 
comparing the PS implanted femur with the short stemmed TS implanted femur, 
however, in general the short stem was found to reduce the levels of motion at the 
interface (approximately 10%). On the other hand, the addition of a long stem was 
found to significantly reduce distal motions in comparison to the other two implant 
types, by approximately 30%. An recent FE study by Completo et al. (2009) reported 
similar reductions in motion (up to 41%) when comparing contact separation at the 
cement-bone graft interface for  a prosthesis with press-fit stem, and no stem.  
This study also investigated variations in fit through introduction of a loose fit at the 
bone-implant interface characterised by excessive removal of material due to saw 
blade motion. By comparing interface motions at 48° flexion for both normal and 
loose fit conditions it can be observed that the PS implant is more sensitive to 
changes in fit conditions. It is expected that this difference would again become more 
dramatic as flexion angle increases in more strenuous activities such as squatting and 
sitting down into a chair, e.g. activities where the defect gap becomes compressed. A 
clinical study by King and Scott (1985) observed the loosening behaviour of femoral 
components following total knee arthroplasty. In that study the authors suggested 
that loss of posterior support through poor cementing technique, surgical cut errors or 
bone loss leads to increased motion at the interface,  particularly during higher 
flexion activities where the joint force would be transmitted directly to the distal 
surface causing the implant to shift into flexion. By comparing the relatively small 
change in interfacial motion for a TS implant with long stem under normal (Figure 
7.8) and loose fit conditions (Figure 7.9), the present study lends qualitative support 
to the argument that adding a stem helps to reduce interfacial motion (King and Scott 
1985), particularly in the presence of imperfect surgical cuts.  




It is important to note that stem length and fixation may also impact upon this 
conclusion. In the present study for example it was observed that the short fully 
frictional stem led to motions comparable to that of the PS implanted femur, 
whereas, the long stemmed implant, on the other hand, resulted in the smallest 
interfacial motions which only marginally increased with imperfect surgical cuts 
(overall motions remained well below the normal fit PS implanted femur).   
One limitation of the current models is with respect to the low flexion angles tested. 
In short, these flexion angles were not extreme enough to fully compress the defect. 
Had higher flexion angles been considered, it is likely that a more dramatic 
difference would have been observed between implants, such as where defects to the 
surgical cuts on the posterior condyles have been reported clinically to shift the 
femoral component into flexion during high flexion activities (King and Scott 1985).  
Only the effect of frictional stems was investigated in this study, had the short or 
long stem models been fixed along the stem the resulting interfacial motions would 
have reduced significantly. As such it must be considered that the stemmed models 
presented here represent a worst case scenario where fixation of the prosthesis is not 
fully achieved. Furthermore, for simplicity only two stem configurations were 
considered in the present study. These two stems were selected on the basis of 
representing opposite ends of the available product range in terms of both stem 
diameter and length. It is therefore expected that all other stems in the range would 
lie somewhere between the performance of these two, though future studies should 
be conducted to verify the performance of other configurations. 
In conclusion, based on the findings in this study, internal implant features are found 
to have little influence on the peak interfacial motions. However, internal implant 
features play a significant role in the surface area associated with peak motion 
values. Similar to that observed in vitro by Bollars et al. (2011), in the present study 
it was observed that femoral components with two distal femoral pegs were less 
susceptible to interfacial motions. This trend was observed under both normal and 




loose fit conditions, indicating pegs to be a desirable design feature for resisting 
loosening (both translational and rotational).  
Similar to the findings of Completo et al. (2009), this study also concluded that the 
use of a long canal filling stem over shorter non-diaphyseal engaging stem provides 
the greatest level of stability. In practice, however, full fixation of long stems is hard 
to achieve due to the length of the prosthesis and the natural bow in the shaft of the 
femur. In the absence of complete fixation of the stem, the subsequent motion at the 
stem tip may cause high localised stresses and lead to end of stem pain (Barrack et al. 
1999, Brown et al. 2002, Barrack et al. 2004) or place undue stress on the prosthesis 
junctions. 
In this chapter, FE models of the distal femur following primary and revision knee 
arthroplasty were developed. These models incorporated frictional interactions at the 
bone-implant interface to allow investigation of how implant geometry and fit may 
influence component stability. In the next chapter, the role of stems and fixation is 






Experimental Evaluation  
of Femoral Component Motion 
 
VIII.1 Introduction 
The role of fixation (cemented vs. uncemented) in both primary and revision TKA 
remains a widely debated if not controversial topic (Laskin 2001). The majority of 
the orthopaedic community has strong preferences “in support of” or “against” the 
use of cemented components. A number of studies highlight the benefit of 
uncemented fixation (Rand 1991, Nilsson et al. 2006) and a similar number suggest 
that cemented fixation remains the gold standard for implantation (Duffy et al. 1998, 
Park and Kim 2011). Based on the current body of knowledge, some suggest neither 
technique has an overall advantage over the other (Toksvig-Larsen et al. 1998, Park 
and Kim 2011) and that the technique used should ultimately be dependent on the 
situation and patient specific factors. Proponents of uncemented fixation suggest that 
this technique is particularly well suited to younger more active patients as it reduces 
surgical time, prevents thermal damage to the surrounding bone tissue and preserves 
bone stock (Nilsson et al. 2006, Meneghini and Hanssen 2008), a factor which is 
significant at the time of revision surgery.   
The issue of fixation becomes even more complex in the setting of revision TKA, 
where surgeons must choose between a variety of prosthesis designs and fixation 
techniques in order to achieve the best possible fixation. Though there is a general 
consensus in the orthopaedic community that stems are required to obtain initial 




mechanical stability in the presence of deficient metaphyseal bone (van Loon et al. 
2000, Fehring 2005, Whittaker et al. 2008), little to no consensus exists regarding the 
appropriate selection of stem size, length or method of fixation. Surgeons choose 
between cemented fixation, cementless fixation and “hybrid” fixation of a cementless 
stem coupled with a cemented metaphyseal component. Based on the 
overwhelmingly contradictory evidence currently available to surgeons on the topics 
of prosthesis selection and fixation, it is no surprise that a recent review of the 
literature was unable to recommend one form of fixation over the other (Beckmann 
et al. 2011). Many variables contribute to the contradictory conclusions observed in 
the literature, particularly in the case of uncemented fixation, where factors such as 
skill of the surgeon and experience with different techniques, design of the implant, 
patient geometry/bone quality and successful alignment/placement of the prosthesis 
all heavily influence the outcome (Toksvig-Larsen et al. 1998).  
Surgeons are increasingly relying on in vitro laboratory testing to supplement current 
knowledge through controlled investigation of stresses and strains post implantation, 
examination of the influence different fixation methods exert on component stability 
and monitoring of interfacial motions for different implant systems.  However, due to 
the complexity of loading and boundary conditions on the femoral side of the knee 
joint relatively few studies have been conducted on the distal femur (Wackerhagen et 
al. 1992, van Loon et al. 2000, Moran 2005, Completo et al. 2007, Cristofolini et al. 
2008, Cristofolini et al. 2009). Studies which have focused on the distal femur have 
often been limited to loading in extension only (van Loon et al. 2000, Completo et al. 
2007). Work carried out by Wackerhagen et al. (1992) investigated femoral 
component motion through the use of a custom built dynamic knee rig capable of a 
range of flexion angles from 0°-90°. Moran (2005) employed the use of a custom 
knee rig which included representations of the quadriceps and hamstrings muscles to 
test the influence of femoral component anteroposterior slope on interfacial motions 
along three degrees of freedom. Later work by Cristofolini et al. (2008, 2009) 
employed a modified knee wear simulator to investigate the long term loosening 
behaviour of both cobalt chromium and ceramic primary knee implants with loading 




based on ISO 14243-1 and ISO 14243-3 testing regimes (ISO 2004, ISO 2009). In 
these studies motions of the femoral component along only a few degrees of freedom 
(typically anteroposterior translation and rotation in the sagittal plane) were recorded 
at the bone-implant interface (Wackerhagen et al. 1992, Moran 2005, Cristofolini et 
al. 2008, Cristofolini et al. 2009). Critically, another limiting factor of previous in 
vitro studies has been their focus on primary stemless prostheses.  In vitro studies 
which have investigated revision implants on the other hand, only considered the 
effects of stemmed prosthesis on the strain distribution in the femur post 
implantation (Completo et al. 2008a, Completo et al. 2008b) under simplified 
loading regimes. Only one previous study investigated the influence stemmed 
prostheses exert on femoral component motion (van Loon et al. 2000) in the setting 
of revision TKA. In this study, van Loon and colleagues evaluated how the presence 
of a stem altered the translational and rotational motions at the interface in the 
presence of an unconfined condylar defect. The authors concluded that stemmed 
prostheses resulted in greater stability than stemless prosthesis and had a greater 
contribution to stability than the bone graft. 
The two main aims to be achieved in this chapter were, firstly to develop a test 
apparatus capable of discerning small changes in relative motion at the bone implant 
interface for both primary and revision TKA prostheses at a high level of accuracy. 
The second aim was to investigate the influence of stem length on the overall pattern 
and level of relative motions at a range of functional flexion angles for both 
cemented and uncemented interface conditions. 
 
VIII.2 Methods 
This section details the development of the micromotion test rig and the protocols for 
femoral component implantation and testing. Other aspects covered include the 
coordinate transformation theory employed in the evaluation of all translational and 
rotational components of relative motion based on the assumption of rigid body 
kinematics.  




VIII.2.1  Micromotion rig development 
The micromotion measurement rig developed in this study was based on similar 
concepts employed by Berzins et al.(1993) and Maher et al.(2001, 2002) in the study 
of hip implant subsidence and micromotion and more recently by McLean (2007) in 
the study of tibial component micromotion. Adaptation of the system to the distal 
femur presented a number of challenges due to the complex geometry and the nature 
of loading at the knee joint (i.e. position of loading changes with flexion). 
The initial design developed in this study consisted of four main components: a 
target bracket, a sensor housing which contained six differential variable reluctance 
transducers (DVRTs; Microstrain Inc., USA), adjustable coupling bolts and a 
femoral clamping device (Figure 8.1).  
 
VIII.2.1.1  Design of the target bracket 
The target bracket as shown in Figure 8.2 consisted of three spheres attached to a U-
shaped frame. Previous studies at other joint locations employed a fully rigid or fully 
closed target frame (Maher and Prendergast 2002, Britton and Prendergast 2005, 
McLean 2007). However, due to the changing position of the tibia relative to the 
femur with flexion it was necessary to adopt an open or U-shaped frame approach to 
provide the necessary clearance for tibial loading in flexion. The frame was 
constructed of mild steel and to a thickness of 10mm which was found to be adequate 
to ensure that it did not bend. Additionally, the frame incorporated a large radius (
mmR 25 ) so as to ensure adequate stiffness of the frame in the medial/lateral 
direction and to maintain its shape under loading (Appendix C, section C.4); this was 
an important consideration as any deformation of the target bracket or rig relative to 
the sensors could be registered by the system as relative motion of the implant to the 
bone. Two slots (Figure 8.2b) were precision machined into the top surface of the 
bracket to accommodate the incorporation of two adjustable wedges. The adjustable 
wedges as shown in Figure 8.2c provided an interference fit between the standard 
implant tool grooves and the target bracket to ensure there was no relative motion 




between implant and target spheres. The use of adjustable wedges during attachment 
of the target bracket ensured compatibility of the measurement system with a wide 
range of implant types and sizes. The final part of the target bracket assembly 
consisted of two stiff plates which attached to the upper surface of the target frame. 
These plates were used to secure the adjustable wedges in position and prevent any 
upwards translation of the wedges when attached to the implant. 
 
 
Figure 8.1: Rendered CAD model of prototype rig assembly with all major 
components labelled. 
 






Figure 8.2: CAD drawings showing: a) the implant-target bracket assembly, b) the main 
frame of the target bracket without target spheres attached, c) adjustable wedge and d) 
target bracket clamp. 
 
VIII.2.1.2 Sensor housing 
The sensor housing assembly comprised of two distinct parts: the main body (Figure 
8.3a) and the individual sensor holders (Figure 8.3b). The individual sensor holders 
were attached to the main body by means of an M14 screw thread on the end of each 
holder. Precision machining of both the main body and sensor holders was required 
to ensure the correct alignment of the flat heads of each DVRT with its respective 
target spheres once assembled.  







Figure 8.3: CAD drawings showing the different components of the sensor housing 
assembly. 
 
VIII.2.1.3 Femoral clamping device 
This part of the test rig was designed to attach to the femur through the use of 12 
adjustable pointed screws, two rows of three equally spaced screws 45° either side of 
the central screw position, symmetrically on both parts of the femoral clamping 
device (Figure 8.4). The sensor housing was in turn secured to the femoral clamping 
device through the use of three adjustable coupling bolts. Adjustable bolts were used 
so that fine adjustment of the sensor housing could be carried out to ensure correct 
alignment of the flat head of each DVRT with the relevant target sphere. The open 
back of the sensor housing and the split part design of the femoral clamping device 
were to ensure a quick turnaround time between specimens, allowing the complete 
test rig to be removed prior to changing of the bone specimen in the bone holder.  
 






Figure 8.4: CAD drawings showing the different components of the target bracket assembly. 
VIII.2.2  Sensors 
Current literature (Pilliar et al. 1986) suggests that values of motion in the range of 
40µm – 150µm or above may lead to the formation of fibrous tissue instead of bone. 
Motions in this range are therefore important as they may be indicators of the early 
stages of implant loosening. To ensure relevant relative motions between the 
prosthesis and bone are adequately captured this study, as in similar studies of this 
nature (Moran 2005, McLean 2007), employed the use of six DVRTs, positioned in 
the arrangement outlined in Figure 8.1.  All DVRTs had a working range of +/- 2mm 
and an accuracy of 1% using a straight line fit for voltage to micron conversion. 
According to the manufacturer, each gauge has a theoretical resolution of 1µm.  
In the current study, the standard pointed probes of the DVRTs were replaced with 
precision machined flat plate like heads to ensure orthogonal contact was achieved 











VIII.2.3  Coordinate transformation theory 
Consider a Cartesian coordinate system fixed in space (x, y, z) and a rigid body 
moving in space with another Cartesian coordinate system fixed to that body (X, Y, 
Z). If in the initial reference position both the local (X, Y, Z) and global (x, y, z) 
systems’ axes and directions are aligned, then the motion of the rigid body can be 
describe in terms of the relative motion between the fixed global coordinate system 
and the rigid body local coordinate system.   
This relative motion can be described mathematically as: 
where the new position ( r ) of a point  or  in the rigid body after a displacement can 
be determined through a transformation using a matrix M and a vector d . For 
example, consider a positive rotation of a vector OP ( ooo zyx ,, ) through an angle θ 
about a single coordinate axis (z) as shown in Figure 8.5. 
 
 
Figure 8.5: Rotation of the rigid body coordinate system (X, Y, Z) about the Z axis where 
z=Z through an angle of θ. 
 
The position of this vector (  zyx ,, ) in the global coordinate system after rotation 
through an angle of θ can be determined as follows: 
drMr o   (8.1) 





Rewriting equation 2 in matrix form to determine M we get: 
It must be noted that the coordinates of the vector in the rigid body coordinate system 
remain unchanged by the above transformation. 
 
VIII.2.3.1 Expanding to account for multiple rotations 
If a rotation occurs about a fixed origin O, firstly about the z – axis ( z ), then about 
the y – axis ( y ) and lastly about the x – axis ( x ), then a point ( ooo zyx ,, ) will 
translate to a point (  zyx ,, ) such that the rotation matrix is a composite of the 



















































































































































Based on the assumption of “small” angles (Selvik 1989), the above matrix M can be 
simplified as follows: 
where for infinitesimally small angles  sin , 1cos   and the products of angles 
(i.e.  sinsin  ) being approximately two orders of magnitude smaller, are 
disregarded. 
It can also be shown through matrix multiplication that the simplified matrix M is 
commutative, and thus independent of the order in which the rotations take place.  
If (x, y, z) is the change in position of a point, then Equation 8.5 becomes: 
where (u, v, w) is the displacement of the origin.  
 
VIII.2.3.2 Application of rigid body kinematics to DVRT rig 
By treating the implant – target bracket assembly as the rigid body in space and the 
attachment site of the sensor housing to the bone as the fixed coordinate reference 
system, the principles of rigid body kinematics discussed previously can be applied 
to the DVRT test rig to allow the relative motion of the implant to the bone to be 
determined. In this study the origin of the rigid body coordinate system was defined 
as an imaginary point at the centre of the implant. This reference point was 
determined as the point at which a line drawn from the centre of sphere B crosses a 


























































































































































direction (Figure 8.6) at approximately the centre of the implant tool grooves (as 
seen in Figure 8.1).  
 
 
Figure 8.6: a) Schematic of sensor arrangement identifying the reference point used to 
determine relative motion of the implant and the relative offset in the x and y directions of the 
target spheres from this reference point and b) rendered CAD model showing the 




arrangement of the sensors and the position of the reference point in 3D space. 
 A matrix representing the location of the centre of each of the target spheres relative 
to the rigid body origin was constructed, where (Ax, Ay, 0) is the centre of sphere A, 
(0, By, 0) is the centre of sphere B and (Cx, Cy, 0) is the centre of sphere C. In matrix 
form this can be written as: 
Substituting Equation 8.7 into Equation 8.6 we get the following: 
The terms Ax, Ay, By, Cx, Cy represent the distance each target sphere is offset from 
the reference point. The translations in the x, y and z directions, u, v and w, and the 
rotations about the x, y, and z axes θx, θy, and θz are unknown. Rearranging the above 
equation and solving for these unknowns gives the relative motion of the implant to 




















































































































































Referring to Figure 8.6a and Figure 8.6b it can be seen that Uc, Vc and Wc are the 
displacements measured by DVRT 2, DVRT 1 and DVRT 3 respectively; Va and Wa 
are the displacements measured by DVRT 6 and DVRT 5 respectively; and Wb is the 































































































   
(8.14) 





To ensure the accuracy of experimental readings, prior to fitting of the sensor into the 
sensor housing each sensor was calibrated using the setup detailed in Figure 8.7a. 
During calibration trials, the polished head of a micrometer was brought into contact 
with the custom flat head of the DVRT sensor. Once contact was made, the voltage 
at zero displacement was recorded. The main barrel of the micrometer was then 
incremented by a set distance (1mm) and the corresponding value of voltage 
recorded. A number of such increments were carried out over the course of each trial 
and the results for three trials averaged. In this manner, calibration equations for each 
individual sensor could be determined relating change in voltage to change in 
displacement using a linear least squares fit. Figures 8.7b and 8.7c show an example 
of the voltage vs. time output from the sensors recorded during the trials and the 




Figure 8.7: Schematic of a) sensor calibration rig, b) voltage output and c) example of 
corresponding calibration equation. 




VIII.2.4  Femoral test specimen 
This study used fourth generation composite femurs (Sawbones, Pacific Research 
Laboratories, Vashon, WA, USA). This human bone analogue consists of a rigid 
polyurethane foam core surrounded by a pressure injected mixture of short glass 
fibres and epoxy resin, where the glass fibre/epoxy resin and rigid polyurethane foam 




Figure 8.8: Image showing external (top) and internal (bottom) 
cortical and cancellous bone regions of the fourth generation 
composite femur, image adapted from (http://www.sawbones.com/-
products/product.aspx?1937), retrieved 02/12/2008. 
These composite femurs have been widely used to assess stability of stemmed 
femoral components used in total hip arthroplasty (Cristofolini et al. 2003, Britton 
and Prendergast 2005, Cristofolini et al. 2007). A number of studies have shown the 
composite femur to be a suitable substitute that replicates the strength and material 
properties of bone adequately while permitting higher levels of repeatability than 
their biological equivalent for smaller sample sizes due to the standardised nature of 
their geometry (Cristofolini et al. 1996).   




VIII.2.5  Implant variations investigated 
Three different femoral components were investigated in this study: a posterior 
stabilising (PS), a total stabilising (TS) implant with short stem (12x50mm) and a TS 
implant with long offset stem (19x150mm stem with 4mm lateral offset), all from the 
Stryker (UK) Triathlon series (Figure 8.9). Due to the design of the implant system 
used in this study and geometry of the composite bone a 4mm lateral offset was 
necessary to allow the long stemmed implant to be implanted into the femoral canal, 
as is often the case clinically (Fehring 2005, Brilhault and Ries 2012). This implant 
line ranges in sizes from 1-8 based on anthropometric studies (Hitt et al. 2003) to 
provide a best possible fit for the patient. Size 5 implants were selected for use in this 
study based on AP and ML measurements of the test specimen.  
 
VIII.2.6  Femoral preparation protocols 
Tests were divided into two main groups as listed in Table 8.1. The first group 
consisted of all components implanted into the femur without cement. In the second 
group PS implants were cemented at the metaphysis, TS short stemmed implants 
were cemented both distally and up past the stem to the cement restrictor (Hardinge, 
DePuy, UK) and Long stemmed TS implants employed a “hybrid” cementing 
technique, with cement on the metaphysis only. Figure 8.10 presents a schematic 
diagram of the three cementing techniques employed. The cement used in all 
cemented tests was polymerised methyl methacrylate (PMMA) commercially 
available as surgical Simplex-P (Stryker, UK). To ensure consistency of fixation, a 
protocol for the mixing and cement application to the test specimens was developed. 
The cement was mixed in a standardised manner using a Mixevac (Stryker, UK) in a 
constant temperature fume-cupboard. A timer was used to ensure cementing and 
component impaction was performed with the cement at the same viscosity for all 
samples. Impaction was carried out using a femoral impactor and mallet (Stryker, 
UK); cemented specimens were then left for a set period of time to cure before 
testing. To minimise potential errors introduced by variation in surgical cuts and for 
consistency, all femoral component implantation and cementing was carried out by a 




qualified and experienced orthopaedic surgeon in accordance with each implant’s 
surgical protocol using the appropriate cutting guides and instrumentation (Triathlon 
TS, System 5, Stryker, UK). An overview of the main step in the femoral 
implantation protocol can be seen in Figure 8.11 and an example of the cementing 
procedure in Figure 8.12. A more detailed step by step approach for both the femoral 
and cementing protocol is included in Appendix C.4. 
 
 
Figure 8.9: Implants investigated; A PS implant (top), a TS implant with short stem (middle) 
and a TS implant with long offset stem (bottom).  
 




Table 8.1: Outline of experimental test groups. 
 
 
 Group 1 Group 2 
PS implant Uncemented Cemented 
TS implant short stem Uncemented Cemented (pressurised) 
TS implant long offset stem Uncemented Hybrid cemented (implant 






Figure 8.10: Frontal plan schematic of cementing protocol applied to the composite femurs; 
a) Metaphyseal cementing, b) full cementing of the implant and stem at the metaphysis and 
proximally past the stem to the cement restrictor and c) “hybrid” cementing, where the 
metaphysic only is cemented and the stem remains uncemented.  
 






Figure 8.11: Images highlighting some of the tools used and key steps in the implantation 
protocol. a) shows an instrument tray with cutting blocks, b) attachment of alignment guide, c) 
use of alignment guide to perform distal cuts with sagittal saw, d) anterior, posterior and 
chamfer cuts carried out using cutting block, e) femoral box cut using smaller saw blade and 
box cut guide and f) finished implanted femoral component. Instrument kit (triathlon series 
implant line, Stryker, UK) and sagittal saw (System 5, Stryker, UK). 
 
 






Figure 8.12: a) shows the Mixevac (Stryker, UK) apparatus used to mix the cement, b) 
shows the cement applied to the anterior and distal portions of the distal femur, c) shows the 
femoral component being impacted onto the femur using a mallet and impactor (Stryker, UK) 
and d) shows the final cemented component with visible cement mantle. 
 
 
VIII.2.7  Experimental setup  
A custom bone holder was developed in house, which allowed the test specimen to 
be translated in the medial/lateral and anteroposterior directions to ensure correct 
alignment with the loading axis of the test machine. The bone holder permitted 
variation in orientation of the bone in the sagittal plane from 0° to 90° flexion 
relative to the machine loading axis (Figure 8.13). The bone was secured in the 
holder during testing by means of a 10mm diameter bolt, and further fixation was 
achieved through the use of three pointed adjustable screws spaced at regular 
intervals around the circumference of the holder cylinder at a location 50mm above 




the bolt hole. This method served to secure the bone in all rotations and translations, 
while also allowing a relatively short turnaround time between test specimens in 
comparison to studies where the bone is potted using cement or other substances 
which require time to set.  
 
 
Figure 8.13: Test specimen holder used to permit variation in flexion angle from 0° to 90°. 
 
VIII.2.8  Loading protocol 
Once fixed at the desired angle using the bone holder, a cyclical compressive load 
was applied through a matching tibial component (Figure 8.14) using a Zwick/Roell 
testing machine and companion software package TestXpert 9.01 (Zwick, Ulm, 
Germany). To ensure correct alignment and contact was achieved between the 
femoral component and tibial bearing surface for the three flexion angles 
investigated, a method of fine adjustment was incorporated into the design of the 




attachment for the Zwick/Roell machine which allowed the angle of the tibial 
bearing surface to be modified slightly.  
 
 
Figure 8.14: Tibial component with custom attachment for fitting to Zwick/Roell 
testing machine. 
Loading was based on three peaks 728.5N, 1186N and 1643N (Figure 8.15) 
corresponding to 0°, 10° and 20° flexion during the stance phase of gait from a 
normal walking cycle (Bergmann 2008) for an assumed body weight of 775N. 
During the test the load was applied at a constant rate of 42N/s up to the maximum 
indicated for each step, the maximum load was applied for 10 seconds after which it 
was reduced back to a reference load of 20N (to maintain contact) for a further 10 
seconds. Each test consisted of 40 cycles at each of the three flexion angles 
investigated. Previous studies have shown that a stabilised value of relative motions 
of uncemented implants can be determined within relatively few cycles of load 
application (Schneider et al. 1989).  







Figure 8.15: The left column shows schematic drawings of the loading setup for each of 
the three flexion angles investigated and highlights the maximum load applied. The right 
column represents the characteristic loading profile for two of the 40 cycles (for clarity) 
conducted at each flexion angle.  
 





The following subsections detail the in vitro data acquisition protocol and the 
findings of preliminary tests, as well as, the final results obtained. 
VIII.3.1  Data acquisition and micromotion evaluation  
Data acquisition was carried out using a National Instruments DAQpad-6070E 
(National Instruments, Austin, TX) and virtual instrumentation software LabVIEW™ 
7.0 (National Instruments, Austin, TX). Custom programs were developed by the 
author in LabVIEW™ to log the data from each DVRT sensor during testing, convert 
it from voltage to displacement, filter the signal to reduce noise, and finally extract 
the amplitude of each sensors displacement curve over the entire 40 cycles of load 
application. To ensure all relative motions were captured during each test the signal 
was logged at a rate of 10 samples per second. Prior to each test the connections 
between equipment and computer were inspected, the DVRT sensors were then 
switched on and allowed to “warm up” for 15mins (as recommended by the 
manufacturer) to ensure that a constant voltage was achieved in each sensor before 
testing began.  
A flowchart outlining the DAQ protocol and results processing is presented in Figure 
8.16, further details on the processes involved and the custom programs employed 
can be found in Appendix C.   




Referring to Figure 8.16a, the first stage involved in the DAQ process was to read in 
the values obtained for change in voltage during testing for each sensor. These 
individual sensor signals were then converted from voltage to microns using each 
DVRT sensors’ custom calibration curve (Appendix C.1) and filtered using a 3
rd
 
order Butterworth filter (low pass) with a cut off frequency of 0.4 Hz to reduce noise. 
The resulting displacement curve obtained for each sensor varied over time 
corresponding to the loading and unloading of the femoral component.  An iterative 
program was then implemented to determine the amplitude of each sensors 
displacement curve at one cycle intervals over the 40 cycles. The amplitude of these 
curves being the value of inducible displacement at the sensor. A brief graphical 
 
 
Figure 8.16: Summary of a) data acquisition process and b) results post processing using 
coordinate transformation theory. Both aspects of the above workflow were carried out in 
LabVIEW™ 7.0, using custom code developed by the author.  
 




representation of these steps for a single DVRT sensor is given in Figure 8.17. A 







Figure 8.17: Example of data processing protocol applied in all tests. Raw input from sensor 
showing change in voltage due to loading (top left), voltage converted to displacement using 
each individual sensors calibration equations (top right), close up of displacement curve 
before and after data is filtered using a 3
rd
 order Butterworth filter (middle left and middle 
right), the resulting filtered sensor displacement curve is then given (bottom left), and finally 
a graph of the inducible displacements for sensor 1 created by determining the amplitude of 
the displacement curve at one cycle intervals (bottom right). 
 




Once inducible displacements for each sensor were obtained, the motion of the 
implant relative to the bone in all six degrees of freedom could then be evaluated 
following the procedure outlined in Figure 8.16b. To streamline the process of 
carrying out calculations on multiple trials across multiple datasets this process was 
also implemented using a semi-automated custom code and graphical user interface 
(GUI) developed by the author in LabVIEW™, as detailed in Appendix C.2. To 
summarise, this final program took sensor displacements as an input and performed 
the necessary coordinate transformations using the previously derived equations 
(Equations 8.9 to 8.14) and output  the (u, v, w) translational and (θx, θy, θz) rotational 
motions for the implant reference point relative to the point of fixation on the bone 
(Figure 8.6). 
  
VIII.3.2  Preliminary results 
Referring to Figure 8.18, all results are reported in terms of u, v, w and θx, θy, θz 
corresponding to the calculated relative motions and rotations using Equations 8.9 to 
8.14 along the x, y and z global axes. 
 
 
Figure 8.18: Illustration of coordinate system used to 
describe motions and rotations relative to the implant 
reference point. 




A series of trials were conducted with the prototype rig for both uncemented and 
cemented conditions for each of the three implants investigated, an example of the 
average results of a set of uncemented trials using the prototype micromotion rig is 
presented in Figure 8.19. 
 
 
Figure 8.19: Sample results from prototype test rig showing a) translational 
and b) rotational relative motions averaged over three trials for an 
uncemented PS implanted femur at 0° flexion. 
It can be seen from Figure 8.19a that as expected the largest relative motions occur in 
the z-direction, i.e. direction of applied load, additionally motion in the 
anteroposterior direction is found to be quite high in this particular set of trails. 
Observed rotations are seen to be smallest about the anteroposterior axis, followed by 
the long axis of the femur (Figure 8.19b). On examining the overall magnitude of 
translational relative motions for all implants (Figure 8.20) it can be seen that the 




addition of a stem served to reduce the level of relative motion. Similarly once 
cemented the level of motion observed was found to reduce relative to the same 
implant under uncemented conditions. While initially the observed individual 
implant trends seemed reasonable, on comparison of the multiple implant types and 
fixation methods, it became apparent that other factors must be influencing the 
reported values of motion. Referring to Figure 8.20, it is clear that the overall levels 
of motion observed are quite high and that there is very little difference between 
cemented and uncemented fixation in the same implant. It can also be seen that the 
PS cemented implant case appears to be subject to larger relative motions than a fully 
uncemented TS implant with short stem.  While it can be seen that the magnitude of 
these inducible displacements were within the range previously reported by several 
RSA studies (Ryd 1986, Broström et al. 1989, Ryd 1992, Nilsson et al. 1995, Ryd et 
al. 1995) for inducible displacement of knee prosthesis (200µm – 1000µm), it must 
be noted, however, that these values far exceeded those predicted by previous in vitro 
studies (Wackerhagen et al. 1992, Moran 2005, Cristofolini et al. 2008, Cristofolini 
et al. 2009).  
 
 
Figure 8.20: Sample results from prototype test rig showing overall magnitude of 
relative motion for cemented and uncemented tests. 




After a thorough investigation of the sensors and test setup, it was concluded that the 
distance between point of fixation on the femur and the target spheres attached to the 
implant was too great (originally 120mm), thus causing the system to register a 
combination of motion and deformation (due to bending) as relative motion of the 
implant (i.e. the large motion observed in the anteroposterior direction in Figure 
8.19).  Initial attempts to minimise this distance through modification of the rig failed 
to dramatically improve the result and thus required a complete redesign of the main 
rig structures to overcome the issue of combined motion and deformation. 
 
VIII.3.3  Test rig redesign 
As stated above, the key focus of the redesign phase was to minimise the distance 
between the attachment to the femur and the distal surface to prevent large 
deformations as a result of bending from obscuring the difference between the 
implants tested. Another factor considered during this phase was the overall weight 
of the prototype test rig (2.01 kg). The combined weight of both the sensor housing 
and femoral clamping device made the original rig quite heavy and cumbersome to 
position accurately despite efforts in the design phase to minimise weight through 
appropriate material selection (aluminium).  The new test rig design was simplified 
greatly to allow for rapid manufacture and to promote ease of setup between test 
specimens. The distance between attachment site and the distal surface was reduced 
to a fraction of the original distance in the new design (35mm). This second 
prototype consisted of two main structures as shown in Figure 8.21; the sensor 
housing and the target bracket. The target bracket remained unchanged from the 
original design and fixed to the implant through the use of two adjustable wedges. 
The sensor housing, however, was changed significantly to reduce the effects of 
combined motion/deformation evident in the results from the first rig prototype. In 
this setup the sensor housing was designed to attach to the bone directly (eliminating 
the need for the femoral clamp and adjustable coupling bolts) through the use of 3 
adjustable screws in the following arrangement; one into the medial epicondyle, one 
into the lateral epicondyle and one into the posterior distal femoral surface proximal 




to the femoral box cut. Each DVRT was attached to the new sensor housing in a 
similar manner to the first rig prototype: Again DVRT 3, 4 and 5 were positioned to 
record displacement in the distal/proximal (z) direction; DVRT 1 and 6 in the 
anteroposterior (y) direction; and DVRT 2 in the medial/lateral (x) direction.  It can 
be seen from Figure 8.22, that the new rig design is significantly smaller than the 
first rig prototype, the overall weight of the new test rig measured 0.377 kg 
representing a reduction in mass of approximately 81%. This lightweight design 
coupled with a significantly decreased distance between the femoral clamping device 
and the distal surface was desirable for reducing the likelihood of the weight of the 
test apparatus causing excessive bending of the femur. 
 
 





Figure 8.21: CAD models of new test rig design shown from a) frontal elevation, b) end 
elevation, c) plan views and d) isometric view of sensor housing. 
 






Figure 8.22: Comparison of a) original rig prototype and b) new rig prototype.  
 
VIII.3.4  Results using redesigned rig 
The previously outlined tests (Table 8.1) were then repeated using the new test rig. 
Figure 8.23a and 8.23b highlights the arrangement of the DVRT sensors in the new 
test rig sensor housing. The schematic presented in Figure 8.6 to identify the 
reference point remains valid as the target bracket and arrangement of sensors was 
unchanged from the original prototype rig design. 
The average values of translational and rotational relative motion were calculated 
across all trials conducted with the new test rig and are presented in Figures 8.24-
8.26. These figures show that all translational relative motions generally increase 
with flexion angle. The largest relative motions were found to occur in the z direction 
(distal/proximal) for all implant types. For all three flexion angles tested the 
component of loading in the z direction was the largest.  It can be seen that the 
addition of a short stem (Figure 8.25a) for both cemented and uncemented cases 
leads to a reduction in translational relative motions in comparison to PS implants 




with no stem (Figure 8.24a). The TS implant with long stem (Figure 8.26a) shows 
significantly reduced relative motions in comparison to the other two implants. The 
translational relative motions reduce with cementing as expected in almost all cases. 
 
The trends with respect to relative rotations are considerably more complex (Figure 
8.24b-8.26b). The largest relative rotations are found to occur with the uncemented 
PS implant. For long stem cases the relative rotations can be seen to be extremely 
 
 
Figure 8.23: a) Rendered view and b) photo of new test rig assembly with reference 
point and all relevant components highlighted. 
 




small in comparison to the other two implants. Cementing in general was found to 
reduce relative rotations. The component of relative rotations found to be the 
smallest in general was rotation in the transverse plane (θz). Numerical values for 
mean translational and rotational relative motions along with standard deviations 
(SD) can be found in Appendix C (Table C.1 and C.2). Additional graphs showing 
both translational and rotational relative motions over the course of the 40 cycles are 




Figure 8.24: Comparison of a) translational and b) rotational relative motions for a PS 
implanted femur for both cemented and uncemented cases. 











Figure 8.25: Comparison of a) translational and b) rotational relative motions for a TS 
implanted femur with short stem for both cemented and uncemented cases.  











Figure 8.26: Comparison of a) translational and b) rotational relative motions for a TS 
implanted femur with long offset stem for both cemented and uncemented cases.  




VIII.3.5  Summary of results 
The overall magnitude of relative motions for each of the uncemented and cemented 
implant cases were plotted in a single figure (Figure 8.27). This shows an overall 
increasing trend of motion with flexion angle for all implants tested. It can also be 
seen that the addition of a stem serves to reduce the levels of femoral component 
relative motion, with the long offset stem exhibiting the lowest relative motion. The 
difference in implants and fixation method (i.e. cemented or uncemented) is 
particularly noticeable in flexion.  
 
VIII.4 Discussion 
Based on currently available clinical and experimental evidence, there continues to 
be a significant amount of debate in the orthopaedic community as to the correct 
method of fixation and appropriate selection of stems in the setting of revision TKA. 
In this chapter, a test rig was developed which employed an array of highly sensitive 
DVRT sensors adjacent to the bone-implant interface, with the goal of determining 
what role stem length and method of fixation play in initial femoral component 
stability and how this changes over multiple flexion angles.  
 
 
Figure 8.27: Overall magnitude of relative motions for the three flexion angles 
investigated for both uncemented and cemented conditions. 
 




In this study, relative motion was measured along all six degrees of freedom for 
femoral components. Previous in vitro studies tend to report motion along fewer 
degrees of freedom (Wackerhagen et al. 1992, Moran 2005, Cristofolini et al. 2008, 
Cristofolini et al. 2009) typically axial motion or rotation in the sagittal plane, 
however, previous studies can provide cross validation where components of motion 
measured in these studies align to components of motion measured in the current 
study. The average inducible displacements in the direction of the long axis of the 
femur as reported by Cristofolini et al. (2008) are comparable to those recorded by 
DVRTs 3, 4 and 5 in this study. Furthermore, the range of inducible relative motion 
found in this study for both cemented (0-45µm) and uncemented (4-145µm) are 
similar to the range of relative motions (14-250µm) reported previously by 
Wackerhagen et al. (1992) and  (9-130µm) by Cristofolini et al. (2008) for similar 
flexion angles. 
A number of clinical studies employed RSA techniques to determine motion of the 
implant in vivo  (Ryd 1986, Nilsson et al. 1991, Ryd 1992, Walker and Sathasivam 
1992, Nilsson et al. 1995, Ryd et al. 1995, Nilsson and Kärrholm 1996); it must be 
noted, however, that the resolution of such techniques (100µm) is at the upper 
bounds of the range associated with fibrous tissue formation (Pilliar et al. 1986, 
Bragdon et al. 1996) and eventual failure of the prosthesis (40µm – 100µm) and 
therefore may not be sensitive enough to discern important difference between 
implants and fixation methods. RSA still provides a valuable tool for comparing 
qualitatively in vivo trends with in vitro measurements. Additionally as RSA studies 
predominantly focus on permanent migration rather than inducible displacement, 
values from such studies can act as an upper limit within which measured motions 
can be considered sensible, e.g. recorded motions for inducible displacement of a 
correctly implanted prosthesis should remain well below values of permanent 
migration, from literature RSA studies typically report translational motions in the 
range of 200µm – 1000µm and rotational motions in the range of 0.25° – 1° (Ryd 
1986, Nilsson et al. 1991, Ryd 1992, Nilsson et al. 1995, Ryd et al. 1995, Nilsson 
and Kärrholm 1996). 




In the current study, cemented relative motions were found to reduce to 
approximately 1/3 of their uncemented levels; these findings are within the range 
reported by a previous cemented study on cadaveric bone (Wackerhagen et al. 1992). 
Furthermore, this behaviour is consistent with trends from previous clinical studies 
which reported a relative reduction in inducible motion for  patients implanted with 
cemented prostheses in comparison to patients implanted with uncemented 
prostheses (Ryd 1992). It can be observed from Figure 8.26 that PS implants once 
cemented exhibit similar levels of relative motions to uncemented TS implants with 
long offset stem. TS implants with a short cemented stem were found to have 
comparable relative motions to the hybrid cemented long stemmed implants. Again 
as with the uncemented tests the long offset stem was seen to result in the lowest 
relative motions in almost all cases. 
Though RSA is capable of determining rotational as well as translational motions at 
the bone prosthesis interface, reporting of the former is far more common,  e.g. (Ryd 
1992). In a study by Nilsson et al. (1995), the authors reported that the values of 
rotational motion about the flexion/extension axis (sagittal plane rotation) and the 
longitudinal axis (internal/external rotation) were very similar (possibly due to the 
presence of distal femoral pegs). In the same study, all components of rotational 
motion were found to be within the same range (0.2° - 0.5°) for both cemented and 
uncemented interface conditions. In the present study, rotational relative motions 
were found to be significantly lower with values for an uncemented PS implant 
ranging from 0.01° – 0.05° at 0° flexion to 0.015° - 0.09° at 20° flexion. These 
values further reduced with the addition of a stem and cementing of the interface.  In 
the current study it was also noted that the inclusion of a stem had an influence on 
pattern of rotations (i.e., the stem served to restrain rotational motion in θx and θy). It 
must be noted, however, that long term migration of the implant was not considered 
in the current study and therefore rotations were calculated on the basis of inducible 
displacements alone. This could explain, in part, the significant difference between 
the magnitude of rotations in the present study and previous clinical RSA studies.    




In the past, biomechanical studies have been performed to analyse primary stability 
and shear forces for the various fixation techniques using both cadaveric simulation 
and finite element analysis (Jazrawi et al. 2001, Completo et al. 2008a, Completo et 
al. 2010). These studies have largely been performed upon the tibia and tibial 
components. Unlike the tibia, the contact area and direction of loading across the 
distal femur changes significantly with flexion and extension of the knee during the 
gait cycle (Bergmann 2008). In the present study, as in Chapter VII, it was observed 
that relative motions increased with increasing flexion angle for all components and 
fixation methods tested, which is consistent with previous studies (Wackerhagen et 
al. 1992, Moran 2005).  This serves to highlight the complexity of the distal femur 
and how changes to load magnitude and direction can greatly influence the levels of 
motion observed. As a result simulation or analysis in the anatomical position of 
extension does not accurately reflect the conditions for the majority of gait cycle and 
may lead to an overestimation of component stability, as can be seen from Figure 
8.27.  
In revision knee replacement stems transfer load from the metaphysis to the 
diaphysis. The use of longer stems increases surgical complexity and raises the 
concern of metaphyseal stress-shielding (van Lenthe et al. 2002, Completo et al. 
2008a, Completo et al. 2008b, Completo et al. 2008c) and resultant fractures in the 
long-term (Scott and Biant 2012).  Stem size, offset adaptors, stress shielding and the 
presence of either cement or bony in-growth can also complicate further revision 
surgery (Toksvig-Larsen et al. 1998).  Beckmann et al. (2011) recently published a 
review of literature on revision knee replacement fixation. In this review it was 
indicated that the majority of recent research has dealt with the comparison of 
“hybrid” and cemented fixation, reporting comparable rates of loosening and clinical 
outcomes for both methods.  Fewer studies were available for uncemented fixation. 
Overall, Beckmann and co-authors could not make a final statement recommending 
one form of fixation over the other based on the available evidence from clinical 
outcomes and in vitro studies. The results from the current study suggest that in 
uncemented reconstructions, stemmed implants perform better than stemless 




implants, with the long offset stem seen to provide the greatest resistance to relative 
motion. However, it was found that, once cemented all implants with and without 
stems had comparable levels of relative motion. These findings indicate that the use 
of stems provides no obvious advantage for cemented implants unless there is a need 
to bypass a condylar defect. For the implants used in this study (PS or TS design) the 
central box housing can be regarded as a short stem in engineering terms. In 
situations where stems are necessary, metaphyseal defects requiring augments, these 
findings support the use of a short cemented stem, which has been shown in this 
study to provide comparable results to long offset stems (cemented and uncemented). 
A previous finite element study by van Lenthe et al. (2002)  showed that the use of 
short stems produced a more favourable pattern of stress distally in comparison to 
long stems, which leads to less severe instances of stress shielding over time, this 
finding coupled with the results of the current study would seem to lend support for 
the use of short cemented stems over long press-fit stems. Another key practical 
factor is the relative ease of insertion when using short stems. In comparison, fitting 
of a long stem can be complicated by the natural AP bow in the femur, variations in 
the valgus angle, distal metaphyseal anatomical variants and other conditions which 
may affect the geometry of the shaft. 
There are a number of limitations to the current study which must be considered 
when interpreting the results. Only three flexion angles in a walking gait cycle (0°, 
10° and 20°) were investigated. Depending on the activity, higher flexion angles may 
be present during gait and following the observed trends one would expect even 
greater relative motions at higher flexion angles, as has been seen in previous studies 
(Wackerhagen et al. 1992, Moran 2005), particularly during physiological activities 
such as climbing stairs or rising from a chair. The current test rig was designed to 
allow flexion angles from 0°-90° to be investigated. In practice, due to the large 
bending moment introduced at higher flexion angles ( o30 ) and the absence of 
ligaments or muscles to redistribute the load and protect the bone (Phillips et al. 
2007, Sverdlova and Witzel 2010, Wilkie et al. 2012), the results became heavily 
influenced by excessive bending/deformation of the bone. In tests conducted with the 




initial prototype rig design, the added weight and large bending moment created due 
to fixation led one test specimen to fracture in the bone holder at the level of the bolt. 
This unrealistic bending moment introduced by the over simplification of femoral 
boundary conditions employed in the lab is a common limitation faced in the fielding 
of biomechanics and in this instance, is exacerbated by the alignment of the femur 
particularly in flexion which predisposes it to bending. A number of recent studies 
have attempted to overcome this issue by inclusion of a system of pulleys and belts 
representative of the lower limb “muscles” (Moran 2005, Innocenti et al. 2011) in 
combination with dynamic knee rigs. However, this type of setup requires access to 
specialist equipment and would have necessitated a further iteration of the test rig to 
allow clearance for muscle and ligament attachments about the knee joint and was 
therefore considered to be outside the scope of the current project. Future in vitro test 
setups should make efforts to include these anatomical features (e.g. cruciate 
ligaments, quadriceps and hamstrings), as well as being more physiological, 
inclusion of these features in the context of a full femur model would help to 
minimise the influence of bending particularly in flexion and reduce the risk of test 
specimen fracture. The use of a more complex loading setup in conjunction with a 
modified version of the micromotion test rig developed in this thesis, to allow 
appropriate clearance for the patella an muscle structures crossing the knee joint, 
could provide valuable information on the interface behaviour of various total knee 
prostheses under more physiologically realistic loading conditions (e.g. stairs, chair 
rise and squat). 
This study does not measure the true levels of motion at the interface; it instead 
measures motions of the implant relative to the point of fixation of the DVRT rig to 
the bone. By comparing the overall magnitude of motions presented in Figures 8.20 
and 8.27, it can be seen that minimising the distance from fixation leads to a 
significant decrease in the levels of apparent motion recorded. This highlighted the 
importance of minimising the distance from point of fixation to the surface of interest 
to prevent the artefacts such as bending from obscuring important trends between 
implants. Future iterations of the rig could also improve measurement accuracy 




through incorporation of additional sensors in two possible configurations. The first 
modification would support the current arrangement through the addition of two 
extra sensors in the x direction and one extra sensor in the y direction to improve 
averaging in those directions. The second modification would incorporate the 
additional sensors into a secondary array aimed at the bone, then by tracking the 
apparent motion of both the bone and the implant relative to the point of fixation an 
estimate of the motion due to specimen bending could be made, thus improving 
accuracy of the results. 
Finally, the addition of a locator device to allow accurate and consistent positioning 
of the sensor housing relative to the femoral target frame would allow testing to be 
extended to cadaver bone specimens. In the current setup, such a device was not 
required due to the existence of pre-defined holes in the sawbones femur specimen 
which allowed for consistent placement of the test rig across all specimens tested.  
In this study, relative motions were calculated based on the assumption of rigid body 
kinematics. Though the implant due to its high stiffness can be assumed to be rigid 
the same assumption does not hold for the bone structures. The large mismatch in 
stiffness between cancellous bone regions and the implant in particular predisposes 
the assembly to a certain level of elastic deformation under loading. This has been 
recognised as a limitation in some previous studies of a similar nature (Berzins et al. 
1993, Maher and Prendergast 2002, Britton and Prendergast 2005, McLean 2007, 
Cristofolini et al. 2008, Cristofolini et al. 2009). This combination of motion and 
deformation may therefore result in experimental values overestimating the level o f 
“true” motion at the interface. It has been suggested by a previous study (Gilbert et 
al. 1992) that the contribution of elastic deformation is quite low (3-15µm) in 
comparison to values of motion observed. In a more recent study on the knee (Moran 
2005), however, the value of elastic deformation was found to be significantly higher 
than previously reported (<50µm), though the author conceded that this reading may 
have been influenced by the lack of cortical support surrounding the prosthesis (only 
cancellous bone was modelled). In a canine model Berzins et al. (1994) showed that 
the cortex played a significant role in restraining transverse expansion of the 




cancellous bone structure, therefore in the case of Moran (2005) it is likely that the 
lack of a cortical rim to provide support and resist deformation may have contributed 
to the larger than expected elastic deformations in the cancellous bone structure 
reported during testing.  
Though elastic deformations, if large, may obscure true levels of interfacial motion, 
it must be considered that the magnitude of combined motion and deformation also 
hold importance to component stability and survival. If elastic deformations become 
too large then there is a possibility of loosening as a result of cumulative fatigue 
damage to the underlying cancellous bone structure which supports the prosthesis 
(Taylor and Tanner 1997). Cumulative fatigue of the underlying bone due to elastic 
deformations could also have implications in component loosening of cemented 
cases, and may increase the likelihood of cement mantle failure.  
In the present study some components of relative motion for the cemented implants 
in particular were approaching or below the levels of “motion” attributed to elastic 
deformation (Gilbert et al. 1992) and in some cases were approaching the level of the 
sensor resolution (1µm). The contribution of elastic deformations to measured 
motions will attempt to be addressed through a combined FE and experimental 
approach detailed in the following Chapter. However, to overcome the issue of small 
motions approaching sensor resolution, future tests may need to employ the use of 
more sensitive nano-resolution gauges, though it must be considered that 
improvements in sensor resolution may come at the cost of overall working range.   
Relatively few loading cycles ( 40n ) were carried out during each test. While a 
small number of cycles have been shown to be adequate for determining the 
loosening behaviour of uncemented components (Schneider et al. 1989), cemented 
components have been seen to fail only after millions of cycles. Due to the 
comparative nature of this work (cemented vs. uncemented) it is believed that the 
behaviour observed in these short term findings is a good predictor of possible long 
term results, though further testing for a greater number of cycles may be necessary 




to verify if the short term behaviour observed in the current study applies to long 
term scenarios. 
In conclusion, this study detailed the development and testing of a custom test rig 
capable of measuring all six degrees of freedom of femoral components used in 
TKA. This test rig was used to investigate the relative motion of primary and 
revision TKA prostheses for cemented and uncemented interface conditions. 
Contrary to some earlier reports e.g. (Wackerhagen et al. 1992)  it was determined 
that motions of femoral prosthesis are a complex combination of translations and 
rotations in all planes at the knee joint and should not be simplified to fewer degrees 
of freedom (Wackerhagen et al. 1992, Moran 2005, Cristofolini et al. 2008, 
Cristofolini et al. 2009). Moreover, the geometry of the implant (Moran 2005) and 
the presence of a stem (van Loon et al. 2000) can greatly influence the patterns of 
motion observed at the interface for both cemented and uncemented prostheses.   
In the present study it was found that cemented short stems conferred as much 
stability as uncemented long stems. As these are clinically easier to fit they should be 
a preferred option. The condition of 0° flexion was found to result in the smallest 
difference between implants and fixation methods, indicating this commonly 
examined load case may lead to overestimation of component stability, and as a 
result future laboratory testing should be conducted at a range of flexion angles to 
give a more complete understanding of relative motions between prosthesis and 
bone.  
Though the findings of this chapter are unlikely to definitively settle the long running 
debate over what is the appropriate stem length and which method of fixation is best, 
it does serve to supplement and advance the current state of knowledge on this topic 
and provide surgeons with additional evidence on which to make a more informed 
decision at the time of operation. Additionally, the information derived through the 
development and testing of the micromotion rigs in this study, as well as the issues 
encountered, will be useful in the development of future testing methodologies for 
orthopaedic implant micromotion evaluation.   




In the next chapter, the experimental setup presented here will be reproduced in 
silico, for the purpose of estimating the influence of elastic deformations of the 
cancellous bone structure and to extract the true levels of motion which occur at the 































Finite Element Evaluation  
of Femoral Component Motion 
 
IX.1 Introduction 
This study employs FE models of the distal femur with boundary conditions and load 
representative of the in vitro setup presented in Chapter VIII. 
In Chapter VIII relative motion of the prosthesis to the bone was measured in all six 
degrees of freedom using a custom DVRT test rig. Such setups, as discussed 
previously, which infer interfacial motions indirectly from sensors positions at a 
distance from the interface, are subject to the inclusion of a number of flexibilities 
which may lead to an overestimation of the relative motions at the bone-prosthesis 
interface. The presence of flexibilities other than motion has been recognised as a 
limitation in some previous studies of a similar nature (Berzins et al. 1993, Maher 
and Prendergast 2002, Britton and Prendergast 2005, McLean 2007, Cristofolini et 
al. 2008, Cristofolini et al. 2009). Further flexibilities in the system may arise due to 
the manner in which test rigs are constructed or assembled. The level of cortical 
support near the bone-prosthesis interface has also been cited as a factor in 
determining its response under loading (Berzins et al. 1994). The combination of 
motion and deformation may therefore result in experimental values overestimating 
the level of “true” motion at the interface. Thus far, however, only a limited number 
of studies have attempted to directly quantify the impact of such elastic deformations 
on reported results (Monti et al. 1999, Britton and Prendergast 2005, Moran 2005, 
Tarala et al. 2011). 




On the other hand, some studies choose more robust long term indicators such as 
permanent migration to predict inter-implant variability, which has been found to be 
less sensitive to such flexibilities (Britton and Prendergast 2005, Cristofolini et al. 
2008, Cristofolini et al. 2009). 
Little consensus exists on the exact contribution of elastic deformations to in vitro 
measurements. It has been suggested by a previous study (Gilbert et al. 1992) that the 
contribution is quite low ( m153 ) in comparison to values of micromotion 
observed. Research by Monti et al. (1999) into prosthesis motion following THA 
reported elastic deformations of m3.2  at the interface through the use of LVDT 
sensors attached to trans-cortical pins. However, the authors noted that elastic 
deformations increased almost linearly with increasing distance from the interface 
(reaching a maximum of m5  at the external surface).  
The complex shape of the distal femur and the changing contact area with flexion 
limit the ability to attach devices directly to the surface. As a consequence, more 
indirect measurement methods need to be employed, lending to a higher potential 
error due to increasing distance from the interface (Monti et al. 1999, Tarala et al. 
2011). A recent study by Moran (2005) found that elastic deformations alone could 
account for measured motions of up to m50  in cancellous bone structures 
following TKA. 
The main goal of this study was to predict the relative motion of the implants to the 
bone in all six degrees of freedom about a central reference point using FE and 
compare these findings to the in vitro tests discussed in Chapter VIII. Then, by 
examining how motion about the central reference point varies from “true” 
interfacial motion, it will be possible to quantify the error associated with 
experimental measurements of inducible motion.  
   





The quantification of the elastic deformations which may occur during laboratory 
testing required the development of an FE model with comparable setup and loading 
conditions to that previously presented in Chapter VIII. This necessitated significant 
simplification of the pattern of loading and alterations to the model boundary 
conditions to more closely approximate the in vitro setup. The key features of which 
will be outlined in the following sections. 
 
IX.2.1 Geometry  
To incorporate the same loading and boundary conditions as applied in the lab 
necessitated the inclusion of two further parts in the bone-prosthesis assembly 
(Figure 9.1). These parts consisted of a stiff steel plate through which the machine 
load is applied and a UHMWPE tibial bearing insert with central post and an 
articulating surface conforming to the outer surface of the femoral component. In 
addition the posterior stabilising box section of the femoral component was closed 
off in the posterior region to complete the post-cam mechanism. Further 
modifications to the implant medial/lateral width were carried out to more closely 
match that of the lab test specimen and reduce the likelihood of medial/lateral 
overhang leading to an artificial reduction in axial elastic deformations. 





Figure 9.1: a) Image of in vitro experimental setup and b) corresponding model setup 
showing steel plate, tibial insert and femoral component.  
Three different femoral components were investigated with the virtual micromotion 
rig setup (Figure 9.2); a posterior stabilising (PS), a total stabilising (TS) implant 
with short stem (12x50mm) and a TS implant with long offset stem (19x150mm stem 
with 4mm lateral offset). To remain consistent with the in vitro experiments 
conducted in Chapter VIII, all femur models were prepared in a consistent manner, 
e.g. all models were reamed to the size of the long stem with offset adapter as had 
been done in the in vitro laboratory tests to maintain consistency of preparation 
across all specimens. 
 
IX.2.2 Interface properties 
Frictional interactions were applied to both bone-prosthesis and prosthesis-prosthesis 
interfaces to replicate the uncemented in vitro trials, with the frictional properties 
applied as per Chapter VII section VII.2.4. Additionally a second set of models were 
created to simulate the effects of femoral component cementing. For simplicity and 
to allow the same models to be used for both cemented and uncemented simulations, 
these models employed tied constraint at the bone-prosthesis interface rather than 
explicitly modelling the cement layer. 





Figure 9.2: Rendered CAD models of a PS implant (top), a TS implant with short stem 
(middle) and a TS implant with long offset stem (bottom).  
IX.2.3 Material properties 
As in Chapter IV, all materials were assumed to behave in a linear elastic, isotropic 
manner. The values of Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio applied to these 
structures were as presented in Table 4.1. The Young’s moduli of the femoral stems 
were applied as per Chapter VI, Table 6.1. Properties assigned to the steel plate, 
tibial insert (Bei et al. 2004) and femoral offset adapter are presented in Table 9.1. 
Table 9.1: Material properties for in vitro setup FE model. 
 
 
Model Young’s modulus E (N/mm2) Poisson’s ratio (ν) 
Steel plate 210000 0.3 
Offset adapter 110000 0.3 
Tibial insert 463 0.46 
 
 




IX.2.4 Boundary conditions 
As in all previous models, the femur was truncated at the mid-shaft and fully fixed in 
all degrees of freedom on the proximal most surface. Additionally the steel plate was 
restrained such that only the degree of freedom relating to compression of the plate 
on the femur was free.  
 
IX.2.5 Loading protocol  
To remain consistent with the experimental loading protocols for 20° flexion a 
cyclical load was applied to the centre of the steel plate (representative of the load 
cell attachment site), this load was set to vary from 0N to 1643N during the first 
cycle and 20N to 1643N during subsequent 39 cycles to maintain contact between 
tibial insert and femoral component, as in the in vitro testing protocol.  
All 40 cycles were carried out during a single static load step in Abaqus. This was 
achieved by varying the load through a custom amplitude curve and then defining 
output of all interface parameters and displacements at each full time increment 
using a series of predefined time points to ensure all stages of each loading peak 
would be captured during the analysis (Figure 9.3), to replicate the conditions in the 
in vitro testing described in Chapter VIII. 
 





Figure 9.3: Graphs showing a) the variation of amplitude with step time period 
for a total step time of 160, and b) the resulting force amplitude curve in terms of 
cycle number. The profile of four typical amplitude and force curves are 
highlighted in the blue boxes on the right for clarity.  
 
IX.2.6 Micromotion measurement system 
When comparing measurements taken during in vitro experiments to those in an FE 
model it is essential that the same parameters be measured in the same manner, to 
this end it was necessary to recreate the sensor placement and setup used in the in 
vitro experiments. Rather than adding to model complexity and runtime by explicitly 
modelling the entire three dimensional test rig, the location of each sensor and its 
corresponding target were recreated virtually using a system of reference points and 
coupling constraints, as shown in Figure 9.4. In this manner, the displacement of the 
sensor could be approximated by calculating the relative change in position of the 
target reference point to its corresponding sensor reference point (Figure 9.4). 
 





Figure 9.4: Showing the virtual recreation of the in vitro test rig through points representative 
of the DVRT sensors and the target spheres. In this instance the target sphere locations are 
represented by the blue dots which attach back to the implant tool groove using coupling 
constraints and the DVRT sensors are represented by the orange dots which attach to the 
bone at the approximate location of the sensor housing in the in vitro setup. The reference 
point about which all motions and rotations are calculated is indicated by the white dot. 
 
IX.2.7 Analysis of FE model results 
It can be seen from Figure 9.4 that the displacement profile of DVRTs 1-3 are 
approximated by calculating the relative nodal displacement of the Sphere C 
reference point and corresponding sensor housing reference point in the global x, y, z 
coordinates over the course of the 40 cycles. Similarly DVRTs 5 and 6 displacements 
are determined by comparing relative nodal displacement in the y and z directions 
and DVRT 4 by comparing relative nodal displacement in the z direction only. A 
typical plot of “sensor” displacements following processing of relative motions of the 
reference points in excel is shown in Figure 9.5. 
 





Figure 9.5: Example of the sensor displacement curves for the first four cycles of 
a PS implanted femur at 20° flexion.   
 
Once the characteristic displacement curve for each sensor was extracted from the 
FE model this data was collectively exported to a text file in column format, where 
the first column represented the time and the remaining columns the individual 
displacement curves of each sensor over the entire 40 cycle period. The purpose of 
formatting the data in this manner was to allow the amplitude of each displacement 
curve to be extracted and subsequently to perform the necessary coordinate 
transformations using the custom LabVIEW programs presented in Chapter VIII. An 
overview of the results processing workflow is presented in Figure 9.6.  





Figure 9.6: Major steps in analysis of FE model results about 
reference point.  
 
IX.3 Results 
This first set of results shows the measured motions and rotations about the 
micromotion reference point highlighted in Figure 9.4. As in Chapter VIII, the 
relative motion of the implant to the bone is describe using three translational 
components of motion wvu ,,  along the x, y and z global axes respectively and three 




rotations zyx  ,,  about the x, y and z axes respectively. Referring to Figures 9.7 – 
9.9, it can be seen that the smallest component of motion in general is displacement 
u  in x-direction. It should also be noted that the component of rotational motion 
found to be the smallest is 
z . These findings are consistent with those observed 




Figure 9.7: Cyclical graphs showing the translational (top) and rotational (bottom) relative 
motions of a PS implanted femur at 20° flexion. 
 







Figure 9.8: Cyclical graphs showing the translational (top) and rotational (bottom) relative 














Figure 9.9: Cyclical graphs showing the translational (top) and rotational (bottom) relative 
motions of a long offset stemmed TS implanted femur at 20° flexion. 
 
 
Table 9.2 to 9.4 highlight the average values of relative motion and rotation 
experienced by all three implants investigated in this study and indicate the 
corresponding averaged results from the in vitro trials described in Chapter VIII. In 
the in vitro investigation, the TS implanted femur with long offset stem was found to 
exhibit the smallest translational and rotational relative motions. In general, this trend 




was maintained in the FE study with two exceptions; firstly, in the y-direction 
motions were overestimated by up to m60  in comparison with the experimental 
results, and secondly, 
z  was found to be largest in the TS implant with long offset 
stem in the FE investigations in contrast to experimental findings. However, it is 
important to note that in the other two directions rotational relative motions were 
significantly lower than in the PS and TS with short stem implanted femurs and in all 
three of the principal directions translational relative motions were smallest in the TS 
implanted femur with long offset stem. Though the translational and rotational 
relative motions vary considerable between certain components of FE and in vitro 
setups both sets of motions are within the same order of magnitude. Interestingly 
though the displacement v in the y-direction is significantly larger in the FE setup by 
approximately 50%, possibly indicating a difference in fit between numerical and 
experimental setups. 
 
Table 9.2: Comparison of FE and in vitro results for PS implanted 





FE results  In vitro results  Difference  
u (µm) 24 48 -24 (µm) 
v (µm) 86 44 +42 (µm)  
w (µm) 83 145 -62 (µm) 
θx (°) -12.4E-03 84.15E-03 -96.6E-03(°) 
θy (°) 14.8E-03 0.469E-03 +14.3E-03(°) 
θz (°) 1.3E-03 -15.06E-03 +16.4E-03(°) 
 
 




Table 9.3: Comparison of FE and in vitro results for TS implanted 





FE results  In vitro results  Difference  
u (µm) 24 49 -25 (µm) 
v (µm) 79 38 +41 (µm)  
w (µm) 88 134 -46 (µm) 
θx (°) -18.5E-03 22.9E-03 -41.4E-03(°) 
θy (°) 22.0E-03 56.5E-03 -34.5E-03(°) 
θz (°) -1.2E-03 -9.5E-03 +8.3E-03(°) 
 
Table 9.4: Comparison of FE and in vitro results for TS implanted 





FE results  In vitro results  Difference  
u (µm) 5 7 -2 (µm) 
v (µm) 76 16 +60 (µm)  
w (µm) 58 54 -4 (µm) 
θx (°) -8.0E-03 20.2E-03 -28.2E-03(°) 
θy (°) 9.50E-03 8.12E-03 +1.4E-03(°) 
θz (°) 3.2E-03 0.2E-03 +3.0 E-03(°) 
The overall magnitude of femoral component relative motion for both the FE and in 
vitro results is presented in Figure 9.10. In the in vitro experiments a decreasing 
trend with respect to motions was observed with stem use relative to the stemless PS 




implanted femur. Similarly in the FE investigation the lowest overall magnitude of 
relative motion was observed to occur in the TS implanted femur with laterally offset 
stem, however, in contrast to the experimental trends the TS implanted femur with 
short stem was observed to result in a slightly higher level of relative motion than the 
PS implanted femur. Moreover, it is observed that the overall magnitude of relative 
motion is predicted to be within the upper range of fibrous tissue formation for both 
PS and TS short stem models and at the lower end for TS long stem implanted 
femurs (as indicated by the orange lines).  
 
 
Figure 9.10: Comparison of the overall magnitude of relative displacement for both the 
FE and in vitro setups at 20° flexion. The upper and lower boundaries for fibrous tissue 
formation are indicated by the dashed orange line. 
 
This second set of results investigates how fully tied interface conditions influenced 
the observed relative motion and rotation about the reference point. It can be seen 
(Figure 9.11-9.13) that all components of motion measured about the reference point 
reduce significantly when the bone-implant interface is fully tied. Comparable 
behaviour in terms of translations and rotations is observed for both PS and TS (short 
stem) implanted femurs, however,  the TS implanted femur with long offset stem is 
again found to exhibit the smallest levels of “apparent” motion about the reference 
point. In this instance as the interface is fully tied, e.g. no relative motion of the 
implant to the bone is permitted, it is likely that the motions and rotations presented 
in the following tables and figures represent other quantities such as bending and 




elastic deformation of the bone-implant complex under loading. These results were 





Figure 9.11: Cyclical graphs showing the translational (top) and rotational (bottom) relative 
motions of a fully tied PS implanted femur at 20° flexion. 
 






Figure 9.12: Cyclical graphs showing the translational (top) and rotational (bottom) relative 














Figure 9.13: Cyclical graphs showing the translational (top) and rotational (bottom) relative 
motions of a fully tied long offset stemmed TS implanted femur at 20° flexion. 
 
 
Table 9.5 to 9.7 highlight the average values of relative motion and rotation 
experienced by all three implants under tied interface conditions and indicate the 
corresponding averaged results from the in vitro trials with cemented fixation as 
described in Chapter VIII. 




Table 9.5: Comparison of FE and in vitro results for PS implanted 





FE results  In vitro results  Difference  
u (µm) -1 32 -33 (µm) 
v (µm) 39 17 +22 (µm)  
w (µm) 19 45 -26 (µm) 
θx (°) -5.6E-03 39.9E-03 -45.5E-03(°) 
θy (°) 6.7E-03 18.2E-03 -11.5E-03(°) 
θz (°) -3.3E-03 4.4E-03 -7.7E-03(°) 
 
Table 9.6: Comparison of FE and in vitro results for TS implanted 





FE results  In vitro results  Difference  
u (µm) 1 6 -5 (µm) 
v (µm) 35 11 +24 (µm)  
w (µm) 18 30 -12 (µm) 
θx (°) -5.6E-03 17.8E-03 -23.4E-03(°) 
θy (°) 6.7E-03 27.3E-03 -20.6E-03(°) 








Table 9.7: Comparison of FE and in vitro results for TS implanted 





FE results  In vitro results  Difference  
u (µm) 2 0.4 +1.60 (µm) 
v (µm) 19 13 +6.00 (µm)  
w (µm) 11 15 -4.00 (µm) 
θx (°) -4.4E-03 9.0E-03 -13.4E-03(°) 
θy (°) 5.3E-03 11.8E-03 -6.5E-03(°) 
θz (°) -1.7E-03 -7.9E-03 6.2E-03(°) 
The difference in predicted and reported “apparent” motions for all implant types is 
found to be significantly reduced compared to the observed differences with fully 
frictional interfaces.  
Predicted motions and translations of the reference point for both PS and TS (short 
stem) implanted femurs are observed to be much closer to the measured in vitro 
values for cemented trials. The TS implanted femur with long offset stem is found to 
exhibit the smallest difference in motion between FE and in vitro setups, possibly 
due to a greater resistance to bending and deformation as a result of presence of a 
large diameter canal filling stem. It should be noted, however, that the largest 
component of motion in both studies still varies in direction. 
Interestingly, once fully tied interfaces are considered for all implant types 
investigated the difference between the “apparent” relative motions of the prosthesis 
to the bone are found to be very small (Figure 9.14). It can also be observed that once 
the interface is tied relative motions and rotations about the reference point are found 
to reduce to safer limits, e.g. m40 . 






Figure 9.14: Comparison of the overall magnitude of relative displacement for both the 
FE (tied) and in vitro (cemented) setups at 20° flexion. The upper and lower boundaries 
for fibrous tissue formation are indicated by the dashed orange line. 
 
In this last section, the difference between measured motion of the reference point 
and the relative motion at the interface was investigated. On the assumption that no 
interfacial motion should occur in cemented in vitro specimens and tied FE models 
(prior to fatigue or damage) then the motions measured under these interface 
conditions may reflect contributions from elastic deformation and bending of the 
femur. Therefore, the true level of relative motion of the implant to the bone without 
influence from elastic deformations and bending may be approximated by 
subtracting the values of motion found using tied models from the values found 
under frictional conditions. Individual components of relative translational motion 
before and after removal of these contributions are presented in Figure 9.15a and 
Figure 9.15b respectively. 
It can be seen from Figure 9.15b, that after adjusting for deformities such as bending 
and elastic deformation, considerable relative translational motion is still reported at 
the reference point in all directions, thus confirming motion does occur between bone 
and prosthesis for frictional and uncemented cases. Similar trends were observed for 
both in vitro and FE investigations of the PS implanted femur following adjustment 
(Figure 9.15b), though slight variations exist in the magnitude of motions. Trends 
with respect to stemmed implants were less obvious. 




Due to possible differences in the deformed behaviour of tied and frictional models 
under loading, this represents only an approximation of the possible factors which 
may contribute to errors in reported findings.  
 
 
Figure 9.15: Comparison of the average individual components of translational motions (u, 
v, w) a) before and b) after subtraction of contributions due to elastic deformation and 
bending (as characterised by tied interfaces) for both FE and in vitro setups.  
By comparing Figure 9.15a to Figure 9.15b it is apparent that trends with respect to 
individual components of translational motion vary after removal of contributions 




due to elastic deformation and bending, thus highlighting the importance of proper 
quantification of sources of error prior to establishing inter-implant trends.     
On investigation of the “true” predicted relative motion at the interface using contour 
plots (Figure 9.16), results are observed to be lower again than that predicted about 
the reference point, typically m20  on the distal surface, but rising much higher 
on the anterior and posterior surfaces.  
 
 
Figure 9.16: Femoral component micromotion expressed as contact separation and 
tangential motion in two orthogonal directions for a PS implanted femur (first column) and a 
TS implanted femur with short stem (second column) and a TS implanted femur with 4mm 
laterally offset stem (final column).  
The findings from the contour plots support the overall in vitro trend presented 
previously (Chapter VII and Chapter VIII) where addition of a stem served to reduce 
motion, with the long canal filling stem providing the greatest implant stability. 




Interestingly though the pattern and distribution of motion differs significantly from 
that experienced under more physiological loading conditions, i.e. the region of 
greatest motion shifts posteriorly in the in vitro setup FE models, possibly due to 
simplified loading conditions.  
 
IX.4 Discussion 
This study detailed the creation and analysis of FE models of the distal femur 
following implantation with a PS implant, a TS implant with short stem, and a TS 
implant with 4mm laterally offset long stem, each model incorporated a virtual 
representation of the micromotion test rig developed in Chapter VIII (this was 
essential to allow comparison of similar quantities). The two main goals of this study 
were to predict the relative motion of the implants to the bone in all degrees of 
freedom about a central reference point and then to examine how this measured 
behaviour varies from the “true” motion at the interface. 
As in the in vitro study presented in Chapter VIII, translational and rotational 
components of relative motion were predicted to be smallest in the TS implant with 
long offset stem. Differences in PS and TS (short stem) implanted femurs under 
frictional conditions were very small. The component of rotation found to be smallest 
in general was θz. The percentage reduction in motion observed going from a fully 
frictional to fully tied interface was found to be similar to in vitro conclusions on 
uncemented and cemented implant motions, as presented in Chapter VIII. The 
overall trends evident by comparing Figure 9.10 and 9.14 lend support to the idea 
that comparable implant performances can be achieved without the use of stems 
provided full fixation of the implant is achieved at the metaphysis.   
Comparisons of frictional models with fully tied interface models revealed that 
motion does occur at between implant and bone, as predicted in vitro. However, this 
investigation also revealed that the in vitro setup can be greatly influenced by 
bending and elastic deformations, despite close positioning of the test rig to interface. 
In the present study such quantities are estimated to account for readings ranging 




from mm  391   depending on implant and direction of motion. These values are 
within the range previously reported by Moran (2005) and significantly higher than 
that observed in the hip (Gilbert et al. 1992, Monti et al. 1999). 
It is important to note that no motion is permitted at the interface in tied models, as 
such relative motion reported in these models represent contributions from bending 
and deformation and this quantity itself may be an important factor to monitor during 
long term tests (Cristofolini et al. 2008). Any increase in the combined motion and 
deformation of the bone-prosthesis assembly may indicate an increased risk of 
fatigue damage to the underlying cancellous bone structure (Taylor and Tanner 
1997). 
Predicted (FE) and measured (in vitro) translational and rotational relative motions 
for both frictional (Table 9.2 – 9.4) and tied (Table 9.5 – 9.7) interface conditions  
were found to be within a reasonable range, however, directional differences between 
the largest components of motion measured in the in vitro experiments and that of 
the FE models were observed in the present study, as has been the case in similar 
studies of this nature (Pettersen et al. 2009, Chong et al. 2010). Differences in 
magnitude of translational and rotational relative motions may be explained by both 
geometrical differences (e.g. ideal Boolean fit in FE vs. press-fit in the lab) and the 
range of numerical parameters required during a frictional analysis increase the 
difficulty associated with accurately predicting exact in vitro values. Moreover, 
based on the findings presented in Appendix C, changes to the frictional coefficient 
alone can account for a change in relative motion of up to m40 . To minimise error 
future tests should closely calibration bone-implant interface frictional properties 
based on benchmark tests with samples from physical lab specimens of all relevant 
materials. In addition it must also be considered that a wide array of factors may 
adversely influence the outcome of experimental tests, e.g. imperfect surgical cuts 
due to saw blade motion.  
Furthermore, it has been suggested that the specified and actual material properties of 
the sawbones composite femurs may be very different (Clarke et al. 2012), possibly 




due to the arrangement of fibers in the short fiber filled epoxy that makes up the hard 
cortical shell, thus leading to another potential source of variability between the in 
vitro experiments discussed in the previous chapter and the results of the current 
study. A lower Young’s modulus in the experimental study may lead to increased 
bending, and therefore a reduced interfacial relative motion. It may also heavily 
influence the predicted contribution of the elastic deformations. As with frictional 
considerations, future tests should investigate samples from the physical specimens 
to determine material properties prior to running comparative analyses in FE to help 
minimise this potential source of variability.  
Trends from the investigations of overall magnitudes matched well between FE 
models and in vitro setup at the reference point, both before and after adjusting for 
elastic deformations. However, motion of the reference point does not reflect the 
complex behaviour of interface. On investigation of the “true” predicted interfacial 
motions using contour plots (Figure 9.16), results are observed to be lower again than 
that predicted about the reference point, typically m20  on the distal surface, but 
rising much higher ( m15080 on the anterior and posterior surface).This  indicates 
that while in vitro investigations using the current DVRT setup may be useful for 
providing a general comparison of overall component stability, they are not fully able 
to characterise the complex interactions taking place at the interface. Similar 
limitations with respect to investigation of motion following THA of the femur and 
TKA of the tibia have been previously reported (Chong et al. 2010, Tarala et al. 
2011). 
In conclusion, though translational and rotational relative motions compared well 
between FE and in vitro with minor variations in magnitude and direction, it should 
also be noted that the relative motion of the reference point was not representative of 
“true” motion at the interface. However, general trends relating to the overall 
performance of an implant may still be drawn from such in vitro investigations. It is 
the recommendation of this study that data from this type of experimental setup be 
used as a calibration step for corresponding FE models, in this manner detailed 
information on the interfacial behaviour of various implant types can be determined 




using the FE model, while overall validity of the model can be assessed by 
comparing measured trends about the same reference point as the experimental setup. 
This chapter has reinforced the importance of accurately modelling physiological 
loading conditions when analysing a problem of biomechanics in FE, e.g. very 
different patterns and distributions of motion observed under the simplified loading 
presented in the current chapter and the resulting motions under the near 
physiological loading presented in Chapter VII. Equally important is correct 
modelling of the bone-implant interfaces and implant fit, as evident from the 
differences in results between the FE and in vitro studies. In the next chapter, 
commonly encountered bone pathologies and conditions are incorporated into the FE 
models of the distal femur in order to determine how implant failure may be 
influenced by inclusion of commonly encountered diseases and conditions which 






Modularity and  
Stem Junction Stress 
 
X.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapters, consideration has been given to the influence of internal 
implant features, implant fit during surgery, the role of accurately modelling the 
bone-implant interface and the influence of patient specific parameters such as age 
and osteoporosis. All these factors have been found to influence stresses in the femur 
and motions at the interface. In almost all cases the distal femur was modelled with a 
predominantly intact metaphyseal segment. However, during revision surgery poor 
quality bone stock (van Loon et al. 2000, Completo et al. 2009) acting in 
combination with large scale bony defects can make successful implantation and 
long term survival of the prosthesis very challenging. 
When faced with poor bone stock in the form of stress shielding or large 
contained/uncontained condylar defects, surgeons have a limited range of treatment 
options available based on the severity of the loss encountered. If the bone loss or 
defect is confined to one region of the femoral condyles and the cortex is largely 
intact, then treatment with bone cement or tantalum cones may provide sufficient 
stability to ensure adequate fixation of the femoral component. If the defect is large 
or uncontained, a greater proportion of bone may need to be removed in order to 
achieve an adequate level of fixation. It must be noted however, that any bone the 
surgeon removes during this procedure needs to be replaced in order to maintain the 
joint line and correct alignment/functionality of the knee joint.  




In these more complex cases, surgeons choose between augmentation of the 
prosthesis and supplementation of remaining viable bone with bone graft.  
Augmentation of the femoral component involves the attachment of metal blocks to 
the back of the femoral component, these blocks are precision machined to be 
compatible with the implant and are selected based on the size of the lost bone.  
Surgeons can also choose from a number of different bone graft types and techniques 
to repair defects, such as structural allografts (Ghazavi et al. 1997) or morselised 
cancellous bone (MCB) grafts. These biological alternatives offer some obvious 
advantages over simple treatment with metal augments. For example, a well fixed 
bone graft has the potential to eventually remodel and be fully integrated into the 
host bone. Bone grafts, however, require an initial period of protection while the 
graft fully integrates before patients can resume full weight bearing activities (Engh 
et al. 1997, Ghazavi et al. 1997), otherwise there is a potential risk of graft failure.  
The treatment method of interest in the current study is repair of bony defects 
through the use of distal femoral augmentation.  
Revision surgery invariably involves modular implants which can be assembled to 
suite the specific needs of the patient. They also provide the surgeon with a greater 
level of flexibility at the time of operation should some unexpected issues be 
encountered. Modularity helps in ensuring an adequate level of fixation is achieved 
at the bone-implant interface to promote implant stability and long term survival. 
Modular components, on the other hand, are subject to additional risks and potential 
hazards not present in their more restrictive non-modular counterparts. The increase 
in number of junctions and joints per complex implant assembly for example create 
more potential sites for loosening or failure. A number of recent studies have 
documented such failures (Issack et al. 2007, Nikolopoulos et al. 2012). In these 
studies, failures ranged from complications due to loosening of locking screws and 
femoral stem disengagement (Lim et al. 2001, Issack et al. 2007) to full catastrophic 
failure of the prosthesis at the stem-implant interface (Nikolopoulos et al. 2012). In 
each instance failure or fracture of the stem-implant junction was theorised to be as a 




result of weak osseous support or loosening of the prosthesis distally combined with 
a good proximal fitted stem.  
Femoral implants must withstand not only compressive axial loading but also 
rotational and shearing components of load. In implanted femurs with healthy bone 
stock, load is shared between the femoral component-stem assembly and the bone 
(Completo et al. 2009). However, in the presence of weak osseous support or where 
distal loosening of the femoral component has occurred, this load sharing capacity is 
reduced. In the absence of load sharing, the majority of load is therefore transmitted 
solely through the femoral component-stem assembly leading to a significant 
increase in junction stress (Chu et al. 2000). 
From the literature, it is clear that there exists a lack of information in relation to 
factors affecting the survival of these modular prostheses, particularly in the setting 
of revision TKA or in the presence of defects or bone loss. Therefore, the key aim of 
this chapter is to determine critical factors which may influence the long term 
outcome of complex revision scenarios. Of particular interest are the influence of 
condylar defects, the level of osseous support on the stresses at the junctions of the 
modular prostheses, and how complex clinical scenarios may influence failure of the 
modular components.  
 
X.2 Methods 
In this chapter, the previously developed linear (4 node) models of the distal femur, 
implanted with a TS femoral component and 4mm laterally offset long stem, were 
modified to investigate factors that influence junction stress. Different levels of bony 
defect ranging from minor bone loss due to errors in surgical cuts to large scale bony 
defects developed according to the AORI defect classification system (Engh 2006) 
were considered as well as osteoporosis of the metaphyseal segment. Table 10.1 
provides an overview of all cases investigated in the current study. Cases ‘Control’, 
‘Con_tied’, ‘Con_PF’ and ‘Con_DF’ are for the no defect situation; they vary only in 
the manner in which the bone-implant interface is modelled. All the remaining cases 




are related to F2 or F3 type of defects. Additionally, ‘Con_OP’ incorporates 
deteriorated elastic properties of the bone, as presented in Figure 10.4 and Table 
10.2.  Further details for each model are provided in the following sub sections. 
 

















Control All frictional N/A No gap N/A N/A 
Con_tied All tied N/A No gap N/A N/A 
Con_PF Tied at stem 
tip 




N/A No gap N/A N/A 
F2A All frictional 15mm medial 
augment 
No gap N/A N/A 
F3 All frictional 30mm medial 
augment 




F3SB All frictional 30mm medial 
augment 




Con_GAP All frictional N/A 0.5mm gap N/A N/A 
Con_OP All frictional N/A N/A N/A Bone  
properties as in 
Figure 10.4 and 
Table 10.2 




X.2.1 Incorporation of F2A and F3 condylar defects 
As discussed in Chapter II, defects in the distal femur can be categorised into three 
main classifications (Engh 2006) based on increasing severity and whether they are 
confined to a single condyle or affect the entire metaphysis. In the current study, the 
specific defects of interest fall in the F2 and F3 categories (Figure10.1).   
 
 
Figure 10.1: Femoral defects of increasing severity as characterised 
by the AORI, reproduced from (Scuderi and Tria 2006). 
 
Modifications to the models to incorporate the desired defects were characterised by 
removal of bone from the distal femoral condyles, simulating the surgical removal of 
diseased or damaged tissue in preparation for replacement with prosthesis. Removal 
of bone was carried out at two different levels depending on the severity of defect to 
be modelled. To model the F2A defect, bone parallel to the distal surface up to a 
distance of 15mm in the proximal direction was removed from the medial condyle 
(Figure 10.2b). In the case of the F3 defect bone was removed to a distance of 30mm 
(Figure. 10.2c).    






Figure 10.2: Mesh view of a) a healthy distal femur, b) a distal femur incorporating F2A 
defect and c) a distal femur incorporating an F3 condylar defect. Parts e)-f) show the 
corresponding implants for each model presented in the top row, where relevant the 
portions of the implant highlighted in orange represent attachment of f) 15mm and g) 
30mm distal surface augments to the femoral component. 
 
Two different distal augments 15mm and 30mm made of the same material as the 
implant were considered. For modelling, these were created using CAD software. 
The 15mm augment (Figure 10.2f) was based on the largest commercial distal medial 
femoral augment size produced as part of the Triathlon
®
 series (Stryker, UK). The 
30mm augment (Figure 10.2g) also followed the implant’s internal contours to 
ensure compatibility and was created to model an extreme case of bone loss.  
 
X.2.2  Metaphyseal fit 
Changes to metaphyseal fit were introduced to the control model by removal of 
0.5mm from the distal surface of the medial femoral condyle. This value was chosen 
to be within the range of error in cut position possible during operation due to 




oscillation of the reciprocal saw blade during the preparation of the femur to receive 
the femoral component (Otani et al. 1993, Plaskos et al. 2002, Bäthis et al. 2005).  
 
X.2.3  Supporting bone 
The role of supporting bone in stem junction stress was investigated by removing the 
bone surrounding the junction at the level of the defect (Figure 10.3). This was done 




Figure 10.3:  a) distal femur model incorporating an F3 defect with 
support at the implant-offset junction and b) distal femur model 
incorporating an F3 defect with supporting bone removed to the level of 
the defect. 
X.2.4  Material properties 
As in previous chapters, isotropic elastic material properties were applied to cortical 
(E = 16700 N/mm
2
 and ν = 0.3) and cancellous (E = 155 N/mm
2
 and ν = 0.3) regions 
of the femur respectively. Similarly values corresponding to cobalt-chromium 
(CoCr) and titanium (ti-6al-4v) were assigned to implant (E = 210000 N/mm
2
 and ν 
= 0.3) and stem (E = 110000 N/mm
2
 and ν = 0.3) regions. 
 




X.2.4.1  Osteoporotic modelling of the femur 
Many clinical studies have hypothesised that weak osseous support may have a role 
to play in failure of the stem-junction (Lim et al. 2001, Issack et al. 2007, 
Nikolopoulos et al. 2012). To test this hypothesis, extremely osteoporotic properties 
(Table 10.2) were applied to cancellous and cortical regions of the distal femur. In 
this instance to reduce model complexity
6
, osteoporosis of the distal femur was 
modelled using regional sectional properties as shown in Figure 10.4. This technique 
has been previously used in the literature (Shi et al. 2007).  
 
 
Figure 10.4: Sectioned view of the distal femur in the sagittal plane highlighting 










                                                             
6 The method used to model osteoporosis previously in Chapter V works well with higher order 
elements. However, to achieve the same even distribution of material through the thickness with linear 
elements requires a very high resolution mesh. Additionally, as stress in the femur is not the main 
focus of this chapter, regional section properties provide the most efficient means by which to 
incorporate osteoporotic effects at the stem junction. 




Table 10.2: Material properties for osteoporotic femur model. 
 
 






Diaphyseal cortical bone 16700 0.3 
Diaphyseal cancellous bone  155 0.3 
Metaphyseal cortical bone 8000 0.3 
Metaphyseal cancellous bone 50 0.3 
 
X.2.5  Loading and boundary conditions 
Applied loading consisted of six components of force (Fm, Fl, APm, APl, PF and IE) 
for three different flexion angles (0°, 22° and 48°) during the stance phase of gait for 
a normal walking cycle. Loading magnitudes and directions were applied as per 
Chapter IV (Figure 4.6 and Table 4.2). Similarly, the boundary conditions applied in 
the current chapter consisted of full fixation in all degrees of freedom at the mid-
shaft of the femur. 
 
X.2.6  Interface modelling 
In the current study where appropriate, the bone-implant interface was modelled 
using a combination of frictional and tied constraints.  
The implant-augment interface in all instances was modelled as fully tied. Modular 
junctions, on the other hand, were constrained as shown in Figure 10.5; tied 
constraints were applied at the screw thread interface of both the stem and offset 
adapter, while frictional interfaces (µ = 0.3) were assumed at all other contacting 
faces. In this manner, contact separation of the implant-offset and offset-stem 
junction faces was permitted but no relative motion could occur at the threaded 
portion.  
 






Figure 10.5: Illustration of interface contact definitions. Blue lines represent 
where friction contact conditions were applied to the faces of the stem and 
offset adapter, orange lines on the other hand indicate where both parts have 
been fully fixed at the interface modelling the fixation achieved in reality by the 
screw threads.  
The bone-implant interfaces were modelled as tied and/or frictional depending on the 
cases considered as discussed later.  
X.2.7  Mesh convergence study 
Due to the major role of contact in these analyses, linear tetrahedral elements were 
employed as in the previous chapter. In Chapter VII and IX, the region of interest 
was primarily the interface between bone and implant, whereas the region of interest 
in this chapter is largely confined to the radial undercut, where the threaded section 
of the stem meets the main stem body. This shift in focus from investigation of 
motion at the bone-implant interface to the investigation of changes in stress at the 
prosthesis-prosthesis interface due to various defects requires that convergence 
checks be carried out to determine if the mesh remains valid for this purpose. 
Referring to Figure 10.6, a series of mesh refinements were carried out on the radial 
undercut while all other parameters of the model were kept constant. Further details 
including average element edge length can be found in Table 10.3. The solution for 
the purposes of these analyses was considered as converged when the difference in 
all components of stress between successive refinements of the mesh dropped below 




2%. These studies indicate that the previously used average element size of 0.9mm 
for the radial undercut is not suitable for stress prediction at the prosthesis-prosthesis 
interface. Based on this convergence study an average element edge size of 0.2mm 
was used.  
 






Figure 10.6: a) Image highlighting region of interest (stem junction) and b) convergence 
study graphs showing the values of peak stress with increasing level of mesh refinement at 






























A 2 306411 127637 62.1704 42.3784 -50.8442 
B  0.9 307005 127833 62.0593 55.0914 -61.9236 
C 0.5 312195 129676 71.8325 65.026 -65.4336 
D 0.3 338598 138882 80.047 76.0376 -75.0604 
E 0.2 397179 159052 86.7081 76.1648 -80.6794 




The peak von Mises stress in the region of interest (stem junction) was extracted for 
each of the three flexion angles investigated (0°, 22° and 48°) for all the cases 
summarised in Table 10.1. Peak contact separation at the interfaces of the stem 
junction was also recorded for each case considered. 
 
X.3.1  Effect of interface conditions 
The first set of models investigated the influence of bone-implant interface 
conditions. Figure 10.7 shows the peak von Mises stress at the stem junction for 
different interface conditions. It is apparent that the junction stresses increase with 
flexion angle. The ‘Con_tied’ and ‘Con_DF’ cases give similar von Mises stresses. 
Similarly the stresses from ‘Control’ and ‘Con_PF’ cases are comparable. The 
distally tied and the fully tied bone-implant interface optimise load sharing between 
the modular components and the bone, so as to reduce the load on the stem junction 




and decrease the risk of fatigue failure. Largely frictional interfaces (‘Con_PF’ and 
‘Control’) result in the implant carrying larger loads and thereby larger stresses at the 
junction. Similar trends were observed with regard to opening at the contact surfaces 
as shown in Figure 10.8: smaller peak contact opening with tied conditions and 
larger with frictional interfaces.  
 
X.3.2  Influence of defect size 
The influence of bone loss as characterised by an F2A and F3 distal femoral condylar 
defects on peak von Mises junction stresses are shown in Figure 10.9. These are all 
cases characterised by frictional interfaces. It is interesting to note that ‘Control’ (no 
defect and no gap), ‘F2A’ (small defect and no gap) and ‘Con_GAP’ (no defect and a 
small gap) give almost identical results. The ‘F3’ case (30mm defect) showed a 
relative increase of 58% in comparison to frictional models without a defect for the 
48º flexion angle. Comparing models ‘F3’ and ‘F3SB’ (without and with removal of 
supporting bone Figure 10.3b) shows that the latter leads to a 13% higher stress at 
the stem junction for the 48° flexion angle. Peak contact separate (Figure 10.10) 
shows trends which are similar to those of peak junction stress shown in Figure 10.9.  
 
X.3.3  Influence of bone properties 
The influence of osteoporotic bone properties characterised by a reduction in 
Young’s moduli of both cancellous and cortical bone regions in the distal femur on 
peak von Mises junction stress is shown in Figure 10.11. The figure shows that stem 
junction stresses increase significantly with osteoporosis for all flexion angles. 
Osteoporotic material properties also result in an increase in peak contact separation 










Figure 10.7: The value of peak von Mises stress at the stem junction for different 
















Figure 10.9: The value of peak von Mises stress in the stem junction of increasing 





Figure 10.10: The value of peak contact opening at the stem junction for different 










Figure 10.11: The value of peak von Mises stress in the stem junction for different 





Figure 10.12: The value of peak contact opening at the stem junction interface for 








X.3.4  Calculation of static safety factor  
A safety factor ( fn ) against static failure (Chu et al. 2000, Budynas and Nisbett 
2007) was evaluated for each case as a ratio of the yield strength of the titanium (ti-









The calculated values for each case are given in Table 10.4. 
Table 10.4: Calculated factor of safety for each model at 48° flexion. 




Model name Peak von Mises stress, 
von   (N/mm
2) 
Factor of safety, fn  
Con_tied 175 4.6 
Con_PF 221 3.6 
Con_DF 179 4.5 
Control 216 3.7 
Con_GAP 216 3.7 
F2A 221 3.6 
F3 341 2.3 
F3SB 387 2.1 
Con_OP 279 2.9 
From Table 10.4 it can be seen that the most significant reduction in factor of safety 
occurs due to a combination of frictional interface, large condylar defect and lack of 
supporting bone as seen in F3SB. 





In this chapter, key factors affecting the long term outcome of complex clinical cases 
were investigated for both healthy and diseased bony geometry, implanted with a 
modular revision femoral component which employed a 4mm laterally offset 
diaphyseal engaging long stem. Inclusion of a 4mm lateral offset is often necessary 
to account for variations in the femoral shaft curvature (Fehring 2005, Brilhault and 
Ries 2012). This particular implant type is designed to share the load between the 
distal surfaces of the femur and the femoral shaft surrounding the stem. It also serves 
the purpose of protecting the distal segment from over loading in situations where 
damaged or diseased bone has been treated with bone grafts, until remodelling occurs 
and the graft is fully incorporated into the host bone.   
The use of modular components in revision total knee arthroplasty has increased in 
popularity in recent years
7
. Part of this popularity can be attributed to the intra 
operative flexibility these components afford the surgeon for the variable range of 
cases encountered. However, a few studies have raised concerns, suggesting potential 
links between component modularity and fatigue failure of the prosthesis (Bobyn et 
al. 1994, Westrich et al. 1997).  At high flexion angles the stem experiences stresses 
due to bending and axial forces, which lead to separation at the implant interfaces 
and stresses at modular junction. It is apparent that the load sharing between the bone 
and prosthetic components reduces when interfaces are not tied resulting in the 
prosthesis carrying higher stresses. The presence of defects and deteriorated bone 
quality also affects load sharing, with the implant carrying a larger load. The results 
obtained in this study support the above mechanical considerations and quantify the 
effect a range of parameters have on junction stress and contact separation. 
According to several recent clinical case studies (Lim et al. 2001, Issack et al. 2007, 
Nikolopoulos et al. 2012), aseptic loosening of the femoral component combined 
with distal bone loss due to prosthesis induced stress shielding can leave the stem 
junction exposed to the full load crossing the knee joint. As these junctions are 
                                                             
7 This is readily apparent from the majority of major orthopaedic implant manufacturing companies 
now offering modular solutions in their revision knee arthroplasty product lines.  




designed to carry only a portion of the total joint reaction load in combination with 
the bone (Chu et al. 2000), this can lead to catastrophic failure of the modular 
prosthesis at its weakest point (i.e. the stem junction), as observed by (Lim et al. 
2001, Issack et al. 2007, Nikolopoulos et al. 2012). The initial phase of this study 
employed the healthy distal femur model (Figure 10.1a) subject to four different 
interface conditions. The interfaces modelled as frictional allow motion which may 
occur in the absence of osseointegration or as a result of loosening.  
Alterations to the bone-implant interface were found to significantly influence stem 
junction stress. Going from an all frictional bone-implant interface (‘Control’) to a 
fully bonded interface (‘Con_tied’) greatly reduced stem junction stress, highlighting 
the importance of osseointegration of the prosthesis (Figure 10.7). On average, 
distally tied components with frictional stems (‘Con_DF’) also presented lower 
levels of junction stress than the all frictional models, though to a lesser extent than 
the fully bonded models. Additionally, motion of the stem tip in distally fixed 
components has been indicated as a potential cause for end of stem pain. Proximal 
fixation on the other hand was found to result in a slight increase in junction stress 
relative to the fully frictional model (in flexion). These findings are in line with 
clinical conclusions that loss of metaphyseal fixation combined with a strong 
proximal fix of the stem can lead to greater proportion of the load being transmitted 
through the stem junction.   
The role of metaphyseal defects in stem junction stress was also investigated in this 
chapter. Three types of defect were compared, ranging from a simple 0.5 mm 
surgical error due to saw blade oscillation to F2A and F3 condylar defects based on 
the AORI classification system (Engh 2006). The surgical error was left untreated 
(‘Con_GAP’), while both defects (F2A and F3) were repaired with correctly sized 
medial distal femoral augments. Defect size was found to have little influence on 
peak stresses for the case of 0° flexion. In flexion the differences between these 
models became more apparent. On average, the saw blade induced error caused a 
relatively small change in stress (0.5 %) in comparison to no defect (‘Control’), 
similarly the F2A defect resulted in an average increase of only 1.5% over the course 




of the loading cycle. The large F3 defect on the other hand showed a significant 
increase in stem junction stress (average of 35% over the three load steps). 
Comparing peak values from cases ‘F3’ and ‘F3SB’  at 48° flexion shows that when 
this supporting bone is removed stem junction stress increases on average by 12.4% 
with the overall average increase relative to the ‘Control’ model being 52.3%. It is 
therefore apparent that size of defect is an important factor particularly when it 
passes the depth of the femoral box and approaches the level of the modular junction.    
Osseous support has been suggested as one of the key factors linked to failure of 
modular components, in combination with loss of metaphyseal fix (Lim et al. 2001, 
Issack et al. 2007, Nikolopoulos et al. 2012). In a recent retrieval study, Issack et al. 
(2007) reported two cases of failure at the modular taper lock of constrained condylar 
prostheses with large diameter stems and distal femoral augments (Optetrak,  
Exactech, Gainesville, Florida ). Based on the evidence in both cases, failure at the 
modular junction was attributed to aseptic loosening of the femoral component 
distally in combination with a weakening of osseous support as suggested by the 
apparent bone loss under the implants visible from patient radiographs. Similarly, 
Nikolopoulos et al. (2012) reported a single case of modular junction failure in a 
cemented stemmed revision prosthesis (P.F.C. Sigma TC3, DePuy Inc., Warsaw, IN 
) attributed to loss of fixation through poor cementing of the prosthesis and a lack of 
cancellous bone support at the time the of revision implantation.   
In this chapter, loss of osseous support was modelled at two levels: firstly the role of 
supporting bone in large defects (‘F3SB’) was addressed (Figure 10.9 and 10.10) and 
secondly the influence of osteoporotic or “weak osseous” support was examined 
(‘Con_OP’) in the absence of any defects. Results from these investigations indicate 
that supporting bone particularly in large defects helps to protect the junction from 
stress. Comparisons of ‘Con_OP’ with ‘Control’ also revealed that osteoporotic bone 
was one of the main contributors to stem junction stress with an average increase of 
35.4%. The findings of the current study confirm that deterioration of distal femoral 
material properties can contribute to significant increases in load transmitted through 




the junctions of modular components, thereby increasing the risk of modular 
component failure. 
It is important to state that there are reasons other than mechanical which can cause 
failure of the junction. These include poor design of implants, defects in the 
manufacturing process and biological reactions to the prosthesis. Surgical errors or 
poor choice of implants can also result in failure. 
High stresses due to loss of load sharing at the bone implant interface not only 
increase the risk of cumulative fatigue damage, but may also increase the risk of 
fretting/ wear due to the repeated opening and closing of contact surfaces at the 
interface of modular components as observed in all models in the current study. 
Opening and closing of contact surfaces may also pose an increased risk of corrosion 
at the modular junction due to inflow of biological fluids (Chu et al. 2000, Issack et 
al. 2007). 
One limitation of the current study is that it focused on only one particular type of 
modular junction characterised by a screw thread connection, further research should 
be conducted to validate these conclusions for a wider range of implants, modular 
connection types and stem geometries. 
In conclusion, several different factors were found to dramatically increase the 
magnitude of stem junction stress. Consider the most extreme load case of 48° 
flexion, based on the calculated factor of safety against static fatigue failure 
presented in Table 10.4, the greatest risk of modular component failure is found to be 
as a result of a large femoral defect with loss of fixation and lack of supporting bone 
as indicated by its low factor of safety ( 1.2fn ), followed by the same defect with 
supporting bone. The next significant factor identified by these calculations was poor 
bone quality due to osteoporosis ( 9.2fn ). Less significant factors were proximal 
fixation of the prosthesis and incorporation of F2A defects, where both models were 
found to be within 2% of the ‘Control’ value. Opening at the contact interface 
followed similar trends, with peak values of approximately 14µm being observed in 




‘F3SB’ case, with other cases having values in the range of 6.4µm to 12.5µm (as 
shown in Figure 10.8, 10.10 and 10.12).  It must be noted however, that the 30mm 
F3 defect modelled in this study is somewhat of an extreme case. In reality such a 
large condylar defect would likely lead to loss of the MCL attachment site and 
surgeons may therefore opt to go straight to a distal femoral replacement with more 
constrained hinge type prostheses. Taking this factor into consideration would mean 
that the most clinically significant increase in stem junction stress was observed in 
the loose osteoporotic model. This conclusion is consistent with retrieval analysis 
conduction on failed modular components (Lim et al. 2001, Issack et al. 2007, 
Nikolopoulos et al. 2012).  
In the current study, increased risk of modular component failure was indicated 
through a calculated factor of safety under static loading conditions, however, the 
knee joint undergoes cyclical loading as a result of different daily activities such as 
walking and ascending/descending stairs. In reality, these junctions are likely to fail 
under much lower forces as a result of fatigue due to the alternating stress caused by 
changes in direction and magnitude of loading during gait. This suggests the 
calculated safety factors presented here may be conservative. It has already been 
stated that opening and closing of the modular interfaces exposes these connections 
to bodily fluids and increases the risk of corrosive failure (Chu et al. 2000, Gill et al. 
2012), however, these repetitive motions at contacting surfaces can also lead to a 
type of wear known as “fretting” (Baptista et al. 2007, Fadag et al. 2008). This 
process not only degrades the mechanical fixation of the implant assembly over time, 
but may also contribute to further weakening of the surrounding bone as a result of 
metal debris from the junction initiating particle induced osteolysis, as observed 
clinically (Nikolopoulos et al. 2012). Each of these factors potentially increases the 
likelihood of modular junction failure. 
Based on the findings of this study, it is recommended that use of modular long 
stemmed prosthesis should be carried out with caution and reviewed on a case by 
case basis. This study has found that good metaphyseal fit aids in the protection of 
modular component junctions against fatigue through load sharing with the femur, as 




identified by Table 10.4 (fully tied has highest safety factor). Particularly at risk 
patients e.g. patients with condylar defects or severe osteoporosis of the distal femur, 
however, have an extremely reduced load sharing capacity. In these situations, it is 
therefore suggested that a non-modular approach be adopted or if necessary a 
complete distal femoral replacement so as to reduce the risk of component failure 











This thesis has investigated the mechanical environment in the distal femur following 
primary and revision total knee arthroplasty using both numerical and experimental 
techniques. The particular focus of this research was on to the role of component 
design and how this influences internal stresses and relative motions at the bone-
prosthesis interface. This study also incorporated variable bone properties through 
the cortical thickness of the FE models for the purpose of simulating the effects of 
both age and osteoporosis on the femur pre- and post-implantation. Furthermore, FE 
models of the distal femur incorporating F2A and F3 femoral defects were developed 
to investigate how complex clinical scenarios may influence failure of modular 
components. 
The following sections detail the key conclusions which can be drawn from this work 
as well as a number of relevant clinical implications. Recommendations for the 
direction of future investigations are also given, and the extension of the presented 
modelling techniques and in vitro methods to the wider field of biomechanics 
considered.  
XI.1 Summary of findings  
 
XI.1.1 Stress distribution and the influence of internal implant features 
Both the hip and knee joints experience stress shielding following joint arthroplasty. 
In this study, the mechanisms at work in relation to stress shielding following TKA 




were closely examined. Based on the findings presented in Chapter IV, it is 
suggested that post-implantation stress shielding occurs in the distal femur as a result 
of the joint contact force being redistributed over a greater surface area, leading to a 
removal of the concentrated joint contact forces (stress bulbs). This is particularly 
noticeable in flexion.  
Since internal stresses must be in equilibrium with externally applied loads, shielding 
in some regions will lead to an increase in stress in other regions. In this study, it was 
observed that the implant, in some respects, serves as a bridge spanning the 
anteroposterior length of the femur and transmitting the joint contact forces to the 
cortex immediately above the implant. Stress shielding for both cruciate retaining 
(CR) and posterior stabilising (PS) implant types was found to increase with 
increasing flexion angle and changing load direction. This indicates the importance 
of testing the functionally of implants over a wide range of angles and loading 
conditions, and also lends support to the argument that femoral components may fail 
in flexion due to increases in periprosthetic stress. 
Based on the investigations conducted in Chapter IV, the overall magnitude of stress 
shielding experienced by the femur was observed to be independent of the internal 
implant features (e.g. pegs or box). On the other hand, internal implant features were 
found to influence the pattern and magnitude of stress concentrations following 
implantation. CR implants induced stress at the tip of the pegs, and PS implants at 
the corners of the femoral box cuts. Differences in localised stress concentrations 
become more important as secondary conditions such as osteoporosis become 
established and enhance the fracture risk around the prosthesis. Furthermore, as the 
box in the PS implant spans almost the entire anterior-posterior region, stress 
concentrations accompanied by bone loss due to stress shielding may potentially lead 








XI.1.2 Conclusions on incorporation of age related changes 
In this study, the novel application of temperature dependent material properties as 
an artifice for modelling inhomogeneity and geometrical changes to the femur was 
considered. Models representative of both young and old patients for healthy and 
osteoporotic conditions were developed.  
Contrary to some previous studies (Anderson 2010, Zdero et al. 2010), age related 
changes to the femur were found to have a considerable impact on periprosthetic 
stress in the cortex of both intact and implanted femurs; on average, increases of up 
to 15% were observed. This finding in particular, may have serious implications with 
respect to periprosthetic fracture risk following TKA in elderly patients, where the 
cortical bone structure may be further compromised by implant induced stress 
shielding. Endosteal thinning or trabecularisation of the endosteal surface was also 
observed to result in a marked increase in periprosthetic stress (26%). It must be 
noted, however, that the most significant increase in stress and strain was observed in 
models representative of older patients with osteoporosis (60%), e.g. models which 
incorporated both elderly patient material properties and severe thinning of the 
cortex. 
These findings underscore the need to carefully consider implant choices and manner 
of fixation in patients with poor bone quality. The presented method for creation of 
models which incorporate the effects of ageing and osteoporosis is seen to allow 
rapid consideration of multiple clinical scenarios (e.g. young, old and osteoporotic 
patients) using the same model geometry by simply adjusting the relationship of 
temperature to Young’s modulus. Furthermore, by comparing multiple clinical 
scenarios using the same core model and geometry, the influence of key parameters 
can be individually examined. 
In Chapter VI, the use of a cemented stem as a means to reduce periprosthetic stress 
in the old osteoporotic femur was investigated. This study found that the reduction in 
stress above the implant was related to the length of stem used. A short cemented 
stem (50mm) caused a reduction of approximately 10% while longer stems (75mm 




and 100mm) were seen to result in reductions of 26-29%. The reduction resulting 
from both the medium and long stems brings the periprosthetic stress close to that 
experienced by the older patients with healthy bone geometry (OH model from 
Chapter V). 
 
XI.1.3 Motion at the interface and considerations of fit 
In Chapter VII, the role of internal implant features on relative motion at the bone 
prosthesis interface was assessed. These investigations revealed comparable peak 
motions for both CR and PS implanted femurs. Motions of  m40  were observed 
at the lower flexion angles, however, at 48° flexion small regions of motion on the 
anterior chamfer (for the CR implanted femur) and the distal surface (for the PS 
implanted femur)  were found to approach the limits for fibrous tissue formation. 
Interestingly, it was found that peak interfacial motions acted across a larger surface 
area in PS implanted scenarios, and may therefore present a greater risk of loosening. 
Moreover, this study also revealed PS implanted femurs to be more sensitive to 
imperfect femoral bone cuts than CR implanted femurs. These findings tend to 
favour the use of internal implant features such as femoral pegs over intercondylar 
boxes, where possible, as the pegs may provide a better anchorage against 
translational and rotational motions at the interface and have a more favourable local 
stress distribution. 
In Chapter VII, three dimensional models of the distal femur incorporating short and 
long stems were created, with the goal of addressing the role of femoral stems in 
component stability under normal and loose fit conditions. The addition of stems, in 
general, served to reduce the levels of motion at the bone-implant interface. The 
addition of a long diaphyseal engaging stem was found to significantly reduce 
interfacial motions, and was also observed to be less sensitive to errors in femoral 
bone cuts. However, it must be noted that this type of stem is harder to fit in practice, 
requires removal of more bone and is known to have less desirable stress distribution 
characteristics. Fully frictional short stem, on the other hand, were observed to only 




marginally reduces motion compared to a fully frictional PS and are more sensitive 
to surgical cut errors. 
Similar to the findings on stress shielding (Chapter IV), interfacial motions (Chapter 
VII models) were found to increase with increasing flexion angle and changing load 
direction. Reinforcing the importance of testing the functionally of implants over a 
wide range of flexion angles and conditions. 
 
XI.1.4 Considerations for combined FE and in-vitro investigations of motion 
Relative motion of the implant to the bone for three different implant types was 
investigated, both in vitro (Chapter VIII) and through the use of matching FE models 
(Chapter IX). In the experimental portion of this study (Chapter VIII), it was 
observed that errors in recorded motion increased significantly with increased 
distance between attachment site of the micromotion rig and the distal surface of the 
femur. Care must be taken to ensure this distance and thus system error is minimized 
to ensure accuracy of results.  
The results from the in vitro investigations suggest that in uncemented 
reconstructions, stemmed implants perform better than stemless implants, with the 
long offset stem seen to provide the greatest resistance to relative motion. However, 
it was found that once cemented all implants with and without stems had comparable 
levels of relative motion. These findings indicate that the use of stems provides no 
obvious advantage for cemented implants unless there is a need to bypass a condylar 
defect.  
The results presented in Chapter IX contributed two further key pieces of 
information regarding the in vitro setup. First and most importantly, these models 
proved that motion does occur at the interface in uncemented investigations and 
secondly, it is estimated that elastic deformations may contribute significantly to 
errors in measured relative motions (up to 40µm in this study). 




It was found that while global trends between predicted and measured results (about 
the central reference point) showed good agreement (e.g. Figure 9.10 and 9.14), these 
motions did not correlate well with the motion observed at the interface using the FE 
model. This indicates that the multi-planar contact surface behaviour cannot be 
adequately characterised by a single point. As such, this kind of in vitro setup should 
be used for the purposes of discerning global trends, which can then be used in the 
calibration of FE models to provide more detailed information on the pattern and 
distribution of motions at the interface. 
Motion at the interface has been observed numerically under both physiological 
loading conditions (Chapter VII) and loading conditions representative of the in vitro 
experiments (Chapter IX). Though similar trends were observed in both cases with 
respect to the global contribution of stems to femoral component stability, it must be 
noted that the magnitude and distribution of peak interface motions varied 
considerably between the simplified and physiological force setups. This finding has 
important implications for the design of in vitro measurement systems.  
Sensors were arranged on the distal surface in the in vitro testing phase of the project 
on the basis that this region experienced the greatest level of motion as reported 
under physiological loading conditions. However, peak motions as revealed by the 
subsequent FE model based on the experimental loading protocol were located on the 
posterior condyles. While it is not known if this is truly representative of peak 
motions at the interface of the presented in vitro study in Chapter VIII (due to 
differences in components of  measured and predicted motions), it at least indicates a 
sensitivity of motion distribution to the loading  and geometry of the system. Careful 
consideration should therefore be given to replication of more physiological loading 
conditions during in vitro experiments to better approximate the behaviour of the 








XI.1.5 Conclusions on modularity and incorporation of bony defects 
Previous studies on the role of modular stems, particularly in the presence of bone 
grafts or condylar defects following TKA have been limited (van Loon et al. 2000, 
Completo et al. 2009, Meijerink et al. 2010). To the author’s knowledge, this is the 
first FE study to investigate the role of fixation method and osseous support in the 
presence of F2 and F3 femoral defects under the AORI classification system (Engh 
2006). Osteoporosis next to defect size and loss of osseous support at the junction 
were revealed to lead to significant increases in stress at the stem junction. These 
findings correlate well with a number of retrieval studies (Lim et al. 2001, Issack et 
al. 2007, Nikolopoulos et al. 2012). 
Other factors such as partial or full loss of fixation at the stem-bone interface and the 
presences of surgical cut errors were all found to play a role in increasing the risk of 
modular component failure.   
 
XI.2 Clinical implications 
This section highlights some of the key recommendations, which have direct clinical 
applications, based on the findings of the preceding chapters:  
 The results of this study suggests that stems may not confer any obvious 
advantage, with respect to component stability, provided the metaphysis 
remains intact and good fixation of the component can be achieved through 
cementing. 
 In the event that stems are required, the findings of this study recommend the 
use of short cemented stems, which have been found to provide as much 
initial stability as long uncemented stems, produce a more favourable stress 
distribution in the periprosthetic region and are easier to fit. 
 In at risk patients in particular, i.e. older patients with severe osteoporosis of 
the distal femur, this study suggests the use of a femoral component 
incorporating a medium length (75mm) cemented stem as an alternative to a  




primary stemless femoral component to relieve periprosthetic stress and 
reduce the risk of fracture.   
 Furthermore, should the patient lack sufficient osseous support at the distal 
metaphysis, it is recommended that a non-modular approach be adopted to 
reduce the risk of modular component fatigue failure at the junction.  
These suggestions are made on the basis of findings from the preceding Chapters and 
as such are valid for the stated loading conditions and constraints applied both 
experimentally and numerically and under the identified limitations of the work. As 
such, further research may be warranted before clinical implementation of the above 
recommendations. In particular, long term testing of cemented and uncemented 
stems should be conducted to ensure the trends observed in short term tests are 
applicable to long term clinical scenarios. Moreover, on the topic of modularity 
testing should be extended to investigate the susceptibility of both modular and non-
modular component to failure in severely osteoporotic patients, so that more definite 
conclusion can be drawn on this matter. 
 
XI.3 Recommendations 
Based on the work carried out throughout the course of this thesis and its stated 
limitations, the following recommendations are made on aspects of both FE 
modelling and in vitro testing of the distal femur. 
In this thesis, the impact of implant design and fixation on component stability was 
explored extensively with FE, however, a few key aspects should be considered for 
further development of these models. 
The technique applied in this study to model ageing and osteoporosis could be 
further explored as an efficient means of investigating the influence of material 
property variations on fixation and stability of orthopaedic prosthesis for the same 
femur geometry. Wackerhagen et al. (1992) reported that the level of recorded 
micromotion at the bone implant interface varied significantly between hard and soft 
bone. The above mentioned methodology could be used in conjunction with friction 




to determine if micromotions are likely to increase in ‘soft’ bone or if merely the 
level of elastic deformation increases.  
Regional variations in bone properties and their influence on the mechanical 
environment under different loading regimes could also be modelled by assigning 
arbitrary (low or high) values of temperature in the region of interest and adjusting 
the temperature – stiffness relationship as appropriate, e.g. creating local site specific 
weakness or defects modelled on various clinical pathologies. A further improvement 
would be to incorporate variations in cancellous bone properties, either through the 
above methodology or through CT based properties, as inhomogeneity has been 
shown to be a key factor in simulation accuracy by several previous studies, e.g. (Au 
et al. 2010).   
In this thesis, all models employed fully restrained boundary conditions at the mid-
shaft. While this may adequately replicate many laboratory studies, it is not very 
representative of the true in vivo situation; as such on-going research is focused on 
the development and inclusion of more realistic boundary conditions to these FE 
models through incorporation of muscles and ligaments. Preliminary findings, as 
mentioned in Chapter IV, indicate that for areas close to the region of load 
application, in this case the distal femur where all external loads are applied, fixed 
boundary conditions at some distance have minimal influence on stresses and strains. 
A study by van der Ploeg et al. (2012) reported a similar findings on the influence of 
muscles and ligaments on micromotion following THA. Though slight differences in 
the observed local stress pattern may occur between the muscle supported and fixed 
boundary condition models as a result of the absence of some distally attaching 
muscles such as Gastrocnemius. 
Preliminary investigations into FE boundary conditions, however, did highlight that 
end of stem stress varies significantly under fixed and muscle boundary conditions 
for diaphyseal engaging long stems, thus supporting why this area warrants further 
investigation (Conlisk et al. 2012).  




A six degree of freedom micromotion measurement system was developed in this 
study and the short term loosening behaviour of three different types of implant with 
increasing stem length was investigated. It is known, however, that cemented implant 
loosening is based on its long term performance, with previous in vitro studies 
suggesting failure will occur only after a significant number of cycles, usually 
several million (Maher et al. 2001, Cristofolini et al. 2008), efforts should now be 
made to investigate if the short term trends observed in this initial study are 
applicable to the long term loosening behaviour of these implants.  
To eliminate the issues discussed in Chapter VIII (e.g. bending in flexion), a 
modified dynamic knee rig based on the Kansas Knee Simulator as discussed in 
(Baldwin et al. 2012) could be incorporated into future experimental setups. The use 
of such equipment in conjunction with the micromotion test rig developed in this 
thesis could provide valuable information on the interface behaviour of various total 
knee prostheses under more physiologically realistic loading conditions.  
Building on the work presented in Chapter X, interface motion tests could be 
extended to include cadaveric trials to directly assess how the presence of condylar 
defects impact upon stem junction stress. The role of the offset adapter for various 
interface conditions should also be examined.  
 
XI.4 Reflection and final considerations 
As outlined in Chapter I, this thesis has contributed to the current body of knowledge 
on the topic of fixation and stability of femoral prostheses used in total knee 
arthroplasty. Through the course of this work numerous original FE models of the 
distal femur of increasing complexity were developed. Some highlights include; 
introduction of a novel method for incorporating the effects of endosteal thinning and 
variable material properties in the cortical bone, characterising the influence of 
internal implant features, and examining the influence of large bony defects on 
modular components. This work also detailed the creation of a combined in vitro and 




FE approach to determining stability of different implant types under cemented and 
uncemented interface conditions. 
In general through the course of this thesis several key factors have been highlighted 
which may be of importance to future researchers working in the field of 
biomechanics. 
In respect to modelling, it is clear that loading conditions and correct modelling of 
the interface can greatly influence the resulting patterns of stress, and the interfacial 
motions between prosthesis and bone. When modelling biomechanical problems in 
FE, efforts should be made to ensure that all the relevant loads acting on the structure 
are accounted for and that the implant fit is reflective of the real life scenario. 
Furthermore, when modelling conditions such as osteoporosis, it is essential that 
changes to both the geometry and material properties be considered.  
In respect to in vitro assessment of femoral component relative motion, the weight of 
the test apparatus should be kept to the minimum, so as to ensure this does not 
influence the results, another important factor is distance from surface of interest to 
point of fixation of apparatus, care should also be taken to ensure this value is as 
small as possible. As with computational modelling, replication of in vivo loading 
patterns is essential to producing reliable results. In terms of the knee joint, including 
an adequate representation of the patella-femoral joint is necessary in order to 
prevent unrealistically large deformations of the femur from occurring during higher 
flexion activities. 
The in vitro and in silico models created during the course of this thesis allow the 
extraction of key information which would be difficult to obtain in vivo for ethical 
reasons. It is hoped that the information provided by these techniques (computational 
and experimental) may help inform orthopaedic surgeons and aid in the clinical 
decision making processes, where current clinical evidence is lacking or ambiguous. 
However, many of the developments in this work are not strictly limited to the 
application of knee replacement in the distal femur. The efficient method of 
incorporating variable material properties to model osteoporosis and endosteal 
thinning, introduced in Chapter V, for example could find application in all other 




bones in the human body which are encased by a cortical shell. Furthermore, this 
method could be used in any structure biological or otherwise where an 
inhomogeneous gradient of stiffness is desirable. 
The design of the micromotion measurement rig could be easily adapted to monitor 
the performance of implants used in other joint replacement operations, such as total 
hip replacement (THA) and shoulder replacement (TSR). Moreover, the custom 
LabVIEW™ programs and graphical user interfaces (GUI) developed for data 
acquisition and coordinate transformation operations in this thesis, can be readily 
reused and adapted to suit other researchers’ needs, such as new sensor setups and 
target sphere configurations, without having to modify extensive lines of code as a 
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Benchmark Tests for Chapter IV 
 
A.1 Stress shielding benchmark tests 
In Chapter IV the issue of femoral component stress shielding was investigated. To 
help illustrate one of the mechanisms which contribute to stress shielding in the distal 
femur, a series of simple benchmark tests were conducted. This appendix details the 
creation and solving of these simple models and highlights the key findings.  
 
A.2 Methods 
Three principal models were created for the purposes of this study (Figure A.1).  The 
first represented the intact case, the second represented an implanted case similar to 
knee arthroplasty (e.g. implant in series) and the third an implanted case similar to 
hip arthroplasty (e.g. implant in parallel). 
 
A.2.1 Material properties 
In this study cortical bone properties (E = 16700 MPa and ν = 0.3) were applied to 
bone regions and properties of stainless steel (E = 210000 MPa and ν = 0.3) were 
applied to implant structures.  





A.2.2 Loading, boundary conditions and interface properties 
In these simple benchmark tests the proximal most edge (top edge) of the rectangular 
structure representing bone was fixed in all degrees of freedom, as with the models 
presented in Chapter IV, all bone implant assemblies were considered to be fully tied 
at the interface. 
Two methods of loading were considered, the first method was applied displacement 
and the second applied load. Under the applied displacement conditions a 
displacement of 0.1mm in the positive y direction was applied to the distal most edge 
(bottom edge) of the models as shown in Figure A.2. Under applied loading 
conditions (Figure A.3) a small region on the distal most surface representative of the 
joint contact was subjected to a uniformly distributed pressure load ( 10P MPa). In 
this instance the geometry was modified slightly through the addition of a bone and 
prosthesis blocks to models a) and c) respectively, in this manner the region of 
loading was kept consistent across all models (as shown in Figure A.3). 
 
 
Figure A.1: Simple two-dimensional plane strain models used to examine post 
implantation stress shielding, where a) represents the intact bone, b) a bone with 
implant in series and c) a bone with implant in parallel. Bone regions are shown in 
green and implant regions in grey. 










Figure A.2: Illustration of the model boundary conditions and applied displacement 




Figure A.3:  Illustration of the applied load model setup for a) an intact bone, b) a 
bone with implant in series and c) a bone with implant in parallel and series. 
 





The resulting von Mises stress distributions for each model under applied 
displacement loading conditions are shown in Figure A.4. It can be seen that the 
models representative of the intact bone and a bone with prosthesis implanted in 
series lead to very similar stress distributions throughout the bone regions of both 
models. On the other hand, the bone with prosthesis implanted in parallel can be seen 
to exhibit significantly lower stress at the bottom end of the bone and higher stress at 
the top end, e.g. the stem due to its higher stiffness is transmitting the majority of 
load to the bone immediately above the stem. Similar distributions of stress are often 
seen clinically at the hip after stemmed THA or distally at the knee after revision 
TKA with a long stemmed femoral component. 
 
The second set of results considers the influence of applied load on stress distribution 
within the bone regions for all three models (Figure A.5). It can be observed in this 
 
 
Figure A.4: von Mises stress distribution for applied displacement conditions. 
 




instance that the intact bone model exhibits a bulb of stress extending upwards from 
the joint contact site. In the other two cases, however, due to the relative difference 
in stiffness between bone and the implant, the stress resulting from the joint contact 
force is distributed over a wider area leading to an absence of this stress bulb.   
 
A.4 Conclusions 
Both the hip and knee joints experience stress shielding following joint arthroplasty. 
In this benchmark study the mechanisms at work, pertaining to stress shielding 
following TKA, were more closely examined. These findings indicate two important 
points. Firstly, the models presented in this appendix suggest that the exact 
mechanism of shielding appears to be different in both THA and TKA scenarios. 
Secondly, the redistribution of concentrated forces due to the stiffness of the implant 
and not merely the presence of an implant itself is one possible contributing factor to 
the stress shielding observed clinically in the distal femur.  
 
 
Figure A.5:  von Mises stress distribution for applied load conditions. 
 











B.1 Frictional interface benchmark tests 
In Chapter VII FE models of the distal femur employing frictional interfaces were 
used to capture the relative micromotions between bone and prosthesis due to 
physiological loading following joint arthroplasty.  
In determining the validity of a frictional contact analysis in the field of orthopaedic 
biomechanics it is suggested that successive iterations of a model should result in a 
small change in predicted micromotions relative to 150µm (Bernakiewicz and 
Viceconti 2002). In any FE analysis the accuracy of the solution is dependent on 
correct assignment of material properties, geometry, boundary conditions and 
external loading. Furthermore the resolution of the mesh must be adequate enough to 
ensure that the solution is independent of element size, however, the inclusion of 
frictional interactions at the bone-implant interface requires the definition of a 
number of additional parameters which may also affect solution accuracy (e.g. 
coefficient of friction and allowable elastic slip). 
 
B.2 Benchmark tests 
A series of benchmark tests were carried out to investigate how changes to interface 
properties influence the pattern of relative motion observed at the bone prosthesis 
interface. To avoid the large computational cost associated with varying frictional 
properties on the complex three-dimensional model of the distal femur; these 
benchmark tests employed the use of simple solid cubical domains. Referring to




Figure B.1, at the beginning of the analysis both cubical domains were perfectly 
aligned with a frictional interface applied at the contacting surfaces. 
The top part (Part A) was assigned the properties of cancellous bone, while the 
bottom part was assigned properties of steel. The Young’s moduli of cancellous bone 




MPa respectively. A 
Poisson’s ratio (ν) of 0.3 was assumed for both materials. Both simple cubical parts 
had an edge length of 10mm.   
 
 
Figure B.1: Benchmark model setup used to test frictional parameters. 
 
In this first test the bottom surface of part 2 (the steel block) was fully restrained in 
all degrees of freedom. Normal vertical loads were applied to the top surface of part 
1 (cancellous bone). The bottom surface of part 1 was then subject to an applied 
displacement in the x-direction and the reaction forces at the fixed surface of part 2 
were recorded. A frictional coefficient of  3.0  was assumed at the interface. The 
first set of tests conducted detail the effects of varying the slip tolerance on the 
behaviour at the frictional interface. 
 
 




B.2.1 Investigation of slip tolerance 
In this test each part was meshed with a single 20 noded quadratic brick element. 
Force-displacement curves were then generated for an applied normal force of 10N 
and a maximum displacement of 1mm with varying slip tolerance values as indicated 
in Table B.1. 
Table B.1: Slip parameter variations tested. 
 
 
Model Slip tolerance fF  
Model 1 0.00005 
Model 2 0.005 
Model 3 0.05 
Model 4 0.1  
Referring to Figure B.2, it can be seen that the selection of the correct slip tolerance 
is an important factor when modelling frictional interactions between solid structures 
as it directly influence the level of motion which occurs at the interface. 
 
 
Figure B.2: Influence of slip tolerance fF  on interfacial motion prior to the 
theoretical value for motion as defined by Coulomb friction theory.  




B.2.2 Investigation of mesh refinement 
According to Equation 7.2, allowable slip is a function of characteristic element 
length. Therefore the next benchmark model focused on the role mesh refinement 
plays on reported motion at the interface.  In this instance slip tolerance ( fF ) was 
maintained at 0.005 and the number of elements used to mesh each model was 
increased as shown in Figure B.3 and Table B.2.  
Table B.2: Level of mesh refinement. 
 
 
Model Total number of 
elements 
Model 1 2 
Model 2 16 
Model 3 128 




Figure B.3: Isometric view of models used to investigate effect of mesh 
refinement on motion at the interface, with numbers of elements define as per 
Table B.2 where a) 2 elements, b) 16 elements, c) 128 element and d) 250 
elements. 
 
It is observed that when specifying slip tolerance, the overall levels of motion 
reported become highly mesh sensitive (Figure B.4). On the other hand if we specify 




the allowable elastic slip as defined by iy  directly, then it can be seen that maximum 
recorded motions for these simple benchmark tests become “largely” independent of 
mesh refinement (Figure B.5), assuming proper care has been taken through 
convergence studies to ensure the base mesh is of adequate refinement to give an 
acceptable solution.  
 
 




Figure B.5: Influence of mesh refinement when the allowable elastic slip iy is specified 
directly. 




B.2.3 Bidirectional frictional setup 
The bone-implant interface must withstand variable magnitudes of loading from 
multiple directions simultaneously during gait. To test the influence of multi-
directional loading on the allowable slip parameter a bi-directional horizontal 
displacement setup was adopted.  In this case the allowable elastic slip was specified 
directly 005.0iy .  
Referring to Figure B.6, the two tangential forces in the x and z directions are 
identical. Under bi-directional loading it was observed that the model reached the 
sliding limit at a lower tangential force. Upon investigation it was determined that 
this is due to the equivalent frictional stress acting on the cube at the interface. The 
case of friction for a bi-directional loading setup can therefore be described by the 




1  eq  
(B.1) 
Where eq represents the equivalent frictional stress acting on the surface, after which 
sliding will occur. 1  is the tangential frictional stress in the global x-direction and  
2  the tangential frictional stress in the global z-direction.  
 
 
Figure B.6: Influence of bidirectional loading on force to overcome friction. 




B.2.4 Load controlled behaviour 
All previous tests were conducted under application of an applied horizontal 
displacement. If in place of displacements horizontal loads were applied then as 
would be expected non convergence of the solution would be achieved once the 
horizontal load exceeds the maximum frictional force, i.e. the flat portion of the load 
displacement curves seen previously cannot be obtained through a load controlled FE 
analysis. The lack of convergence under load controlled analyses can be a serious 
problem in modelling of frictional interfaces of the knee, where the complexity of the 
loads acting on the knee joint don’t lend themselves easily to being converted to 
displacement control.  
 
B.2.5 Conclusions on simple benchmark tests 
It is important that the user is aware of how friction is being applied in numerical 
simulations, particularly if the simulation’s main focus is the comparison of 
interfacial motions where two or more dissimilar meshes are involved. If two such 
meshes were compared under default conditions, differences in characteristic 
element length would lead to different elastic slip tolerances being applied and 
therefore would cause an uncertain level of error to be introduced to the results 
which would affect any attempt at comparison of results. It is also evident that 
changes to the slip tolerance parameter exert a more dramatic effect on interfacial 
motions than that due to variations in mesh density for the simplified models tested. 
It is therefore recommended that in the more complex three-dimensional studies, as 
motion on the scale of microns between different implant types is to be considered 
(with varying mesh densities due to prosthesis features), direct specification of the 
allowable elastic slip ( 005.0iy  or 5µm) is recommended to minimise influence of 
numerical parameters on the results of the analyses.  
 
 




B.3 Complex model tests  
A series of tests were conducted to quantify the influence of both the coefficient of 
friction and level of mesh refinement on interfacial motions in the complex three-
dimensional models. These studies employed the PS implanted femur model detailed 
in Chapter VII. All material properties, loading (at 48° flexion) and boundary 
conditions remained constant and are as described in the Chapter. 
 
B.3.1 Influence of frictional coefficient 
It is suggested that a change in frictional coefficient when   is in the range of 0.1-
0.5 minimally influences the results of the simulation (Kuiper and Huiskes 1996, 
Viceconti et al. 2000). It is also suggested that a change in input parameter should 
result in a small change in motion relative to 150µm (Abdul-Kadir et al. 2008).  In 
this study the PS implanted femur with average element edge length of 2mm was 
employed with different coefficients of friction as detailed in Table B.3.  
Table B.3: Coefficients of friction investigated. 
 
 
Model Coefficient of friction 
(µ) 
Frictionless model 0 
Frictional model 1 0.1 
Frictional model 2 0.2 
Frictional model 3 0.3 
Frictional model 4 0.5 
Frictional model 5 0.5  
The resulting peak values of motion in the normal and tangential directions at the 
interface are shown in Figure B.7. The results showed that going from a purely 
frictionless case to a frictional setup, where 1.0 , caused an approximate reduction 




in interfacial motion of 20%. Subsequent incrementation of   in steps of 0.1 caused 
further reductions of approximately 10% per increment.  In general this equates to a 
reduction of m15   going from frictionless to frictional and a further m108  for 
every subsequent incrementation of the coefficient of friction.  
The variation between frictional coefficients is found to be half that of the variation 
between a frictionless and frictional case, while the inter model variability is quite 
small for the frictional cases (Frictional models 1 to 5) in comparison to the suggest 
value of m150  (e.g. changes to friction result in a variation of <7%) the overall 
range of motion going from 1.0  to 5.0  accounts for an approximate 
reduction in interfacial motions of 27%. These findings indicate that careful selection 
of the frictional coefficient is necessary to ensure solution accuracy, particularly 
during replication of experimental setups. 
 






Figure B.7: Individual components of peak interface motion for 









B.3.2 Mesh refinement on peak motions 
In this study the effect of seven different mesh densities, ranging from coarse to fine 
(e.g. 10mm to 1mm), on peak interfacial motion was investigated. Details of the 
overall element numbers and average element edge length for models of the distal 
femur used in this study are presented in Table B.4. 
Table B.4: levels of mesh refinement investigated. 
 
 
Model Number of elements Average element edge 
length (mm) 
Coarse mesh 1 61770 10 
Coarse mesh 2 64206 8 
Refined mesh 1 78043 5 
Refined mesh 2 92669 4 
Refined mesh 3 134763 3 
Refined mesh 4 293563 2 
Refined mesh 5 1537493 1 
The results of these analyses are presented in Figure B.8. It can be seen that element 
edge length does have a slight impact on peak motion at the interface. However, it 
should be noted that by directly specifying the allowable elastic slip, as in the 
previously described benchmark tests, the variation of peak motions with changing 
mesh density is found to be less severe than the variation of peak motions with 
changing coefficient of friction, e.g. over the range of frictional coefficients tested 
peak motions varied by up to m40 , whereas changes to the level of mesh 
refinement as presented in this study resulted in an overall maximum variation in 
peak motions of just over half that ( m24 ). Though the variation in mesh typically 
resulted in a change of m4  for the more refined meshes it is still recommended 
that the optimum mesh density be chosen to ensure solution accuracy. 






Figure B.8: Individual components of peak interface motion for 
varying levels of mesh refinement. 
 
In this instance, the results from Figure B.8 also show that the model with an average 
element edge length of 2mm  model “Refined mesh 4” represents the best balance of 
overall model complexity and solution accuracy. 




B.4 Supplementary details of additional contact parameters 
The previous section detailed the key contact settings used to implement coulomb 
friction in Abaqus for FE models with frictional interfaces. However, several 
additional software specific parameters are also required during frictional analyses. 
These parameters relate to how the contact interfaces are defined, the interactions are 
enforced and the contact itself is tracked. Tables B.5 to B.7 provide an overview of 
the parameters and their respective values as applied in the current analyses. Further 
information on each of these parameters can be found in the Abaqus manuals 
(Dassault Systèmes 2010b). 
 











Sliding formulation Finite sliding  
Discretisation method Surface to surface 
Slave adjustment No adjustment 
Surface smoothing Do not smooth 
















Tangential behaviour:  
Friction formulation Penalty 
Directionality Isotropic 
Frictional coefficient 0.3 
Shear stress No limit 
Normal behaviour:  
Elastic slip Absolute distance (0.005) 
Pressure overclosure “Hard” Contact 
Check box  Allow separation after contact 
Contact enforcement method Penalty (Standard) 
Behaviour Linear 
Stiffness value Use default 
Stiffness scale factor 1 
Clearance at which contact 
pressure is zero 0 
 







Frictional onset Immediate  
Stabilisation No stabilisation 




B.5 Supplementary contour plots of relative motion 
This section of Appendix B contains supplementary contour plots for the frictional 
interface FE models presented in Chapter VII at both 0° and 22° flexion. 
The first set of plots compare the influence of a loose fit on interfacial motion for 
both the CR and PS implanted femur models (Figure B.9 and B.10). The second set 
of plots detail the comparison of TSSS and TSLS models under normal fit conditions 
(Figure B.11 and B.12) and the final set of plots examine the effect of a loose fit on 
stemmed femoral prostheses (Figure B.13 and B.14).  
It can be seen from Figures B.9 to B.14 that the majority of motions which occurred 
at lower flexion angles were found to be well within the limits for osseointegration 
(typically m20 ), with the exception of small regions on the distal surfaces and 
anterior chamfers of the CR, PS and TSSS implanted femurs under both normal and 
loose fit conditions which were observed to be approaching the lower boundary 
fibrous tissue formation (e.g. m4020  ).  In general it was observed that motion 
increased going from a normal fit to loose fit. By comparing Figures B.14 and B.10 it 
can be seen that the TS implant with short stem appears more sensitive to the 
presence of imperfect femoral bone cuts than the PS implanted femur, and that the 
TS implant with long stem was the most stable under both interface conditions, for 













B.5.1 Cruciate retaining vs. posterior stabilising – loose fit 
 
 
Figure B.9: Femoral component relative motion expressed as contact separation and 
tangential motion in two orthogonal directions for a PS implanted femur (first column) and 
a PS implanted femur at 0° flexion for loose fit conditions. 
 







Figure B.10: Femoral component relative motion expressed as contact separation and 
tangential motion in two orthogonal directions for a PS implanted femur (first column) and 
a PS implanted femur at 22° flexion for loose fit conditions. 
 




B.5.2 Effect of stemmed femoral prosthesis on femoral component motion 
 
 
Figure B.11: Femoral component relative motion expressed as contact separation and 
tangential motion in two orthogonal directions for a TS implanted femur with short stem 
(first column) and a TS implanted femur with long stem at 0° flexion. 
 







Figure B.12: Femoral component relative motion expressed as contact separation and 
tangential motion in two orthogonal directions for a TS implanted femur with short stem 
(first column) and a TS implanted femur with long stem at 22° flexion. 
 




B.5.3 Effect of loose fit on component motion for stemmed implants 
 
 
Figure B.13: Femoral component relative motion expressed as contact separation and 
tangential motion in two orthogonal directions for a TS implanted femur with short stem (first 
column) and a TS implanted femur with long stem at 0° flexion for loose fit conditions. 
 







Figure B.14: Femoral component relative motion expressed as contact separation and 
tangential motion in two orthogonal directions for a TS implanted femur with short stem (first 
column) and a TS implanted femur with long stem at 22° flexion, for loose fit conditions. 
 











In Chapter VIII data acquisition was carried out using a National Instruments 
DAQpad-6070E (National Instruments, Austin, TX) and virtual instrumentation 
software  LabVIEW™ 7.0 (National Instruments, Austin, TX). This appendix 
contains the LabVIEW™ code used extensively throughout Chapter VIII. 
 LabVIEW™ programs are written in a special graphical format called G. Each 
program consists of a front panel graphical user interface (GUI) with all the required 
virtual instruments and a block diagram (the graphical program code). In this study 
three custom programs were developed by the author, in order to calibrate each 
sensor; log, convert and filter the experimental results and finally perform the 
coordinate transformation to determine all three translational and rotational motions 
of the implant relative to the bone for the fixed reference point.  
Section C.1 presents the calibration graphs used for each sensor. Section C.2 details 
the main LabVIEW™ filtering and processing program as well as the custom 
program created to carry out coordinate transformation operations on the sensor 
displacement data. Additionally engineering drawings of the main components of the 
















Figure C.1: Individual sensor calibration equations derived using the setup detailed in 
Chapter VIII, calibration graphs (a to f) corresponding to DVRT sensors 1-6. 
 




C.2 – Programme code 
In Chapter VIII, Figure 8.17, a brief overview of the DVRT sensor post-processing 
protocol was given. In this section the LabVIEW™ graphical code used to analyse 
the sensor data is presented.    
The first program logged the data from all DVRT sensors during each test, creating 






Figure C.2: i) example of raw sensor output and ii) block diagram code of DAQ program. 




The second program (Figure C.3), using the previously generated LabVIEW™ 
measurement file as an input, separated each sensors voltage data by channel. The 
data from each channel was then converted from voltage to displacement using the 
individual sensors calibration equations shown previously (Figure C.1). A 3
rd
 order 
Butterworth filter (low pass) was then applied to the data with a cut off frequency of 
0.4 Hz to reduce noise. The final section of code in this program (Figure C.4) 
employed an iterative loop (based on cycle time at the specified flexion angle), to 
extract the amplitude of each individual sensors cyclical displacement curve at one 
cycle intervals over the 40 cycles. The value of amplitude extracted in this case being 
the relative displacement of the femoral component to the bone corresponding to the 
loading and unloading of the femur “inducible motion”. 
 
Once the “inducible motion” for each sensor had been determined these values were 
then taken as the input for the coordination transformation equations used to 
determine the relative motion of the implant to the bone in all degrees of freedom.  
Figure C.5 details the LabVIEW™ implementation of Equations 8.9 – 8.14 from 
Chapter VIII. 
 











Figure C.3: i) Front panel (GUI) and ii) block diagram code of custom signal conversion and 
filtration program. 
 











Figure C.4: i) Front panel (GUI) and ii) block diagram of iterative amplitude extraction 
subroutine for use in main program. 
 














Figure C.5: i) Front panel (GUI) showing reference point offset values and ii) block diagram 
of implemented coordinate transformation equations. 
 


































The following Figures (C.6 to C.11) show the levels of translational and rotational 
relative motion averaged over all trials, based on the tests outlined in Chapter VIII. 
The graphs show that a kind of steady state of inducible displacement occurs over the 
40 cycles of loading and unloading for both uncemented and cemented interface 
conditions. This finding is consistent with previous studies (Schneider et al. 1989). In 
general it was found that the magnitude of motions and rotations increased with 
flexion.  
It can be seen from Figure C.6a – C.6c that for an uncemented PS implanted femur 
the largest translational relative motion occurs in the distal/proximal (w) direction for 
all flexion angles investigated. In general the largest component of rotational relative 
motion was found to act about the x-axis (Figure C.6d – C.6f) in the sagittal plane 
(θx), which is consistent with many previous in-vitro and clinical RSA studies 
(Nilsson et al. 1991, Wackerhagen et al. 1992, Nilsson and Kärrholm 1996, 
Cristofolini et al. 2008, Cristofolini et al. 2009, Spinelli et al. 2010). 
From Figure C.7 it can be seen that the magnitude of translational and rotational 
relative motions for an uncemented TS implant with short stem initially appears to be 
very similar to the PS implant, particularly in the axial or w direction. However, the 
addition of a short stem serves to reduce translational motions (Figure C.7a-C.7c) in 
the other two directions (medial/lateral and anterior/posterior). It can also be seen 
that the addition of a short stem greatly reduces rotation about the x-axis in the 
sagittal plane for all flexion angles.  
Referring to Figure C.8, it can be seen that the greatest reduction in motion and 
rotation of the femoral component is achieved through the use of the long offset 
stem. All translational and rotational relative motions were found to be reduced 
significantly at all flexion angles. The long offset stem was also found to prevent the 
large axial displacements observed in the other two implant types.  
It is clear from these results that the addition of a stem serves to increase implant 
stability and reduce rotational and translational components of relative motion 




particularly in the sagittal plane in comparison to stemless implants. Similarly a 
previous in vitro study by van Loon et al. (2000) on femoral stem extension noted 
that varus/valgus rotation of the femoral was greatly reduced in the presence of a 
modular stem. 
This study also investigated the influence of cemented fixation on “apparent” levels 
of relative motion for the previously described implants. In PS implanted femurs 
cement was applied to the distal surfaces of the femur and posterior surfaces of the 
femoral component. The TS implanted femurs with short stem were cemented 
distally and along the length of the stem up to the cement restrictor (1cm past the 
stem). TS implants with a long offset stem, on the other hand, employed a “hybrid” 
cementing technique where cement was applied to the metaphysis only and the stem 
remained cementless. 
It can be seen from Figures C.9 to C.11 that all components of motion and rotation 
have significantly reduced in comparison to the corresponding implant under 
uncemented conditions. In general, components of relative motion reduced to 
approximately 1/3 of their uncemented equivalent. This finding is in line with a 
previous study which investigated cemented and uncemented fixation of a primary 
implanted femur on cadaveric bone (Wackerhagen et al. 1992). It can be seen by 
comparing Figure C.8 (TS long offset stem uncemented) and Figure C.9 (PS 
cemented) that the maximum values of relative translational and rotational motion 
are quite similar for both implanted femurs.  
 







Figure C.6: Cyclical graphs showing the translational (a, b, c) and rotational (d, e, f) 
relative motions of an uncemented PS implanted femur at 0° flexion (a and d), 10° flexion 
(b and e) and 20° flexion (c and f). 
 







Figure C.7:  Cyclical graphs showing the translational (a, b, c) and rotational (d, e, f) 
relative motions of an uncemented TS implanted femur with short stem at 0° flexion (a 
and d), 10° flexion (b and e) and 20° flexion (c and f). 
 







Figure C.8:  Cyclical graphs showing the translational (a, b, c) and rotational (d, e, f) 
relative motions of an uncemented TS implanted femur with long offset stem at 0° flexion 
(a and d), 10° flexion (b and e) and 20° flexion (c and f). 
 







Figure C.9:  Cyclical graphs showing the translational (a, b, c) and rotational (d, e, f) 
relative motions of a cemented PS implanted femur at 0° flexion (a and d), 10° flexion (b 
and e) and 20° flexion (c and f).  







Figure C.10:  Cyclical graphs showing the translational (a, b, c) and rotational (d, e, f) 
relative motions of an all cemented TS implanted femur with short stem at 0° flexion (a 
and d), 10° flexion (b and e) and 20° flexion (c and f). 
 








Figure C.11:  Cyclical graphs showing the translational (a, b, c) and rotational (d, e, f) 
relative motions of a “hybrid” cemented TS implanted femur with long offset stem at 0° 
flexion (a and d), 10° flexion (b and e) and 20° flexion (c and f). 








u (µm)       
Flexion (°) PS (SD) TS short (SD) TS long (SD) 
0 16 (0.71) 16 (0.45) 3 (0.57) 
10 34 (1.07) 35 (0.59) 4 (0.46) 
20 48 (4.85) 49 (1.13) 7 (0.76) 
θx (°)       
Flexion (°) PS (SD) TS short (SD) TS long (SD) 
0 38.34E-03 (2.69E-03) -59.22E-03 (3.12E-03) 6.29E-03 (0.63E-03) 
10 56.52E-03 (1.79E-03) 3.88E-03 (1.59E-03) 11.53E-03 (0.45E-03) 
20 84.15E-03 (24.33E-03) 22.90E-03 (8.77E-03) 20.19E-03 (0.99E-03) 
  
 
v (µm)       
Flexion (°) PS (SD) TS short (SD) TS long (SD) 
0 36 (1.04) 6 (0.57) 16 (0.88) 
10 53 (0.79) 17 (1.04) 9 (0.73) 
20 44 (10.73) 38 (1.62) 16 (0.22) 
θy (°)       
Flexion (°) PS (SD) TS short (SD) TS long (SD) 
0 -52.07E-03 (1.65E-03) 19.44E-03 (0.82E-03) -14.86E-03 (0.79E-03) 
10 -7.40E-03 (2.41E-03) 47.03E-03 (1.37E-03) 10.82E-03 (0.30E-03) 
20 0.469E-03 (25.57E-03) 56.46E-03 (0.98E-03) 8.12E-03 (0.59E-03) 
 
 






w (µm)       
Flexion (°) PS (SD) TS short (SD) TS long (SD) 
0 65 (1.34) 67 (1.69) 28 (1.13) 
10 110 (1.53) 103 (2.06) 39 (0.37) 
20 145 (24.60) 134 (4.46) 54 (0.68) 
θz (°)       
Flexion (°) PS (SD) TS short (SD) TS long (SD) 
0 -11.83E-03 (0.61E-03) -3.56E-03 (0.25E-03) 1.28E-03 (0.49E-03) 
10 -1.83E-03 (1.65E-03) 3.44E-03 (0.45E-03) 3.57E-03 (0.42E-03) 























u (µm)       
Flexion (°) PS (SD) TS short (SD) TS long (SD) 
0 12 (1.14) 4 (1.42) 8 (4.07) 
10 26 (0.71) 4 (1.35) -0.13 (0.65) 
20 32 (0.75) 6 (1.47) 0.40 (0.83) 
θx (°)       
Flexion (°) PS (SD) TS short (SD) TS long (SD) 
0 6.25E-03 (0.92E-03) -11.44E-03 (0.67E-03) 5.36E-03 (1.30E-03) 
10 21.79E-03 (0.67E-03) 5.27E-03 (0.63E-03) 10.53E-03 (0.62E-03) 
20 39.86E-03 (0.70E-03) 17.79E-03 (0.57E-03) 9.04E-03 (0.40E-03) 
  
 
v (µm)       
Flexion (°) PS (SD) TS short (SD) TS long (SD) 
0 5 (0.24) 3 (0.37) 7 (0.94) 
10 14 (0.24) 6 (0.60) 9 (0.19) 
20 17 (0.56) 11 (0.97) 13 (1.54) 
θy (°)       
Flexion (°) PS (SD) TS short (SD) TS long (SD) 
0 13.20E-03 (0.38E-03) 5.08E-03 (0.65E-03) 8.44E-03 (0.29E-03) 
10 7.11E-03 (0.35E-03) 16.67E-03 (0.36E-03) 12.97E-03 (0.40E-03) 
20 18.15E-03 (0.25E-03) 27.25E-03 (0.63E-03) 11.77E-03 (0.24E-03) 
 
 






w (µm)       
Flexion (°) PS (SD) TS short (SD) TS long (SD) 
0 26 (0.67) 13 (0.41) 12 (0.47) 
10 30 (0.28) 26 (0.30) 14 (0.26) 
20 45 (0.49) 30 (0.33) 15 (0.25) 
θz (°)       
Flexion (°) PS (SD) TS short (SD) TS long (SD) 
0 -1.59E-03 (0.25E-03) -0.35E-03 (0.38E-03) -2.93E-03 (0.67E-03) 
10 3.46E-03 (0.27E-03) -0.68E-03 (0.49E-03) -6.48E-03 (0.15E-03) 




















































































































Femoral preparation protocol 
Equipment: 
Stryker TS instrument kit. 
Stryker System 5 sagittal saw. 
Adjustable bench top clamp. 
Cordless drill with Jacobs chuck. 
 
Notes: 
Due to the starting point for both primary and revision implantation being an intact 
sawbones fourth generation composite femur a slightly modified surgical technique 
had to be adopted.  
 
Procedure: 
 Composite femur was mounted in bench top clamp. 
 Pre-existing intramedullary hole was reamed up to accept a size 16 reamer 
placed to a depth of 150mm. 
 Distal femoral resection guide was positioned with the aid of the guide tower 
and secured using two drill pins. 
 Resection depth was set to 9mm to most distal point of lateral condyle using 
the blade runner. 
 Distal femoral cut was made and checked visually using the blade runner in 
both the AP and ML planes. 
 The femoral cutting block was placed over the intramedullary rod and pinned 
in place with two oblique drill pins. Rotation was set with reference to the 
transepicondylar access and Whiteside’s line. No AP offset was selected, 




however, a 4mm lateral offset was selected prior to pinning of the cutting 
block to accommodate placement of the long offset stem.  
 The distal femoral cuts were then made in the following order as 
recommended to maintain cutting block stability: Anterior flange, posterior 
condyles, posterior chamfer and anterior chamfer. 
 The revision box cutting guide was then attached to the cutting block and 
pinned in place. The box was then cut and finished with the saw. 
 All pins and guides were then removed. 
 The offset femoral box guide was inserted and fixed with a single drill pin 
and the intramedullary canal reamed to 19mm for a length of 225mm for all 
femurs. 
 Appropriateness of cuts was then assessed by testing each femoral 
component. 
 Once satisfied with fit, components placement was carried out as per the 

















1. Hardinge femoral cement restrictor (DePuy, UK). 
2. Surgical Simplex-P methyl methacrylate bone cement with 
radiopaque barium sulphate (Stryker, UK). 
3. Mixevac III bone cement mixer (Stryker, UK). 
 
Three different implant types were employed in this study, cementing techniques 
employed for each implant are discussed here. 
 
Procedure for PS implant: 
 The cut and prepared composite femur was mounted in bench top clamp. 
 The Mixevac was placed in a laboratory fume cupboard during use as the 
device for establishing vacuum was not available. The fume cupboard while 
primarily used to extract the generated fumes from the chemical interactions 
also served as a means of ensuring constant temperature during the mixing 
process. 
 Powdered polymer was placed in the Mixevac. The liquid monomer was 
added to the powder, the timer was then started and the lid sealed. 
 The liquid and powder were mixed for 90 seconds at a constant speed. 
 Spatula was used to remove cement from the Mixevac at the beginning of the 
“dough” phase (approximately 3 – 4 minutes). 
 Application and pressurisation of the cement to the distal femoral cut, the 
anterior chamfer cut and the anterior flange cut (at 5 – 6 minutes) were 
performed. 




 Cement application to posterior condyles of the PS component. 
 Component was then mounted by hand to the composite femur. 
 Final positioning of the implant was done through the use of a femoral 
impactor and mallet. 
 Continued pressurisation and resistance was applied through impactor until 
cement judged to be sufficiently set. 
 Clean up and removal of excess cement prior to setting. 
 
Procedure for TS implant with short stem: 
 Same initial setup as PS implant, however, prior to mixing cement the 
Hardinge cement restrictor was impacted into the femoral canal to a 
standardised distance (1cm proximal to stem). 
 Mixing of cement conducted as previously discussed. 
 Once cement was in “dough” phase, a cylindrical cement mass was formed 
and introduced to the canal. Cement was then pressurised into the canal wall 
through digital impaction. 
 Application of cement to the component and distal surfaces, followed by 
impaction, pressurisation and clean-up was then carried out as previously 
stated.  
 
Procedure for TS implant with long offset stem: 
 As “hybrid” cementing was employed for the long stemmed implant the same 
setup and procedure as outlined for the PS implanted femur was used, where 
cement was only applied to distal/anterior surfaces of the femur and posterior 
condyles of implant. 
